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AT&TISIN
SURVIVAL
KIT.
I
f a critical area of your operations
your computers' normal operations.
Which means you would be able to
broke down, how would it affect
maintain the flow of your business
your company?
More than likely, sales would drop even if crucial data processingcapaoff, customer service would decrease bility were destroyed.
What's more, our AT&T
and you would probably suffer a major
ACCUNET® Family of Digital Serprofit loss.
vices provides a communications link
To avoid a nightmare like this, it
between your remote facilities and
makes sense to take advantage of
AT&T Crisis Management solutions. your terminals at speeds of up to
It's just like having your own
1.544 megabits per second, insuring
fast recovery.
business survival kit.
We can hook you up with our
Because AT&T prepares your
AT&T 800 Service and AT&T Dial-It®
business with a -complete plan to
900 Service as emergency numbers.
minimize impact or even forestall a
So, for example, in the case of a
crisis situation entirely.
So if something doe's go wrong,
product recall, you can easily address
you'lI'be equipped with accurate and consumer concerns.
e can help you implement a
reliable solutions to help you recover
telemarketing center backup
from a natural disaster, mechanical
system, just in case your telemarketfailure or even intentional
ing system overloads or goes out.
destruction.
For instance, we work with "Hot Or if you need to have an emergency
Site" vendors to supply your company conference in the U.S. or internationally, we'll connect you with AT&T
with backup facilities that mirror

W

©1986 AT&T

Business Video, AT&T ALLIANCE®
Teleconferencing Service and more.
All told, AT&T offers you a customized business survival kit of
services, personal assistance and
advanced technologies to ensure
smooth operations. Even if circumstances seem to dictate otherwise.
or more information about our
Crisis Management solutions
talk with your account executive at
AT&T. Or one of our sales representatives at 1 800 222-0400.
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Stratus Computer is expected to unveil new members of its XA computer
family.
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The Integrated Services
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change the nature of the
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the movement of information around the world. User
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very big job.
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Ada's nonacceptance outside of the military/industrial
world, reports Edith D.
Myers, is "What the Countess Didn't Count On."
36

In the on-line environment,
the chain that will keep out
unwanted users has four
major links-accountability,
prevention, detection, and
enforcement. Both MIS and
users must agree on how
to enforce security and what
to do with trespassers
once they're caught.
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that true distributed relational databases are still just a
promise.
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Liberalization may be the most
important trend to hit the
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The complexity of tariff structures has made it harder for users to reap the benefits of
European telecom network cost
reductions.
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NetView from IBM®

"NET/MASTER" Is The Most Complete
Network Management Solution Available'~ Datapro*
The way to solve the network management puzzle is with software components
that are made to fit together
Thafs why you need to compare NET/
MASTER with NetView.
'
Our 30-day free trial will show you why
Datapro called NETIMASfER the only total
network control system available for the
IBM mainframe environment And added,
"NET/MASfER is a giant step in the direction of peak operating efficiency."*

Integration Is The Answer.
NETIMASfER lets you manage your
VTAM network with greater controL efficiency and reliability than IBM's NetView.
Because NET/MASfER is a comprehensive,
fully integrated system that lets you tie
together TSO, CIcs, MVS, VTAM, GCs, VSE,
]ES 2 AND JES 3. Plus it gives you powerful
capabilities in the areas of multiple session
managemen~ network security, easy access
through network menus and file transfer
The bottom line is increased network
availability and enhanced service levels for
all users.

We'll Give You AFree Trial Run.
See for yourself why more than 300 companies have implemented NET/MASfER the real network management solutioll
To arrange for your free 30-day triaL or
to get more infonnation on NET/MASfER,
call us today at:

1-800-543-3010
In Ohio, 513-661-6000.
In Canada, 1-800-387-5914.

EECINCOM

WorldHeadquarters
2300 Montana Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45211
*Datapro 70 repor~ Datapro Research Corporation, September, 1986. IBM is a registered trademark ofInternational Business Machines Corporation Rubik's Magic ™ is a trademark of
Seven Towns Ltd. used with permiSSion The illustration of Rubik's Magic ™ is by permission of Rubik Studio © 1986. All rights reserved Distributed by MATCHBOX TOYS (USA) Ltd
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WITHOUT DATA GENERAL
INTEGRATING YOUR COMPUTERS IS LIKE
PITTING MAN AGAINST MACHINE.
DATA GENERAL GNES YOU
THE BEST SOLUTIONS
FORCOMPurnR~GRAruD

MANUFACTURING SYSruMS.
Are the levels of your manufacturing operation locked in hand to hand combat? Our total
integration solutions can make them all work
together. Hand in hand.
The full range of our computers and solutions spans key areas. So engineering can tie in
with manufacturing. Planning and control can
communicate with sales and administration.
We give you advanced productivity solutions. With TEO;M our technical automation
system. And with CEO;W our business auto ma: tion system. Each further streamlines your
operations when they're combined with major
CIM applications.
I

Data General is firmly committed to
industry communications standards. Like MAP,
SNA, X.25 and Ethernet?9 They give you even
more flexibility. And help you forge different
systems into a single information mainstream.
What's more, our MV/Family computers
are price/performance leaders. Which makes
these solutions more affordable.
Our global support team can mold manufacturing solutions to fit almost any need .
Whether it be production of steam turbines.
Or manufacturing paper products. Companies
wrestling with today's complex manufacturing
needs have discovered integrated solutions
from Data General.
To find out more, call1-800-DATAGEN (in
Canada call 1-800-268-5454) . Or write: Data
General, 4400 Computer Drive, MS C-228,
Westboro, MA 01580.

t. Data General

a Generation ahead.
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© 1986 Data General Corporation. TEO is a trademark and CEO is a
registered trademark of Data General Corporation. Ethernet is a
registered trademark of Xerox Corporation.

FROM THE PEOPLE WHO BROUGHT POWER PROTECTION INTO THE COMPUTER ROOM FIVE YEARS AGO.

TWlCETHE POWER PROTECTION.
HALF THE SPACE.
ONLY FROM ElIDE ELECTRONICS!
Up to 125 kVAina UPS just six feet
tall and about six feet wide. Including the battery! (That's double the
capacity and one-half the size of
our previous 100 kw UPS.) And
best of all, Exide ElectronIcs has it
for you today.
The Exide Electronics
Series 6000 uses power transistors
and pulse-width modulation to
increase capacity, reliability, and
efficiency; In fact" it has the most
power in the smalles(package of
any computer room UPS available.
But a lot of power in a small
package isn't all the Series 6000
has goJpg for it. Its Quiet, automatic
operation. Its sealed,maintenancefree batteries in a wide selection
of sizes. And the fact that it's UL
listed. These are all good reasons
to depend on Exide Electronics'
Series 6000.
The best reason, however, is
that it is from Exide Electronics.
We've spent more than twenty
years building UPS's and earning a
reputation for quality products
and power protection leadership.
We're committed to making
sure that our products are exactly
whatwesaytheyare.Uninterruptible Power Supplies.
If you want a UPS you can
really depend on, buy it from the
company you can really depend on.
Exide Electronics. Call us today at
1/800/554-3448. In North Carolina,
call 1/800/554-3449.
Complies with applicable FCC requirements.

€XIDE ELECTRONICS
p.o. Box 58189, Raleigh, NC 27658, 919/872-3020, TLX 289968
In Canada, 5200 Dixie Rd.,Suite 20, Mississauga,Ontario L4W1E4
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Look Ahead
STRATUS
BEADlES
XASYSTEMS

MARLBORO, MASS. -- Stratus Computer is expected to
debut its third generation of continuous processing
systems this week with five new members of its XA computer series. ET-l benchmark resul ts indicate the new
top-of-the-line XA provides more than 50 transactions
per second, over three times the current top-end XA
600. The fault tolerant systems incorporate one to
four tightly coupled 68020 MPUs at fully configured
prices ranging from $270,000 to $750,000. Targeting
Tandem's VLX computers, the new series is Stratus's
first that enables processors to be added to a system
without interrupting existing applications.

ICL TESTING
UNIX ON A
MAINFRAME

LONDON -- ICL, whose chairman, Geoff Morris, is also
chairman of X/Open, makes no bones about its commitment to open systems--so much so that now comes word
that ICL is testing Unix on its mainframe line. Details are still scant about the Unix trial and when it
might be completed, but well-placed sources at ICL indicate that the Unix commitment is strong. "Open systems are the way to go for ICL on the mainframe side,"
says the source. Meanwhile, X/Open is planning to set
up Unix portability centers. The first will be set up
near Heathrow Airport outside of London. X/Open has
awarded a design and planning contract for the center
to Sphinx, a U.K. -based Unix systems house. Proposals
are due next month.

NIXDORF EYES
CENTER FOR CIM

STUTTGART, WEST GERMANY -- Nixdorf Computer AG will
make its first strategic move to enter the computer
integrated manufacturing (CIM) market on Feb. 12 when
it opens a dedicated CIM center here. Previously, Nixdorf has simply sold its 8870-processor line with modules of its Comet software, such as the Feros production-control package. The new center will provide
consul tancy to both the company's customers and its
sales force, and is expected to undertake some custom
software development.

AI VENTURE
MOVES AHEAD

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA. -- The closely watched joint effort'by AI vendor Inference Corp. and American Express
to augment AmEx's on-line credit card verification operation with an automated knowledge-based system has
taken an important step forward. A limited pilot implementation of the system has gone on-line and is
working as advertised, drawing credit data from up to
12 different IMS databases and applying rules to approve or reject credit charges. AmEx is still working
on software to allow its TPF operating system and its
IMS databases to interface- under a Symbolics workstaDATAMATION 0 FEBRUARY 1, 1987 9
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tion. Actual mapping of the knowledge base into the
AmEx database has been completed and is working, however. AmEx hopes to have the full system working by
this April. Meanwhile, Inference is developing a similar knowledge-based credit system for Ford.
ON THE WATCH
FOR A RELEASE
OF VTAM

BOSTON -- Customer sources are divided on the announcement date of IBM's next VTAM (SNA's Virtual Telecommunications Access Method) release, with some expecting the first half of the year and some the second.
Not only will the new release support LU 6.2, sources
claim, but it will help s:upport a standard form of LU
6.2. Currently, there are four different versions of
LU 6.2 or Advanced Peer-to-Peer Communications
(APPC). In addition, IBM's software developers at Raleigh, N. C., are said to ibe intent on cleaning up VTAM,
which has a multitude of linterfaces. VTAM/LU 6.2 is a
big step in that direction and may be a vital foundation for the distributed DBMS software (which some refer to as DB2/Star) that will emerge in the 1990s.

LIBRARIES
BECOMING
POPULAR

SANTA CLARA -- It looks as if Storage Technology Corp.
isn't the only pcm vendor throwing its weight behind an
automated cartridge tape library product. Memorex is
also working on one and hopes to begin shipping it in
early 1988, about the same time StorageTek's will become generally available . Memorex is also said to be
in the final stages of finding an oem supplier of 3480class cartridge tape drives, and plans to unveil its
product in February or March.

GEC MAY SIGN
MORE IN U.S.

LONDON -- U.K. company GEC Software is expected to announce more U . S. customers next month for its Genos
integrated project-support environment (IPSE), following its first major U. S. deal for the product with
Hewlett-Packard. By the end of March, GEC will also
open its first U.S. sales support office on the East
Coast. The HP deal requires the U.K. firm to convert
its software engineering suite to the HP9000 series
300 running the HP-UX version of Unix. -It also has to
monitor five test sites at HP facilities in the U.S.
The test period is planned to end in May.

THE PHONE IS
FINALLY
RINGING

MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF. -- Pcmer National Advanced Systems has been waiting by the phone since October,
ready to ship its V60 and V80 vector processing facilities, which attach to its AS/XL 3090-class line of
mainframes. There's been just one problem--no orders.
But sources say the company recently corrected that
situation, signing the University of Zurich in Swit-
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WE'RE JUSTA DATA BASE .
. THAT CAN'T SAY NO. .
All for one simple reason: so you can choose
from the best applications packages available today.
At last count, over 100 ofthem. The best in banking,
finance, manufacturing and other areas. Because
they're all built by the best applications vendors.
You see, we know that no one knows the applications business better than an applications vendor.
Not only do they build applications that are rich with
features, they're also committed to keeping them up
to date. Simply because that's their business.
But at the same time we realize no single
vendor can satisfy all your company's applications
needs. For example, one vendor's manufacturing
package may be perfect for you, but you may need a
distribution package from another vendor.
Which is why it makes so much sense for you
to have a DBMS that offers you a wide choice of
applications. And why we build a DBMS that offers
you a wide choice. And also why we aren't trying to
develop and sell our own set of applications packages. Even though others find it tempting.
Because if we build a data base that ,can't say no,
it makes it that much easier for you to say yes.
For more about DATACOM/DB's positive
approach to applications packages, mail us the coupon. Or call1-800-ADR-WARE.

ADR. WE KEEP WRITING

THE HISTORY OF SOFTWARE.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - --I

I

Applied Data Research~ Orchard Road & Rt. 206, eN-8,
Princeton, NJ 08540 1-800-ADR-WARE. InNJ, 1-20\-874-9000.

o Please send me more information about ADR/DATACOM/D~
o Please have an ADR" Representative call.

Name' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Position_ _ _ _ __

we've said yes. To all the best applications
vendors. And we've worked with them and
helped them develop and support applications
especially for ADR/DATACOM/DB~ our high
performance relational data base management
system (DBMS).
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Company'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone: _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _ _ Zipl _ _ __

L Computer Equipment

___________
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For information about ADR Seminars caUl-800-ADR-WARE.
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Look Ahead

zerland as its first V60 customer. Although NAS claims
to have strong demand for its AS/XL system among technical and scientific users, the company, like Amdahl
Corp. and IBM, has been hampered by a lack of vectorintensive applications for IBM-compatible systems.
UNIONS SET
AGENDA· ON IBM

LONDON --The world's labor unions have Big Blue in
their sights. Last month's meeting of three major international labor federations in London (see Look
Ahead, Jan. 1, p. 10) agreed to act as a clearinghouse
for information on IBM; publish a twice-yearly newspaper on the company and distribute it to IBM employees; and help provide IBM staff with a better picture
of the company's global operations. The unions also
decided to identify target groups within IBM for possible organization and to collect, where possible,
details of employees' pay and conditions.

THREE TEAlVI UP
TO RESEARCH
SUPERS

MINNEAPOLIS -- A new venture to research supercomputers -- the technology, markets, types of machines
and their relationship to mainframes, to name some of
the key areas --has been formed by the Minnesota
Supercomputer Institute of the University of Minnesota, the Palo Al to Management Group Inc., and the Inforesearch Institute Inc. Called the Consortium for
Supercomputer Research, the venture is now in the process of raising funding for the study, which is expected to take six to eight months to complete.

A DOUBLE-SIDED
PREFERENCE

TOKYO -- Japan may be in danger of going its own way on
CD-ROM standards if one of its semigovernmental
groups has its way. The CD-ROM working group of the Japan Industrial Standard (JIS) multimedia standardization committee has rejected the standard submitted
to ANSI by.the High Sierra group last July. The Japanese group feels that double-sided recording is preferable to the usual single-sided format, and also complains that the High Sierra standard is too closely
tied to a single operating system, MS/DOS.

RUMORS AND

Sybase Inc. , Berkeley, Calif., producer of SQL-based
relational database management systems, last month
made its first product shipments to 20 sites, which
will use it on workstations from Sun Microsystems,
Mountain View, Calif., and is some three weeks away
from announcing DEC versions of its RDBMS . . . . The
Australian cabinet must decide this month whether to
approve the country's largest'dp deal. The Australian
Taxation Office needs $135 million for new systems to
upgrade its dated technology.
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PAGEWRITER B
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A
LOT
HIGHER
Emulate on IBM 5219 with printer
0

technology prints a variety of laserquality fonts under push-button control.
You'll never change print wheels again!
Sure, there are other page printers
that emulate the 5219. But the PageWriter 8 blows them away too. Its 5000
page monthly duty cycle is 40% better
than the competition. And it achieves
its compatibility without an outboard
protocol converter.
Perhaps best of all, the Pagewriter
8 actually costs less than a 5219.Which
is why the 5219 should soon start
pushing up daisies.
So aim higher. Set your sights on a
PageWriter 8, and call Datasouth today
at 1-800-222-4528.

thot blows the petols oNony doisy.
If you pick daisies for your System
3X, you know all about the IBM 5219.
So do we. Thars why we built the
PageWriter 8. Irs absolutely plugcompatible with the 5219,and better.
at just about everything.
Starting with speed. The PageWriter
8 doesn't poke along at a few petalpushing characters per second. It pumps
out a full 8 pages per minute. Thars
faster than any printer on wheels.

The PageWriter 8 is quieter, too.
While the 5219 sounds like a machine
gun, the PageWriter 8 prints in nearsilence.
Everything about the PageWriter 8
is designed to make things easy around
your office. Take the automatic sheetfeeder. With a 500-page capacity, it can
run unattended for half an hour or more.
And consider what it takes to change
typefaces. The PageWriter 8's LED Array

Dalasoulh
AMERICA'S HIGH PERFORMANCE
PRINTER COMPANY
P'Q Box 240947, Charlotte, NC 28224, (704) 523-8500, nx: 6843018, DASO UW SALES: 1-800-222-4528, SERVICE' 1-800-438-5050,' West Coast Office: 415-940-9828.
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Nearline
freedom of choice
for information managers.
TM•• •

T eFuture
is at
How fast does the 4400 Automated Cartridge System make data
available? The average initial service
time is 11 seconds for data within a
single library storage module ...
compared with minutes or hours for
manual tape.

Introducing Nearline™:
Information technology
that creates new
information strategies.
Until today, managers deciding
how to store information were faced
with uncomfortable compromise
rather than effective choice.
Choices existed; but, for a great
many applications, there wasn't the
right choice. Online DASD storage
was fast but relatively expensive.
Offline tape storage was less expensive-but hindered in speed and
consistency by such factors as how
long it took to find and mount a reel
of tape ... or how long it took to get
the mount itself scheduled.
Those, however, were the only
choices: either performance or economy ... online or offline ... black
or white.
Today there is a new choicethe first true choice-in storing data
not only to meet the demands of current applications, but to create new
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opportunities What does the 4400 Automated
Cartridge System mean to the
for applications that were
future of information
impossible or impractical before.
management?
Nearline TM: Choice not compromise.
It means you can automate your
The 4400 Automated Cartridge
current manual tape operations and
System is such a completely new
dramatically improve performance,
approach to information storage and
costs and floors pace efficiency.
retrieval that it even requires a new
It means you can move data from
definition for the way it stores data: not
expensive online devices and achie,
online ... not offline ... but Nearline~M
an unprecedented cost breakthrouglI
It gives you quick and consistent
of less than $.50 (u. S.) per megaaccess to your data with an economy
byte purchased-or as little as one
that surpasses manual tape itself.
fortieth the cost of disk.
It means that a strategic archiThe 4400 Automated Cartridge
tecture is finally available for controlSystem is a fully-automated, cartridgeling the growth of DASD.
based, information storage and retrieval
It means that huge, data-intensive
system. The system is made up of
cartridge drives (and control units),
applications (such as CAD/CAM, and
complete history files) requiring cost
library storage modules, library
efficiencies not possible online ...
management units and a host softand fast, consistent performance not
ware component residing in every
possible offline ... will now find an
mainframe that has access to the
active place in serving and supporting
library. The control units and transports read and write industry-standard
user needs.
Nearline TM: the 4400 Automated
I8-track cartridges; the library perCartridge Subsystem. It means freeforms automated mounts and demounts
in response to commands from the .
dom of choice for information managehost software component. In effect,
ment ... and a strategic storage
solution that puts the future in hand.
data is brought online robotically.

StorageTek ·

Storage Technology. It's More Than Our Name ... It's Our Commitment.
Storage Technology Corporation

Louisville, Colorado 80028-4358

Nearline ,. is a Trademark of Storage Technology Corporation.

(303) 673-5151

It's OK, you're OK. Thanks to Sorbus:
Small computer problems can turn into big business troubles-whether
you're running an IBM® Series I, SystemJ34, SystemJ36 or 36PC, or
SystemJ38. Or an MAl Basic Four® mini, for that matter.
Fortunately, there's Sorbus preventive maintenance. To fight downtime-and to keep you in business, by keeping your computer in business.
And if something does go wrong, we fix it fast. Thanks to our twohour average response time. Our 230, 000 part-number inventory. Our
11/2 hour average repair time. And our single-source responsibility for
more than 3,000 different kinds of computer equipment.
All of which have made us a leading independent computer maintenance company, servicing more IBMs-from micros to mainframes-than
anyone else. Except IBM. But we're working on it.
Keep your minicomputer well-adjusted.
Call Sorbus today. I-800-FOR-INFO.

SOTbus®
A Bell AtlanticMCompany

50 E. Swedesford Road
Frazer, PA 19355
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc.
Basic Four is a registered trademark of MAl Basic Four.
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News in Perspective
STORAGE

INSIDE VIEW: A robot searches for a requested cartridge tape in Storage Technology's new 4400 Automated Cartridge System.

Pinning Hopes On
A Vision of Storage
StorageTek is betting that a new
automated tape library will enable it
to regain its past glory.
tune of $550 million in losses.
He pulled the plug on develIn February,1985, when Ryal opment of an optical disk
R. Poppe(· was; hired to bring' drive and' turned thumbs
pcm storage equipment ven- down on an in-house tape cardor Storage Technology tridge design that varied from
Corp. out of bankruptcy, he the IBM 3480 standard. At the
took one look at' the compa- same time, Poppa and newly
ny's new-product develop- named president Stephen G.
ment efforts and immediately ]erritts cut some $85 million
asked himself, "What are we out of StorageTek's annual
" doing with all these adven- operating budget, reducing
the company's worldwide em~ tures? We can't afford them."
j
So Poppa started cancel- ployee count to 8,500 from
15 ing some of those engineering
15,000 and enforcing an upper management reorganiza~ adventures as part of an effort
] to rescue StorageTek, which tion that cut the number of
u
in 1984 had fallen victim to company vice presidents to
nine from 34. The goal in
~ both IBM and its own misj placed ambitions-to the those dark days was survival

BY JEFF MOAD .

and the plan was to get back to
the basics of StorageTek's
business, namely, making
highly reliable IBM-compatible disk and tape products.
.
Not all of StorageTek's
more innovative development projects bit the dust,
however. Poppa and ]erritts,
to the dismay of StorageTek' s
creditors, decided to continue
financing one effort, code
named Cimmeron, an automated tape library designed
to complement the emergence of 18-track, cartridgebased tape drives. Two years
and $50 million in develop-

The 4400 ACS, including control
units and four libraries.

ment costs later, StorageTek
last week unveiled Cimmeron-now called the 4400
Automated Cartridge System
(ACS)-and started promoting what' it calls "nearline"
storage. As it moves closer to
emerging from Chapter 11
bankruptcy status sometime
this summer, StorageTek is
betting that ACS and its own
version of the 3480 cartridge
tape drive will help reestablish the company as a data
storage industry leader. First,
though, the Louisville, Colo.based company must sell MIS
users on the need for a new
level of storage hierarchy.
StorageTek's 4400 ACS
consists of a silo, 7.7 feet high
by 11 feet in diameter, containing up to 6,000 of the
3480-tape cartridges. Software, residing on up to 16
host mainframes that run
MVS/XA]es 2 or 3, controls a
pair of robot arms inside the
silo. They retrieve the requested cartridge and insert it
into one of up to four Storage-
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Tek 3480-equivalent tape
drives attached to the outside
of the silo. Up to 16 silos can
be strung together, so a host
system can have access to up
to 96,000 of the 3480 cartridges on one ACS system.
The advantage of ACS,
says StorageTek, is that it offers storage response time
that is an order of magnitude
faster than systems that rely
on manual tape operators.
While operators take at least
120 seconds to locate and load
tape spools or cartridges, a
single ACS can do the job in 11
seconds, StorageTek says.
The ACS offers that quicker
response time at 3480 tape
storage costs of about 50
cents per MB, about one fortieth that of the 3380E.

AtS an Alternative
The result, claims StorageTek, is a new layer of storage hierarchy-the nearline
approach-between on-line
and off-line that will enable
MIS managers to cost-justify
many new applications that
were previously out of reach.
At the same time, StorageTek
hopes, ACS will offer an alternative to IBM's push to sell
more expensive DASD for
most data storage while recommending tape only for offline backup. "IBM has been
telling users to put all their
datasets, even sequential
datasets, on DASD and use
3480s for backup," says StorageTek senior vice president
Richard R. Douglas.
"That's a good story for
IBM because it sells more
DASD, but for users that
makes sense only if they have
unlimited funds. ACS offers an
alternative that is going to
have an impact on IBM's storage strategy. IBM has many
users increasing their DASD
farms by 35% a year. We're
going to cut into that."
StorageTek expects the
ACS to enable users to write
tape-based applications that
use sequential data such as
history files. Such applica18 DATAMATION
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tions will be in the areas of
geophysical exploration, telemetry, auditing, and medical
and other types of research,
StorageTek hopes.
While the company
started taking orders for the
ACS only this week, officials
say existing StorageTek customers already have expressed strong interest in the
product. In fact, Poppa, in a
recent interview with DATAMATION, says the company
now expects to ship as many
as 6,000 tape libraries over
the next five years, more than
double the number the company was planning on when it
decided to introduce the 4400
ACS. At $243,500 list for each
tape silo plus $134,000 for additional control units and software, the ACS could singlehandedly ensure a future for
StorageTek.
The company also hopes
to leverage ACS sales with additional software products.
StorageTek is negotiating
with as yet unidentified software companies for joint development of a hierarchical
storage manager product similar to IBM's DF/HSM. If the
company's plans for ACS work
out, says Poppa, "it could
make the difference in StorageTek's being a great company or a so-so company."
Of course, users will be
the judges of that, and some
of them seem skeptical both
of StorageTek as a viable pcm

supplier and of the company's
arguments for so-called nearline storage. One such user is
the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., New York, which
was a large user of StorageTek disk and tape drives until
the vendor ran into financial
and product-quality problems. At that point, in late '84,
says Daniel J. Cavanagh, senior vice president for electronic installations, Met Life
suspended StorageTek as a
vendor and became an IBMonly customer. Met Life
hasn't gone back to StorageTek and won't until the company emerges from Chapter
11 and demonstrates that its
DASD reliability is equal to that
of IBM, says Cavanagh.
The tape library product
itself won't bring Met Life
back into the StorageTek
fold. "It's an interesting idea,
but we have our doubts about
it," Cavanagh says. "We were
an old IBM 3850 [mass storage] user, and that product
never really fit in. This STC
product looks a little like the
3850 in concept. We'd have to
be shown that it would pay."

The Specter of the Past
StorageTek's Poppa acknowledges that marketing of
the 4400 ACS may suffer from
association with both the
3850, which IBM finally withdrew from the market last fall,
and other unsuccessful tape
library products such as one

STEPHEN G. JERRITTS AND RYAL R. POPPA OF STORAGETEK: Hoping to
make a great company instead of a so-so company.
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marketed in the early 1980s
by Milpitas, Calif.-based Braegen Corp. The 4400 ACS, StorageTek says, avoids the problems the earlier mass storage
systems had. For one thing,

IIIT/S AN
INTERESTING
IDEAl BUT WE

HAVE OUR
DOUBTS
ABOUT IT.

II

the 4400 ACS, unlike the 3850,
uses a standard recording medium, the tape cartridge. Another difference is that the
4400 ACS is data-path transparent, appearing to the host
system as a 3278 terminal attached to a 3274 controller.
StorageTek has convinced some large users that
the 4400 ACS is a step beyond
earlier automated mass storage efforts. One longtime
StorageTek customer, Aetna
Insurance, Hartford, Corin.,
has accepted StorageTek's
arguments for nearline storage and may be an ACS earlysupport customer· when the
product starts shipping in the
fourth quarter of this year.
According to Aetna's assistant vice president for technology planning, Jeffrey A. Alperin/ Aetna has been waiting
for a! product like the ACS to
start: migrating from 9-track
to 18-track tape cartridges.
"We've got 500,000 reels of
9-track tape that would cost
us $8 million to transfer to
cartridges. The last thing we
want to do is spend that money to go from 500,000 round
things to 500,000 square
things. We have to get something more to show for it. The
tape library is it because it's
much less expensive than

disk and allows us to get away
from having people on roller
skates replacing reels of
tape."
While some· MIS users
may focus on the ACS as a tool
to replace their manual tape
operator staffs, StorageTek
downplays that potentially
controversial aspect of the
product. "This is not a labor
replacement device," says senior vp Douglas. "Its cost-effectiveness could not be supported strictly on that basis.
The ACS provides users with
storage that is more cost-effective than DASD and just as
effective."
If StorageTek is successful with the ACS, it could
help breathe life into the lagging 3480 cartridge tape market and help StorageTek's
own cartridge tape box, the
4480, catch up with IBM'S
3480, which has been shipping since January 1985. According to an analyst at Dataquest Inc., San Jose, after
strong initial demand for the
3480-despite some cartridge reliability problemsorders fell off in the second
half of 1986 as some users,
such as Aetna, balked at the
cost of migrating to the cartridge-based system.
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IBM May lot Share in Demand
If the ACS does give
some users a reason to migrate to 3480-c1ass tape
drives, IBM may not share in
the increased demand. The
4400 ACS supports only the
StorageTek cartridge tape
drive. The StorageTek drives
use a slightly offset cartridge
mounting device to accommodate the round ACS silo to
which they must attach. The
StorageTek drives also are
stacked vertically and maintenance is from the rear, unlike
the IBM 3480.
StorageTek will also
market, at about 95% of IBM
list price, a standalone, manually operated version of its
4480 cartridge tape drive.
While Poppa reports strong

end-user and oem interest in
the drive, the StorageTek device is likely to face added
competition. from Japanese
manufacturers Hitachi and
Fujitsu by the time it comes to
market. "We've got to focus
more now on unique offerings
and added value," says Jerritts. "The pcm business is
changing. Selling a product
cheaper than IBM doesn't
work anymore."
Even if StorageTek is
able to do what IBM and others
could not-successfully market an automated mass storage device-it will not see the
fmancial rewards until 1988.
The ACS product starts shipping in volume in the first
quarter of 1988, after the
4480 drive starts shipping in
the third quarter of this year.
To date, no beta versions of
the ACS have been shipped.
While there are working ACS
systems inside StorageTek,
engineers are still completing
development of the host software component that will operate as a secondary subsystemto MVS.
·That means StorageTek
will have to rely on its existing
3380E disk and its nonimpact
and line printer businesses
for profitability in 1987. With
added new-product marketing costs ahead, StorageTek
has said 1987 earnings will
not match 1986 figures. "In
1986 we were able to operate
profitably by using our creditors' cash," says Jerritts, "but
once we emerge from Chapter 11 we're going to have to
earn it through revenue
growth and better margins."
Meanwhile, StorageTek
officials are counting on continued user support to carry
them through 1987 and to
help make their ACS and cartridge tape strategies fly.
"The basic reason we are still
here today is because customers want us to succeed,"
says Jerritts. "They want an
alternative to IBM, and they
don't necessarily want it to be
a Japanese alternative."
•

Pie in the Sky?
Can new dish technologies finally put
satellite communication into orbit? A
few users are betting on it.
BY SUSAN KERR
The use of satellites for corporate networks may fmally
get a big boost this year once
installation of a relatively new
and cheap breed of satellite
system takes hold at several
big-name customers. But
even if results outshine expectations-and not everyone's convinced that will be
the case-few industry participants are willing to bet
their last dollar that satellites
will ever become more than a
highly specialized communications tool.
For years, satellites
have been long on promise
but short on delivery. Few
companies have used satellite
services for data transfer and
that lack of interest was reflected in the fmancial problems of such vendors as Vitalink Communications Corp.
and Equatorial Communica-

tions Co., both in Mountain
View, Calif.
Yet, a few developments
are breathing new life into
that market. The rising cost of
leased private communications lines (by as much as
60% in the past two years,
some say) and the coming of
age of KU-band satellite technology, primarily the newer
very small aperture terminals
(VSATS), has made some users take a second look. VSATs
are small satellite dishes.
Among those that have
signed up recently are K Mart
Corp., the American Farm
Bureau (AFB), and the U.S.
Geological Survey. Others,
such as Montgomery Ward,
are in the process of deciding.
"The number one reason we looked at it was to reduce the cost of dedicated LAN
lines," says S. Kim Wells,
general manager of American
Agricultural Communications
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Systems Inc. "There was just
no control over the spiraling
inflation." Wells spearheaded
the AFB's decision to install
VSATs initially in 500 of its
2,900 county farm bureau
sites.
The AFB plans to replace
leased lines, which cost up to
$580 a month per county office, with satellite services
that Wells estimates will cost
roughly $300 a month per station. Unlike leased line service, this satellite service and

equipment price is guaranteed under contract by AFB
suppliers AT&T and Harris
Corp. not to change for at
least the next five years.
On-line Features a Plus
Price was an issue, but
added functionality helped
K Mart decide to adopt a GTE
satellite network for interactive data exchange, says
Walter Bzdok, K Mart senior
director of corporate communications and systems reli-
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ability. K Mart, headquartered in Troy, Mich., plans to
replace a number of different
networks by 1989, including
phone lines in use for batch
transmission. After 2,100
sites are equipped with earth
stations, K Mart hopes to
have gained on-line credit
card and check authorization,
plus one-way video capability.
"Ours is an X.25 packetbased VSAT network," explains Bzdok. "We also
looked at terrestrial X.25
packet networks but the price
of that far exceeded satellites.
This system is a winner.
Eventually, on a nightly basis,
we'll send through every item
sold in a K Mart, plus we'll
have credit authorization."
KU-band satellite technology first became commercially available in the early 19808.
Because KU band broadcasts
at a higher frequency (12GHz
to 14GHZ) than the older C
band (4GHZ to 6GHz), its signals can be picked up by
smaller antennas. Unlike C
band, the KU band is not a frequency common to terrestrial
communications, so Federal
Communications Commission licenses are easier to get.
The result has been that earth
stations can be both cheaper
and smaller than ever before.
Cheaper doesn't necessarily mean dirt cheap. Pat
Aussem, district manager for
satellite marketing at AT&T,
Bedminster, N.J., points out
that hub earth stations placed
at a customer's centralized
data processing site cost
more than a million dollars
each. AT&T VSATs, placed in
remote sites such as a branch
office or retail store, cost between $10,000 and $15,000.
On top of that, space segments are sold in 64Kb increments at $2,100 each, per
month.
While in the end it may
be cheaper than some leased
lines, that's a big capital investment, says Vitalink product manager Guy van Buskirk. What satellite services

vendors have to overcome is
that customers "are more
likely to spend $20,000 a
month on the phone company. A computer center manager can sign off on a phone
bill a lot more easily than on a
few million dollars' capital investment. Early on, people
thought the market would
take off if we could prove a
break-even point in two
years. It takes more than that;
other things affect buying
habits."
Performance and Buying
One thing is performance. KU-band interactive
data rates can start as low as
2.4Kbps, but generally are in
the 56Kbps range. Speeds at
T1 rates are possible for
broadcast applications. Another measurement is response time. Satellites are
23,000 miles up, so a half-second automatic round-trip delay is unavoidable, says Robert Hendee, marketing vice
president of Harris's Communications Sector, Melbourne,
Fla. A good response time is
considered to be about three
seconds, though most average between four and five
seconds.
Thus, if speed is of the
essence or if the application is
highly interactive, then KUband satellite services aren't
a good choice. In the typical
cluster controller environment, however, users are accustomed to slower rates,
vendors say.
An ideal application, says
Hendee, is found where a corporation with multiple facilities communicates to one
database. In general, large retail outlets are the number
one candidates for the service. To expect to break even
on the service, customers
should have 150 or more sites
in which to place VSATs.
For companies with a
smaller number of sites, some
vendors allow the shared use
of hub earth stations by
groups of customers. How
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f your job demands a
, powerful data analysis tool,
the SAS@ System is your
solution. The SAS System gives
you ready-to-use procedures
for performing every kind of
analysis-from simple descriptive statistics to advanced
regression, analysis of variance,
discriminant analysis, clustering, scoring, and more.
The SAS System reads data
in any structure from any kind
of file. You can create new
variables, modify old ones, combine files, detect errors, and
accumulate totals. Once your
analysis is complete, you can
report your results in lists,
tables, charts, or plots.
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The SAS System.
It's the most
widely installed
tool· lor data
analysis among
VMSusers* •••
And more.

,And'as your needs grow,
the SAS System grows with
you. All the tools you need for
color graphics, forecasting,
modeling, ''what if" analysis,
project management, optimization, and quality' control are
available in the 'SAS System.
You choose the.products you
need, and enjoy the
same easy-to-use
language and
syntax in each. Plus,
you can use the
same software on
your. personal
computer.

SAS Institute Inc.
Box 8000 0 SAS Circle
Cary, NC 27511-8000
(919) 467-8000
Fax (919) 469-:-3737

I

* Computer Intelligence, January 1986.
The SAS System runs on these minicomputers: Digital Equipment
Corp. VAX'" 8xxx and 11/7xx series under VMSl" and MicroVAX II'"
under MicroVMS"'; Prime Computer, Inc. Prime 50 series under
PRIMOS~; and Data General Corp. ECL1PSE~ MV series under
AOSIVS. The SAS System also runs on IBM 370/30xx/43xx and
compatible machines under OS, CMS, DOSIVSE, SSX, and JCCP;
IBM XT/370 and AT/370 under VM/PC; and IBM PC XT and
PC AT under PC DOS. Not all products are available for all
operating systems.
SAS is the registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC t
USA. Copyright iC) 1986 by SAS Institute Inc. Printed in the USA.
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COMMUNICATIONS
many companies will actually
jump on the bandwagon is
questionable.
AT&T for its part expects a
fair number to sign up. "We
have our first shared hub site
in New York City and I expect
we'll add others in 1987,"
says AT&T's Aussem. "Many
customers lease buildings and
don't want to put their own
earth stations up, so this is attractive. Also, it allows smaller networks."
On the flip side, one ven,
dor may be reevaluating its
role in the market. McDonnell
Douglas's Tymnet subsidiary
is "reassessing where we're
going," says a spokesman in
regard to its year-old Tymstar
satellite network. Tymnet has
a public hub in Los Angeles
and has a "few" beta tests
ongoing. By the third quarter
this year its fate will be decided, says the spokesman. Other than that, he declines to
comment on the service.
Thus, the common wisdom on satellites is that the
new crop of customers must
be satisfied with their systems before widespread
growth will occur. And a lot of
people are holding their
breath. Meanwhile, some of
these users may encounter
rather unusual difficulties.
Satellites offer a unique
brand of problems. KU-band
systems are more sensitive to
bad weather conditions than
C band despite attempts at
improvement. Aussem says
AT&T quotes network availability of 99.8% on KU band as
opposed to 99.99% on C band.
Likewise, how many other
communications media are affected by the equinox? Periodically during the equinox,
outages can occur for a few
minutes, claims van Buskirk.
In addition, accurately
diagnosing problems within
the network may be a challenge. Antennas at remote
sites can be mispointed; discovering that problem from
the hub is easier said than
done, says one vendor.

Tallman warns that to
guarantee capacity, a way
must be found within the next
two years to solve the satellite launch vehicle problem
caused by the space shuttle
disaster. Vendors acl~nowl
edge ;the concern, yet say alternatives exist, including allowing foreign companies to
handle launch programs.

Fiber Optics Is a Competitor
The other is that of a potentially competitive transmission medium: fiber optics.
As more and more fiber is
laid, fiber optics should become aggressively priced,
and pricing is currently satellites' big edge.
"We argued that a good
deal amongst ourselves,"
concurs K Mart's Bzdok.
"But we decided that 80% of
the cost of a terrestrial network is in the local loop and
fiber won't affect that local
loop."
Satellite services vendors agree. Fiber-optic cables
will continue to be laid, at
least for the forseeable future, near metropolitan centers. That won't help companies like K Mart, which has
many stores in outlying areas.
Fiber optics will be good for
network backbones, with satellites continuing to handle
remote locations, they say
hopefully.
Still, it's another fly in
the ointment. "Some people
say this market will be $1 billion by 1990," says Harris's
Hendee in regard to the VSAT
arena. "I don't really believe
those numbers." Hendee
says predictions for the market's value made in the past
have not been met.
HI'm going to wait and
see how successfully the trials go this year," he adds.
"N othing really should go
wrong, but users are funny
beasts. Noone can predict if
this service will do everything
they want. Until they say,
'This meets all my expectations,' it'll go slow."
•
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ASwitch in Time
The CGE-ITT deal has created a new
telecom force, but its impact on the
U.S. market is still undecided.
BY JAMES ETHERIDGE &
SARAH UNDERWOOD
The summer of 1986 will be
remembered by Europe's
telecom suppliers as a period
of dramatic upheaVal. It was
the season when France's
major telecom firm, Compagnie Generale d'Electricite
(CGE), finally agreed to buy
ITT's European businessgiving it an extra 20% of the
European market for central
office switches.
That move sent shock
waves through the European
telecom industry. It was followed by months of frenetic
corporate activity as suppliers jostled for position in the
market and searched desperately for partners that might
help them survive the next
decade. The result is that
many firms in Europe's public
switching business will be almost unrecognizable when
they come to bid for the' next
generation of broadband
equipment in the 1990s.
At stake is a European
market for public switches,

which Edward Mier, director
of the European telecommunications industry service
in London for San Jose-based
market analyst Dataquest
Inc., predicts will be worth
$2.4 billion in 1990, compared
with a market of $2 billion in
the U.S. This reflects the fragmented structure of the European market, where each
cQuntry has its own telephone
authority and its own indigenous suppliers.
In turn, this plethora of
suppliers means a plethora of
switches competing for market share. At last count, European suppliers offered six digital switches, vying for success against each other and
three U.S. products that have
been tailored to national
networks.
"It is the reality of having so many digital systems in
Europe, costing some $7 billion to develop so far, that has
focused the minds of the manufacturers," contends Mier.
In contrast to this substantial
European R&D expenditure,
the U.S. has spent only $3 bil-
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hen you've got to
turn those numbers
into a presentation,
turn to the SAS® System. The
SAS System includes easy-touse procedures for charts,
plots, maps, and three-dimensional displays. At a glance,
you can grasp detailed statistics,
spot relationships among items,
and trace emerging trends.
And when your manager wants
more, the SAS System lets you
customize your graphs and
present multiple displays on the
same page for easy comparison.
You can produce your graphs
on terminals, plotters, transparencies, or slides.

can even use the SAS
System to analyze your data
before you present them. We've
got tools for every kind of
analysis-from simple descriptive statistics to advanced
re~~re:SSll[)n, analysis of variance,
~'"_."'""~.~"'""'~"''''~~-':~'"''":'-"'''C:-':-~:'-''''"~'""':":'W""'""""':~':""''':''"'".'''C''''~.;'''' "",_,,-H .:,"" ....·i rni-n ~'1-n+ analysis, clustering, scoring, and more.
And as your needs
grow, the SAS System
grows with you. All the
tools you need for full
\ \\\
,'\ ' \'"
,
screen data entry, model"
ing, forecasting, "what if"
analysis, project management, optimization, and quality
control are
' ••,••.

Actual
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available in the SAS
System. You choose
the products you
need, and enjoy the
same easy-to-use language and syntax in
each. Whether you
license one product
or several, you'll enjoy
the same high-quality
software, training,
documentation, and
support we've offered for more
than ten years.
For details, send us your
name and address. Or call
a Software Sales' Representative today.
The SAS System. It's
for those who need a
graphics package today,
and for those who have
an eye on tomorrow.
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The SAS System runs on these
minicomputers: 'Digital Equipment Corp.
VAX'" 8xxx and 11/7xx series under
VMS:" and MicroVAX II'" under MicroVMS"';
Prime Computer, Inc. Prime 50 series under PRIMOS(t; and Data General
Corp. ECLIPSE(t MV series under AOSIVS. The SAS System also runs on
IBM 370/30xx/43xx and compatible machines under OS, CMS, DOSIVSE,
SSX. and ICCF; IBM XT/370 and AT!370 under VM/PC; and IBM PC XT
and PC AT under PC DOS. Not all products are available for all systems.
SAS is the registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc., Cary. NC, USA:
Copyright Q 1986 by SAS Institute Inc.
Printed in the USA.

SAS Institute Inc.
Box 8000 0 SAS Circle
Cary, NC 27511·8000
(919) 467·8000
Fax (919) 469·3737
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IRMA 3279 Graphics

A lot of our customers have
felt for a long time that IRMATM
ought to be in pictures.
And now IRMA is. With more
graphics solutions in more communications environments than

IRMAX PS Graphics

anyone else on the market IRMA
has products that download, save,
redisplay and print mainframe
grapliics right on the PC.
For example, with 3270 CUTtechnology controllers you can

IRMAX APA Graphics

use IRMA 3279 GraphiCS TM; users
with DFf controllers can also
choose IRMAX APA Graphics™or
IRMAX PS Graphics.™
,
With IRMAcom APA Graphics™
you can easily turn remote PCs into

IRMA. IRMA 3279 Graphics. IRMAX PS Graphics.IRMAXAPA Graphics.IRMAcomAPA Graphics.attd IRMAI.AN APA Graphics are trademarksofattd DCA isa registered t.

mainframe graphics workstations.
And now with IRMALAN
.APA Graphics,1M PCs on your IBM®
Token-Ring or other NETBIOScompatible LAN can all be doing
great work in pictures too.

All our graphics products
For more information on
are compatible with the latest
DCA's graphics solutions, call us
GDDM host software product on today at 1-800-241-IRMA, ext. 507
the mainframe side and IBM PCs,
XTs,ATs and AT&T 6300s on the
personal computer side.

c:!C::CI®
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News in Perspective

lion on developing digital
switching technologies and
Japan only $2 billion.
Some of those European
funds came from France,
which is hoping that the CGE
deal with ITT will help it cash
in on this R&D investment and
protect its annual $380 million
trade surplus in telecommunications. Increased market
share and market coverage
will help. Apart from the extra
20% of .European market
share, CGE also gains ITT's
Telecom Products Corp. and
its stake in Australian Standard Telephone and Cable.
The cost to CGE is $2.3
billion, but the result is a new
European company that is expected to be one of a handful
of survivors that will supply
digital switches for Europe's
planned integrated services
digital network (ISDN).
The CGE-ITT company
was launched officially last
month in Brussels. It is called
A1catel, after the CGE subsidiary, and is headquartered in
Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
CGE, which the French government has announced it will
privatize within a year, has a
55.6% stake and ITT has 37%,
with minority shareholders
including Credit Lyonnais, a
French bank, and Societe
Generale de Belgique, a large
Belgian financial group.
The new chief executive
is Pierre Suard, chairman of
CGE, and the operational management head is Philippe
Gluntz of CGE.
On the product side of
the equation, however, CGE's
deal with ITT effectively ended the French company's
hopes of selling its E10 switch
in large numbers in the
U.S.-a market from which
ITT has already withdrawn after massive losses with its
System 12. An earlier attempt
by CGE to move into the U.S.
market through a pact with
AT&T was stopped by the
French authorities. It was
feared that AT&T stood to gain
more ground in the French

market than CGE would gain in
the U.S.
Despite CGE's failure to
strike a U.S. marketing deal,
the joint venture will be second only to AT&T in worldwide telecom market share. It
will have annual sales of $10
billion, assets of $7 billion,
and a staff of 145,000 in 75
countries. It will also hold
42.5% of the 1986 European
public switch market, measured by shipment, according
to Dataquest estimates. That
beats the U.K's GEC and Plessey, which have a combined
27% share, and West Germany's Siemens with 8.6%.
But as Franz Arnold, a director of West German consultancy Scientific Control

THE JOINT

VENTURE
WILL BE SEC-

ONDONLYTO
AT&T.
Systems (scs) in Bonn, points
out, "These developments in
France cannot be regarded as
being isolated from the rest of
Europe. And the European
public switch market can't be
isolated from the U.S. There
will be a concentration of European suppliers, and the big
ones that survive will have a
leg on either side of the
Atlantic."
U.K. Enters Telecom Drama

The U.K. companies
joined the European telecom
drama on Aug. 6 last year.
That was when the U.K.'s
Monopolies and Mergers
Commission refused to permit GEC's proposed takeover
of Plessey on the grounds
that the merging of their defense businesses would put
them in a monopolistic posi-
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tion. GEC's bid had been made
in response to an earlier suggestion by Plessey that the
two should join their telecommunications businesses. Now
the tale has come full circle
with the U.K. government
urging the pair to streamline
switching operations to become more cost competitive.
Meanwhile, in West Germany Siemens is hoping that
it will have a large part to play
in the unfolding European
telecom saga. Until the CGE
and ITT merger, it was Europe's largest indigenous
telecommunications company and it has been looking for
partners to maintain that position. Last summer it acquired
GTE's U.S. and international
transmission business along
with its central office and private switching operations in
Italy, Belgium, and Taiwan.
The deal cost Siemens $420
million and not only provided
new inroads to European
markets, but also a way into
the U.S.
The West German company's involvement does not
end there. Following the CGEITT deal last summer it turned
its attention to Compagnie
Generale de Constructions
Telephoniques (CGCT), ITT's
French subsidiary until it was
nationalized by a Socialist
French government in 1982.
Siemens was not a lone suitor. It was joined by AT&T's
European joint venture with
Philips Telecommunications
in the Netherlands, Sweden's
Ericsson, Italy's Italtel, and
the U.K.'s Plessey.
Although one of Europe's minor telecommunications equipment suppliers,
CGCT has become pivotal in
the battle for European market share. With CGE's A1catel
enjoying a hefty 84% of the
French public switching market, CGCT is the French PTT's
only other supplier. The Direction Generale des Telecommunications
(DGT),
France's telecommunications
authority, decided that this

was no real alternative since
CGCT makes CGE-A1catel systems under license. In order
to transform CGCT into a genuine second supplier, the
French government decided
to privatize the company and
look for a foreign telecommunications equipment manufacturer to take a stake and
start producing its own systems in France.
The search for a partner
for CGCT was protracted. One
reason was the decision made
by the government that foreign concerns would be limited to a maximum 20% stake in
companies being privatized.
This condition was made late
last year, causing potential
partners to reconsider both
their financial offers and the
amount of technology they
would need to transfer for a
relatively small stake in CGCT.
AT&T /Philips, which was
planning to buy a 60% holding, decided to continue negotiating for 20%, as did
Siemens.
Competition Turns Nasty

The competition between AT&T and Siemens for a
slice of CGCT soon got nasty.
A foreign deal with CGCT was
considered so important by
the telecom industry that the
Siemens interest even drew
the displeasure of the U.S.
FCC.

What happened is a
prime example of how the restructuring of the European
telecom industry is dragging
governments into the fray. To
help support its CGCT case,
Siemens had enlisted the help
of the West German government, on the grounds that CGE
would gain a strong foothold
in the West German market
by securing control of ITT's
subsidiary there, Standard
Elektrik Lorenz. West German suppliers, however,
would not have an opportunity to enter the French market
unless they got a slice of
CGCT. SO, in a bid to throw a
wrench in the CGE-ITT works

FIRST WE INVENTED
MATRIX LINE PRINTING.
Our original P-Series printers became the best
selling matrix line printers in the world. With the
best print quality. Outstanding reliability. And the
lowest cost of ownership in the industry.

YOU THINK WE'D LEAVE
WELL ENOUGH ALONE.
Introducing the P6000 Series Printers.
Our new P6000's are tough as always. And faster
than ever, with speeds up to 800 lines per minute.
Add our Intelligent Graphics Processor* (IGP)
option, and you'll raise your printing capabilities
to an art. Create forms, logos, bar codes, even
custom typefaces.
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TERMINALS
and put pressure on French
officials, the government in
Bonn referred the proposed
merger to the West German
Federal Cartel Office for a review of the competition issues involved. Though the office has given a general goahead to the deal, it is still
trying to work out the details.
Meanwhile, in support of
AT&T, the FCC threatened to
impede Siemens' progress in
the U.S. switching market by
imposing tighter restrictions
on the award of public switching contracts to foreign
suppliers.

ASlice of the Market
Though CGCT's future
may still be uncertain, the battle for control of a minority
share of this small French
supplier demonstrates the
desperation of telecommunications companies to gain a
firm foothold in Europe. The
reason is simple-they all
want a slice of Europe's growing telecom market.
Following the European
Commission's recommendation that members build an
ISDN between 1988 and 1993,
tenders from many countries'
PTTs are expected to go out
over the next three years.
This call for new technology
will speed standardization
among suppliers, but the real
crunch will come in the mid1990s, when PTTs expect to
install a further generation of
technology in the form of
broadband switches.
scs's Arnold believes that
no existing companies will be
strong enough to meet this
demand. "Companies will
then have to be joined together. U.S. competitors will be
very threatening, but Europe
has a good chance of holding
onto its own markets if governments and suppliers fully
understand the infrastructure
of Europe's telecommunications and the meaning of
liberalization. "
Also facing this daunting
challenge are a number of
28 DATAMATION

smaller European telecom
companies-Italy's Italtel
and the U.K.'s Plessey.
Like other European
manufacturers, Italtel has little choice but to attach itself
to a major supplier. For the
Italian company, that is an invidious position since it was a
founding member of the Big
Four group with France's
cGE/A1catel and the U.K.'s
Plessey and GEC. The group
was set up in 1984 to promote
the development of common
switching technology and, later, cooperative marketing. It
foundered when the CGE-ITT
and Siemens-GTE accords
were struck. CGE's acquisition unbalanced the venture
and Siemens' accord with GTE
rankled Italtel, whose Linear
UT switch was originally
based on GTE technology.
One option open to Italtel and its smaller colleagues
is to join the CGE-ITT venture.
Belgium's Societe Generale
de Belgique and the Spanish
PTT company Telefonica are
considering joining. Plessey,
GEC, and Italtel's state holding
company Stet each turned
down an invitation to join,
however, because they would
not get an asset stake.
The trouble for these
smaller suppliers is that if
they don't make European
pacts, they will be vulnerable
to larger predatory suppliers.
Sweden's Ericsson, for example, is taking a keen interest in
Italtel. Canada's Northern
Telecom, meanwhile, was rumored to have approached
ITT about its European operations at one stage, and is still
eager to forge new agreements in Europe.
But if Europe's telecom
vendors are to be among the
victors over the next decade
they must choose partners
carefully. "Get fit, rationalize
[streamline], seek opportunities beyond your domestic
market to remain profitable,
and find partners to share
your technology costs,"
counsels Dataquest's Mier..
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New Rules for an
Old Game
As IBM ships a new and cheaper
terminal, plug-compatible vendors
face new opportunities and pitfalls.
BY ROBERT J.
CRUTCH FI ELD
If it didn't say "IBM" on the
3191 terminal, users might
mistake Big Blue's latest offering for the plug-compatible
competition. Unlike its predecessor, the 3178, the 3191 actually adopts some of the
competition's features-it's
smaller, has ergonomic features, and, most important, it
has a sharp price.
As a low-cost display,
the 3191, which was introduced lastJune and just began
to be shipped in volume last
month, is poised to compete
against the lower-cost competition. The new terminal has a
much smaller footprint than
previous terminal offerings as
well as an improved display
and keyboard, and it has an
optional three-year warranty.
"The significance of the
3191 is that it is designed to
be inexpensive. It is built
from the ground up in a fully
automated facility," says Joe
Wagner, an analyst for Dataquest, a research firm in San
Jose. "The terminal gives IBM

room to cut prices."
Sharper pricing, automated manufacturing, an optional three-year warranty,
and more features have
forced plug-compatible vendors to play the game by a
new set of rules.
Offshore manufacturing
isn't enough. To play the new
game, plug-compatible vendors must match IBM's features and warranties while of- .
fering their products at a lower price-and still at a profit.
This is not an easy task
in today's market. The 3191
lists for $1,200. An MIS executive for a large energy company, however, says he has
been offered the product in
large quantities for $600 each.
"We have heard reports
that the 3191 is being discounted," says Irene Goldman, an analyst at International Data Corp., Framingham, Mass.
At press time, IBM was
unavailable for comment on
3191 pricing.
Dataquest estimates
that in 1985, IBM and the rest
of the 3270 terminal vendors

Many of the countrys
largest organizations have
eliminated the tedious,
manual process of systems
specification. Instead they
automate their systems
analysis and design with
Excelerator-the bestselling computer-aided
software engineering
(CASE) tool.
Their systems
development teams use
Excelerator in the early
stages of DP projects to
quickly create, analyze,
and modify a design.
With Excelerator's help
they tackle large, critical
projects such as customer
billing and manufacturing
requirements planning
systems.
[xcelerator's highly
integrated, automated
design environment helps
them build accurate, consistent, complete, and successful specifications.
Excelerator offers:
• Extensive graphics
with a fully integrated
dictionary
• Analysis facilities
including "where used"
reporting, level-to-Ievel
balancing, and extenMain Menu
Structure Chart
sive "ad hoc" reporting
capabilities.
• Easy-to-use scre'en and
report prototyping.
~
~i~
• Data sharing between
analysts, projects, and hostbased dictionaries.
• Documentation facili~
ties that produce complete
specifications documents.
Data Dictionary
Data Flow Diagram
Your systems analysts
and developers can join
the more than 8,000 sysIndex Technology Corporation
tems professionals who
The Leading Developer of Computer-Aided
design better systems more
Software Engineering products
efficiently - even systems
FIJRSPECS

~

Index Technolo!,'y Corporation

with special requirements:
• Excelerator/RTS lets you
design time- and controlcritical systems. It's being
used to develop systems
that will fly the next generation of commercial
airliners.
• For organizations with
specialized development
methods, we've developed
Customizer which lets you
tailor Excelerator and
Excelerator IRTS to your
own custom development
environment.
Call 617-497-4473
to learn how you can
develop better systems. Ask
for our Excelerator information kit or order the $30
Excelerator introductory
package, which includes
a 20-minute video and detailed product literature.
®

E)(celerator
Here's what users say:
"We cut nine months
off a scheduled year-long
project."
, "DP employees now tend
to do the kind of documentation they had not done
before because it was too
complex. Now documentation is done the same way
every time increasing
standardization. "
"Communications during
the analysis and design process is improved because
systems analysts and end
users can sit in front of the
screen and review the
design."

101 Main Street Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142
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RAND McNALLY DID.
"The art of mapmaking has been
practiced by our family for generations. But today Rand McNally is a
multifaceted organization engaged in
publishing, printing and proViding
Information services. To insure our
continued success, we've adopted an
information management strategy
based on Cullinet software. Cunmet's
integrated software system solution
ena6led us to create a Single, powerful
corporate database. Now we can leverage information important to all
our various businesses from a Single
data pool. I'm confident we're headed
in the right direction?'
Andrew McNall}} I~ President & CEO
Rana McNa11y & Company

CALIFORNIA ALMOND
GROWERS DID.
"To survive a 40 percent drop in U.S.
prices three years ago, we had to
sharpen our marketing focus. To
sharpen our marketing focus we had
to automate our sales tracking and reporting capabilities. To do that we
had tonave a high-performance, integrated, database management system
with versatile application development tools. In a nutshell ... we had to
have Cullinet'
Roger J. Baccigaluppi1 President & CEO
California Almona Growers Exchange

COSMO OIL DID.
"When three oil companies become
one, tremendous opportunities arise.
Before they can be seized, however,
the challenges created by merger
must be met and surmounted. With
able assistance from Cullinet, we
have integrated three complete and
separate Dusiness operations into one
smooth system. In my mind's eye
I have a very clear image of what f
want our company to be in the future. Cullinet is helping me make that
image a reality. J1
Yoshiro Nakayama, President
Cosmo Oil Co., Inc.

I

VOLVO DID.

RACAL-VADIC DID.

,"In order to give Volvo customers in
North America the attention they've
come to expect, our on-line systems
need to be up and running at least
98.5% of the time. Fortunately, Cullinet software exceeds that percentage. Cullinet has helEed Volvo North
.America become a $3 billion corporation because we've developed a truly
flexible information management
system - one that addresses the wide
variety of business problems faced
by our various product divisions and
companies. With IDMSIR, fourthgeneration applications and the full
set of information center tools, our
organization is being driven to
greater success all the time. And
Volvo customers get the same level
of professional service from us that
we get from Cullinet'

''We spent considerable time and
money formulating a five year MIS
plan. I was convinced the plan was
sound, that it would satisfY the needs
of our rapidly expanding, multi-site
modem manufacturing company. All
we needed was an application development software system capable of
carrying out our plans. Of the six major venaors we considered, Cullinet
offered the best price/performance
ratio and functionality for our
particular needs?'
Kim Maxwell, President

Racal-Vadic

"Access Cullinet and you access a
unique software teclui.ology - a
proven three-level integration of database management, fourth-generation
business applications and decision
support. TEe Cullinet integrated software solution will put your corporate
information strategy on target. And
Cullinet applications specialists will
work with you to implement your
programs qUickly. For the competitive edge you'll need to succeed into
the 90s and beyond, call Cullinet at
(800) 551-4555. In Massachusetts, call
617-329-7700. Or write to Cullinet
Software, In~'l ~OO Blue Hill Drive,
Westwood, M1\ 02090-2198.
success story could be next?'

yvur

John Cullinane, Chainnan of the Board

Cullinet Software, Inc.

Cullinet

An Information Technology Integrator
For The 80s, 90s AncfBeyona.

Bjorn Ahlstrom, President & CEO

\'vIvo Nonh America Corporation
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shipped 737,500 terminals.
That number rose 11 % in
1986 to 833,000, but despite
the jump in terminal sales,
dolla,r volume for the year
dropped to $1.42 billion from
$1.48 billion in 1985.
According to analysts,
IBM has remained a formidable competitor in the terminalmarket, although in 1985 it
slipped one percentage point
in market share to the plugcompatible competition,
mainly Telex. In 1985, IBM
had 57.6% of the 3270 market, followed by Telex with
16.1 %, ITT Courier with 7.1 %,
AT&T-Teletype with 4.7%,
Memorex with 3.4%, Lee
Data with 3.2%, Harris with
2.7%, and the remaining companies with 5.3%.

Competitors Strike Back
But even in this new era
where more terminal shipments mean less dollars,
some plug-compatible vendors are holding their own.
Instead of going offshore
for margins, Telex Corp.,
headquartered in Tulsa,
Okla., has made a large investment in a fully automated
terminal manufacturing facility in Raleigh, N.C., and an
automated distribution and
repair center in Tulsa.
Last week, Telex introduced its entry into the 3191
market, the Telex 191, which
will initially be available only
in the U.S. Like the 3191, it is
built in a completely automated facility to keep costs down.
The 191 attaches to either a
Telex or an IBM control unit. It
offers an 88-key keyboard or
a recently annoUIiced 122-key
keyboard. An added optional
feature is the ability to attach
a light pen or a message printer. The 191 lists for the same
price as its IBM counterpart,
with a 90-day warranty.
According to Mike Bowman, product manager for
Telex's 3270 terminals, the
company will be competitive
with IBM on volume discounts
and warranty periods, which
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run as long as three years.
Other vendors to enter
the 3191 market include Beehive International (with an enhanced 3278 offering) and
Memorex, both in San Jose.
ITT Courier, also in San Jose,
is readying its 3191 entry for a
March announcement. '
"It is an overriding situation. Plug-compatible vendors must have a 3191-compatible product because that
is now the entry point for
3270 terminals," Wagner
says.
As terminal prices drop,
plug-compatible vendors
have to look to other segments of the market to make
up for slipping 3270 margins.
"Telex has expanded
into new markets that complement and expand our 3270
[offerings]," says Pat Reiner,
vice president of marketing
and product planning for Telex. "For example," she says,
"in July of last year, we announced a new series of airline [reservation] terminals.
In September we introduced
the C078 voice/ data terminal,
and in November we entered
the System 3X market with
nine new products."

liTHE TERMI ..
NALGIVES

IBM ROOM
TO CUT
PRICES."
Analysts also say that
specialized products like the
voice/data terminal and airline reservation terminals can
still command higher prices
and margins for Telex. Companies such as Lee Data, Minneapolis, and Memorex are
the only terminal vendors
now offering a more diversified product line.
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Another area in which
Telex is doing well is control
units. At the time of the 3191
announcement, IBM also said
it would add multiple sessions
and windowing capabilities to
its control unit, but Big Blue
has yet to offer a control unit
with these fe,atures. However, analysts say IBM is
readying products with these
features for release sometime in the first half of this
year.

Taking Advantage
In the meantime, companies such as Telex are taking
advantage of the time by
bringing out products that
match IBM's direction.
Telex recently introduced its 274 control unit with
windowing, which allows
3270 terminals to configure
up to four displayable windows of four different host
sessions. Data can be copied
from one window to another,
even if one of the windows is
an ASCII host session. The
control unit also stipports the
IBM 3179G graphics support
feature, which enables an attached 3179G'to use the allpoints-addressable (APA)
graphics support available
from the host computer.
According to Telex's
Bowman, when his company
incorporates announced features from IBM, as in the case
of the control unit, the vendor
must adhere to strict compatibility.
"These vendors don't
want to jepordize their plug
compatibility. They don't
want to extend themselves
too far away from IBM," says
IDC's Goldman.
In the short term, IBM is
taking avery aggressive posture in the 3270 business as it
attacks its competition's
strongest selling pointprice. But, until IBM can deliver all it has promised in the
area of control units, there is
plenty of room in the market
for the plug-compatible
vendors.
•

Countess
Didn't
Count On
Ada continues its
slow march to
the dp world, but
can it shake off
the DOD image?
BY EDITH D. MYERS

I

Ada, the Department of Defense-mandated programming language named for Ada
Augusta Byron, Countess of
Lovelace, is hardly topping
the wish lists of corporate MIS
managers.
There -are those who
think it should and those who
think it someday will (see
"Ada Fans Say Now's the
Time," May 15, 1984, p. 38),
and there are some things
happening that could propel
the language into a prominent
position in the world of commercial data processing.
Foremost in most minds was
IBM's seeming endorsement
of the language when it leaked
news at a SHARE meeting in
August that it would be offering Ada compilers and productivity tools for 370 systems running under MVS and
VM/CMS. This disclosure
eventually materialized as an
agreement between IBM and
Telesoft, San Diego.
Despite the IBM imprimatur, Ada apparently still
has neither extended its identity nor ventured beyond the
military /industrial world.
One of those reasons, of
course, is the entrenchment
of languages such as COBOL in
data processing departments.
Another is the relatively re-
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News in Perspective

cent incursion of so-called
fourth generation languages
from a number of vendors.
Says Michael Ryer, director
of Ada products for Intermetrics Inc., Cambridge, Mass.,
"There is a great inventory of
billions oflines of COBOL code.
You can't very well rewrite
every single line, and it's hard
to put a little bit of Ada on top
of a lot of COBOL."
Nevertheless, Ada is
moving along and is finding
applications. One of the most
visible areas where this is becoming true is in the aircraft
industry.
Some of the lure for aircraft manufacturers to use

"WE'VE GOT
THE BEGINNINGOFTHE

BUilDING OF
AWAVE.
II

Ada, primarily in embedded
applications, is from the efforts of a working group of the
Systems Architecture and Interfaces subcommittee of the
Airline Electronics Engineering Committee (AEEC) of
Arinc Inc., Washington, D.C.,
a nonprofit organization
owned by a number of major
airlines and manufacturing
companies that provides reports and specifications for
the avionics industry.
Last month, the working
group held a second meeting
to review what is currently
Arinc's proposed paper 613,
which provides guidelines for
using Ada in avionics design
and which could become the
Arinc report 613 by midyear,
giving it a lot of weight with
avionics designers. Paul Prisaznuk, avionics engineer
with AEEC, says the instigation for, as well as mqch guid-

ance in, the work came from
Boeing Co., which plans to
use Ada in the development of
its 7J7 aircraft.
Evaluation at Boeing
Brian Pflug, manager of
software engineering for avionics design, Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., says
Boeing definitely plans to use
Ada in the 7J7 project if "the
state of the technology
proves such that there will be
a cost benefit. We've told all
our suppliers [for the 7J7
project] that that is our direction and we're in the middle of
a project right now to determine if that is correct."
He says the project involves benchmarking currently available Ada compilers to determine the efficiency of code produced. An
earlier, similar evaluation for
the prototype stages of the
7J7 project was inconclusive
to the point that Boeing then
left it up to its suppliers
whether or not to use Ada.
"The quality of the code
produced by the compilers
was not always as efficient as
it could be in terms of space or
time," says Pflug. "It has
nothing to do with the language but rather with the maturity of compilers. Most are
fairly new." He says the current project has a targeted
production decision date of
August of this year.
Pflug says about 100
companies are candidates to
be suppliers of avionics equipment for the 7J7 project, with
15 to 20 of them probably destined to be major suppliers.
The aircraft is scheduled for
first customer delivery in
1992.
.
On another commercial
front, a big push for Ada probably will come from creation
of a Commercial Ada Users'
Working Group (CAUWG) under the banner of SIGADA
(Special Interest Group on
ADA) of the Association for
Computing Machinery (ACM).
Corporate members include

GTE, Stamford, Conn.; Lear
Siegler Inc., Los Angeles;
Boeing Co., Seattle; Advanced Computer Techniques, New York; and CRI
Inc., Santa Clara.
The working group first
met in November in conjunction with a SIGADA Ada Expo
conference in Charleston, W.
Va., and now has scheduled a
third meeting for March 17 in
Washington, D.C.
Dave Dikel, director of
Washington, D.C., operations
for Addamax Corp., a Champagne, Il1.-based contract
software service firm focusing on the Ada market, and
chairman of CAUWG, says he
was asked to find a commercial Ada users group by the
Ada Joint Program Office
when an investigation he was
conducting into commercial
uses of Ada was terminated.
He said his investigation
had unearthed the facts that
there was "substantial" commercial work being done in
Ada, that users tended to be
secretive about what they
were doing, that there was no
single good source of information on Ada, and that there
were a lot of "ghost facts"
around, a prevalence of bad
information.

AGovernment Image
"I looked for a group but
didn't fmd one," Dikel says. "I

Casper Weinberger: There will be
fewer DOS waivers on Ada.

approached the users committee of SIGADA and found
there was no group focusing
on commercial uses and was
asked if I wanted to start
one." This he did with some
financial backing from AJPO.
Formation was started in
March 1986. "Our aim is to influence development of efficient standards and products," he says, "and to fight
the prevalent image that Ada
is a government thing, is a
DOD thing."
But, he says, "the DOD
has a key role in our group.
There are a number of key executives in DOD who are determined to get the best technology for their dollars. They
are buyers of commercial
products for prices with lots
of zeros. We welcome their
support."
"We've got the beginning of the building of a
wave," predicts Paul Fuller,
vice president of marketing
and sales at CRI. "We'll be getting fallout. Companies like
Lockheed, Martin Marietta,
and McDonnell Douglas will
have to train thousands of
people in Ada [for work on defense contracts] so why
would they want to write their
own in-house systems in C?"
Edward V. Berard,
founder and president of EVB
Software Engineering Inc.,
Frederick, Md., notes that
"the U.S. is the only place on
the globe in which Ada is
thought of as being primarily
military. In Europe, 85% of all
Ada applications are commercial. Japan is a huge commercial consumer of Ada."
Grady Booch, director of
software engineering for Rational, Mountain View, Calif.,
which provides software development technologies
based on Ada, says language
is the least important aspect
of the Ada movement, but
"people relate to a language."
The big thing, he believes, is
software engineering, a discipline he thinks is scarce in the
U.S., which accounts, in part,
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Telesoft, too, believes
for the more rapid spread of
Ada elsewhere. "The Euro- the maturation of the market
peans, as a whole,' take soft- led IBM to come knocking.
ware a lot more seriously than "We have been working with
we do. They don't have the IBM for three or four years,"
money to waste that we says Bruce Sherman, Telehave."
soft director of marketing.
Bnoch says two past bar- "Until now, it was with the
riers-the lack of people well- Federal Systems Division on
trained in Ada and the lack of specific government progood compilers-have been grams. As the Ada market belowered. "We are seeing Ada gan maturing over the last
taught in the universities now few years, the commercial
and there are a lot of· good .side of IBM decided to talk to
compilers out there," he says. us."
One of the first compaTelesoft also has an
nies to come out with Ada technology exchange agreecompilers was Telesoft, and ment with Prime Computer,
the San Diego company's Natick, Mass. Prime isn't ofagreement with IBM for both fering an Ada product now,
nor would product manager
Wolf Metzner say when the
company would. He did say
that he sees a lot of potential
for Ada in large systems,
"which Prime is getting into
"IT'S HARD
with its high-end machines."
He notes that Prime does half
TO PUT AUTof its business outside the
TLE BIT OF
U.S., "where Ada interest is
high."
ADA ON TOP
There are other encouraging signs, too. Two relaOFALOTOF
tional database management
COBOL."
systems in Ada have been announced. One was announced
more than a year ago by CRI of
compilers and programming Santa Clara, and the other, intools is considered to have ternally called Adaplex, is unmuch significance by both the der development by Computcompany and its competitors. er Corporation of America,
Fuller says IBM's association Cambridge, Mass. CCA's
with Ada will promote the lan- product is due for beta site inguage to the commercial stallation late this year.
world.
Two other producers of
"If IBM didn't tout it relational database manage[Ada], it would have the same ment systems, Relational
luck as Pascal. Why is C not Technology Inc., Alameda,
more popular? Because of Calif., and Oracle Corp., BelIBM's reluctance to support mont, Calif., are offering Ada
it," sats Fuller.
hooks to their software, priHe also believes Digital marily to get their feet into
Equipment Corp.'s heavy in- the government market but
volvement with Ada will help with an eye toward future
advance the language in com- commercial users.
mercial markets. "We have
Says Toby Younis, manthe two biggest commercial ager of technical support, fed[computer] companies in it. eral operations for Oracle,
Everyone else will want in "Ada has a great deal of potoo/' DEC offers a range of tential and, when it blossoms,
Ada products, both hardware we [hope to be] leading the
and software.
pack."
•
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BENCHMARKS
Buys Graphics Firm
Bolt Beranek & Newman
Inc., Cambridge, Mass., has
acquired Delta Graphics Inc.,
a Bellevue, Wash.-based developer of computer image
generation systems for simulation and animation applications. The acquisition, in the
form of a stock deal, is valued
at $16.5 million. Delta Graphics markets its products primarily to government and military agencies. Last summer,
Delta Graphics was awarded a
$30 million contract to provide its Simnet distributed
multiuser training system for
military vehicle operators to
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and
the Army. Bolt will operate
Delta as BBN Delta Graphics
Inc.

Lay Oft at Wang
Weaker than expected sales
at Wang Laboratories have
prompted a new round of belttightening measures, including the elimination of 1,000
jobs and a 6% wage cut for all
salaried workers. An estimated $35 million loss for the fiscal second quarter ended Dec.
31, 1986, was also blamed on
overly optimistic sales projections, the company says.
The size of the loss may be
larger depending on results of
an asset evaluation under way
at press time, a spokesman
says. Wang Labs two years
ago began releasing workers
after sales growth lagged behind expectations. Some
1,600 jobs were eliminated
last July and a similar number
were let go a year earlier in response to lower sales. The
latest cutbacks will pare annual expenses by approximately
$50 million and trim the employee roster to about 30,000
people.

Pulling the Plug
IBM has rid itself of two unprofitable businesses in recent weeks. The first was International MarketN et, a twoyear-old joint venture with

Merrill Lynch & Co. designed
to serve the financial services
market. Imnet, New York, began shipping its standalone
micro-based System 100 in
June, but was never able to
complete its cornerstone
product, the Series/I-based
System 500. The companies
say the decision was made
upon reassessing the financial
viability of the venture. The
majority of Imnet's 250 employees have been laid off.
The second consolidation
was that of IBM Instruments
Inc., formed in 1980 to sell
chemical analysis tools to laboratory scientists. The unit
employed 150 people who the
company says will be reassigned. IBM has sold its interest in two small firms that
manufactured some of the instruments under IBM's label.
IBM says it will continue to
service products it sold in the
last five years.

Leaving the Fold
Unisys Corp., Lockheed
Corp., and Allied-Signal Inc.
have all announced plans to
withdraw from Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corp. by the end of
this year. The decision by
these three companies to
leave the fold brings the number of active members down
to 18. According to a spokesperson for the Austin, Texasbased MCC, the withdrawal of
these companies is unrelated
to the resignation of Adm.
Bobby Ray Inman, MCC's first
and only chief executive. Allied's sale of its Amphenol division ended the Morristown,
N.J., company's interest in
the venture. A spokesperson
for Lockheed, headquartered
in Burbank, Calif., says that
the aerospace company's departure had nothing to do with
Inman's resignation or the
other departures from MCC.
Last year, Gould, BMC, and
Mostek all left MCC, but the
research consortium picked
up Hewlett-Packard and Westinghouse.
•

If DOWNTIME IS a MaJOR RISK,
WE SUGGEST a MINOR aDJUSTMENT.

It doesn't make a lot of sense to invest hundreds
of thousands of dollars in hardware and fail to provide
a neat, safe, efficient environment for people to use
it. The more manuals, tapes, papers and wires you
leave exposed, the greater the chance of accidental
downtime.
Our Command Center 1echnologyTM, customized for
your data processing department, will give you more
control and greater efficiency while saving as much as
50% of the floor space you now use. Exposed wire

and cable are neatly housed, work and storage spaces
are built-in and work flow and visibility are instantly
increased.
Like to learn more? Call TOLL-FREE 1-800-367-4361.
Your initial consultation is free and there's no
obligation.
Command Center TechnologyTM by

INFRA-STRUCTURES, INC.
171 Rodeo Drive, Brentwood, NY 11717

We put data processing in its place.
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Underachiever.

Using a PC merely as a stand-alone is rather
like using a race car to fetch the groceries.
A severe case of under-utilization.
But it's a widespread problem. And, since
PCs are here to stay, a serious one. So we at
Hewlett-Packard did some hard thinkingwhich resulted in the Personal Productivity
Center (PPC). The PPC is an office information
system based on the HP 3000 family of computers. It's designed to help you realize the full
potential of your PCs, including IBM.
One way the PPC does this is with
HP Information Access. It gives your PC users
a consistent, relational-like interface to data
anywhere in the network. Without special
programming. It can save data in a variety
of formats, such as i-2-3® from Lotus® and
R:Base ™ 5000, right on the PC. This means
that its data can be manipulated and analyzed
off-line. So your users are less prone to ask you
for special reports. Leaving you free to satisfy
your users' more important needs.
With HP Advancemail, your PC users can
send messages and files to any user on the
network, as well as process mail off-line. Which
means not only added convenience for your PC
users, but less drain on the host system.
All of these capabilities are given to your
IBM PC users as well. And every PC user can
also send any DCA-compatible file throughout
the network, the file automatically being converted to the format which the recipient can
read and edit. Your PCs are linked to each other
as well as to central data bases-yet they also
provide users with their own local processing
power and familiar user interface.
The Personal Productivity Center, as you
can see, is quite a remarkable achievement.
Made more so because it can be integrated
with IBM PROFS and DISOSS mainframe office
systems. It lets your PC users share printers,
discs and tape back-up devices. And it comes
from the company with an unsurpassed record
of service and support; the company that never
stops asking "What if ... " about how best to
help you fully utilize your PCs.
For more information, call1800 367-4772,
Dept. 275M.
1-2-3® from Lotus® is a U.S. registered trademark of Lotus Development
Corporation.
RBase I. 5000 is a U.S. trademark of Microrim;ID Inc.
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Business Computing Systems
© 1987 Hewlett-Packard Co.
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CA-DiII!atch eqllocIes reports intO·
at the right . . . . . .
Automatically.
A giant step forward-automating the
entire process of pJanning, printing and
distnbuting reports. Work flow is accurately
. forecast, printer time minimized, paper
,saved-by the ton!, and reports are automatically archived. Only CA-DISPATCH™
maintains its own data base to provide
report explosion so that each end user gets
the part of the report he or she needs in the
fastest possible time.
You can buy CA-DISPATCH stand
alone or as a natural and essential part of
'CA-UNICENTER!Mthe modular system
; designed to automate all data center
~operations.

,

Take a giant step forfor your data center.
for the telephone
call Dana Williams at
800 645-3003. Because
you get the reports
nothing happens.

(AOMPUTER ':;~
'riSSOCIATES :
Software superior by design.
711 Stewart Avenue,
Garden City, N.Y. 11530-4787
In Report Management and Distnbution, too-

ThewayisCA
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Distributed DBMSs:
In Search of Wonder Glue
The promise of true distributed relational
databases is still a ways off, but there are signs of
progress.
BY EDITH D. MYERS
It's like those purchasing services being
promoted these days by direct mail:
"You only have to know what you want,
we'll do the rest," their flyers proclaim.
I t is the world as promised to MIS
managers by the purveyors of distributed database systems, most particularly
distributed relational database systems.
They are promising global networks of
disparate systems and dispersed data
with which a user can interact as if he
were dealing with a system all his own.
It's a lot more than mere connectivity, a word that seems to have replaced
§ the term user friendly in the lexicon of dp
~ sloganeers. Distributed database tech~ nology is promoted as a kind of wonder
glue that will easily bring everything
~ together.
j
While promises are being made

.0

about the ideal product and pieces of it
are appearing, it does not yet exist.
When and if this ultimate is achieved, it
will represent, says George Schussel,
president of Andover, Mass.-based Digital Consulting Inc., "the highest level of
technology in the computing industry for
. delivery of services."
The most specific promises have
come from Relational Technology Inc.
(RTI), Alameda, Calif. (see "No DBMS Is
an Island," June 1, 1986, p. 32), and Oracle Corp., Belmont, Calif. (see Look
Ahead, Sept. 1, 1986, p. 9). Both are delivering pieces and have somewhat similar
timetables for coming out with the
whole.
Chris Date, vice president of Codd
& Date Consulting, San Jose, believes
there still are major technical problems
to be solved but "they'll get there one
day." Date notes that RTI has promised

that sometime this year it will make it
possible for any system using the SQL
query language to talk to its Ingres relational database management system.
But, he says, there are problems with
SQL itself. Originally developed by IBM
and adopted by numerous other database
management system developers, SQL became an American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) standard last October.
"Nobody," says Date, "actually implements exactly that standard right
now. There are no two SQL implementations that are identical even within IBM,
which uses different versions with DB2
and SQL/DS [IBM'S two RDBMSS]. The SQL
standard itself, in its present form, is deficient. Any implementation would have
other functions implementationally defined."
Date's partner, Ted Codd, was the
first to conceive the notion of relational
databases, and he built what is now
known as the relational model when he
was a senior scientist with IBM's research laboratories back in 1969. Date
has been closely tied to the concept for
many years. He feels the term distributed database is suffering the same lack of
definition that the term relational database did, and to some extent, still does.
"There's going to be a lot of confusion for a few years," he says. "What disDATAMATION
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tributed database means in the academic
world today, and ultimately will mean in
the real world, is a communications network with a collection of individual sites
tied together, each having its own standalone database, each with local operation
not penalized because of the tying together, and all having an agreement to
cooperate. End users wouldn't have to
do anything different from what they do
today, working at their own systems."

AQuestion of Access
Most RDBMS watchers generally
agree that eventually any user of any
type of machine in a network will have
easy access to data stored on any other
machine in that network, no matter
which company made the machine or
which operating system it uses ..
Anthony Schaller, manager of systems development at Carnegie-Mellon
University in Pittsburgh, plans to use
RTI's distributed product, Ingres-Star, to
integrate 6,000 to 7,000 workstations
with its central computer operations.
Schaller already is using the first pieces
of the product. "We're in the process of
reworking all information systems for
the university," he says. "The initial step
of the integration process, with an IBM
3083 as the central processor, is the redeploying of all production systems.
"We're very like a large commercial
organization from a data processing
standpoint and we're building systems to
really run the way the university runs."
Date cites this as a big advantage of
distributed RDBMSs. "Most organizations
are at least logically distributed and most
likely are physically distributed as well,"
he says. "A distributed database can mirror the structure of the organization."
Carnegie-Mellon has a five-year
agreement with RTI under which it gets
.advanced releases of all RTI products.
"This gives us the ability to understand
the functionality, to exploit the technology of distributed database and find out if
it can operate in a real world environment," says Schaller.
So far, he says, "I'm very pleased
with how well it performs. We are able to
distribute function and to handle more
problems with the same amount of processing function. We're at the point of
providing location transparency, of providing all university facilities with this so
the people using them don't need to
know where the flies they need are."
Schaller says the university has
roughly 1,500 micros, 2,000 Macin42 DATAMATION 0 FEBRUARY 1, 1987

toshes, about 75 Digital Equipment
Corp. VAXs, eight DEC 2060s, 400 MicroVAXs, 200 RTs and over 100 Sun Microsystems workstations-all hooked up in
an IBM token ring network. Schaller sees
all of this, including the pcs, tied together
with distributed databases by 1990. "And
we'll still have the large mainframe machine to do chug work for the university," he says.
.
Generally, distributed database systems have an index that keeps track of all
information on all databases on all computers in a network. The DBMS also
includes a device that determines the
fastest, cheapest way of retrieving the
required information. The systems perform a higher-level translation than network devices can do alone so that information stored under one format is usable

"THERE ARE
NOTWOSQl
IMPlEMENTATIONSTHAT
ARE IDENTICAL
EVEN WITHIN
lBM."
under another. He feels commercial MIS
managers faced with a pc explosion in
their organizations could view distributed database as "a key to getting control
back, to control their organizations, because they have a way of monitoring
what's going on. Pc-to-mainframe links
just aren't that good."

AMainframe Alternative
Earlham College is a small Quaker
liberal arts college in Richmond, Ind.; it
was a beta site and is now a production
site for Oracle's distributed product,
SQL*. What Charles Peck, administrative
analyst/programmer at Earlham, likes
best about it so far is that "it enables us
not to have to buy the newest, biggest
mainframe. We can increase perfor.;.
mance without buying more hardware.
We're talking about raising performance
incrementally now as opposed to quantum leaps with new cpus."

This kind of appeal is one of the reasons often put forth for why IBM is slow
in bringing the concept to market. The
company has had a distributed database
product alternately called R* and Starburst in laboratory development in San
Jose since 1978. "They may not see offering too much efficiency too soon as a
smart marketing decision," says Brian
Boyle, director of research at Novon Research Group, Berkeley, Calif. "Why sell
two machines when three will do the
job?"
Earlham has two VAX 11/750s
networked together. "We spread the
load of screen applications across two
cpus, enhancing the power of the system," Peck says. "In the past, without
distributed database, all users had to log
onto one node on the network where Oracle resided. SQL* spreads that around
the network. A number of offices have
Oracle. All entities share some student
data and have some that is needed only
by them. They can store whatever
makes sense, such as financial aid
information.
"Initially, we can do more and spend
no more. We're utilizing our hardware
better, making better use of what we already had. If we buy more, we can be
more specific, applying the power in specific places."
Another early SQL* user, John Rector, a member of the technical staff at the
Jet PropUlsion Laboratory in Pasadena,
Calif., is developing an engineering system using two VAX 11/750s and four VAX
workstations, with engineering data residing at the workstations, tied together
on one Ethernet system. "We can get to
all data with one SQL statement. We
haven't found any errors. You can do
more at a workstation and you don't have
to make it that big anymore."
Rector says that the concept of distributed RDBMS is "the wave of the future, certainly. In the business world, a
ceo dm get a monthly report from data in
New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles
with one SQL statement. From a scientific
standpoint, geologists and astrophysicists can have their own data. You don't
want the same humongous amount of
data on many machines. If you want to
join, you can join with one statement.
They [distributed RDBMSS] will become
ubiquitous in coming years. All of a sudden, you're able to do things you never
were able to do before, to get the view
you want of joined data."
In announcing SQL* to Oracle users

Introducing PC performance.

.

. at a teITIIin81 price. .

The versatile
PC Station~ From
TeleVideo~

With all the power an AT offers,
it's no wonder more people
are using it to drive multi-user
systems.
And when it comes to
using all this power, only one
terminal gives you the ability
to share it for so little money:
theTeleVideo PC Station.

As you can see, the back panel of the PC
Station is similar to the IBM PC's, with fully
IBM-compatible ports for hooking up
industry standardperipherals.

This ASCII terminal has the
precise look and feel of a PC.
But that's just the beginning. It
also has an IBM PC-style back

panelwhere you11
with IBM-style
find a parallel
character fonts.
printer port. A serPlus a smooth,
ial port. And two
quiet AT~style keyhost ports. So it can
board, with
keytop LEDs. All
be simultaneously
connected to an
included in the
ASCII mainframe
lowS629 list price.
host and an AT
The TeleVideo
The PC Station is the only terminal
PC Sta'tion. For
host. There's no
ofits kind with dual-host capability,
a free brochure
loss of memory
which allows it to be connected to
a mainframe host and an AT host
when changing
and the name
sim ultaneo usly.
hosts, because
of your nearest
TeleVideo dealer, call 1-800the PC Station holds a page
of memory from eachat the
835~3228, Dept. 397 .
And check outthe terminal
same time.
And the PC Station gives
thatoffers you all the benefits
of a PC-without a PC price.
you even more. Like a 132:column display, for spreadsheets. Programmable function
keys, for custqmization. For
better readability, there's a
green, non-glare 14" screen,
.Settle for more.

Go TeleVideo@

TeleVideo Systems, Inc., 1170 Morse Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3568 ·[408) 745-7760
IBM and AT are trademarks of International Business Machines, Inc. © 1986 TeleVideo Systems, Inc.
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n Retirement

emories Abound
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Retire Your PC Coax Connection
The PC-to-host coax connection. She was a good piece of
equipment working with coax cable and cluster controllers, but time
just passed her by. End users started needing more than simple host
access. They also needed their PCs to share resources around the .
office. That's when local area networks came along to fill the need.
LANs are dramatically increasing office productivity through
efficient information management. And Gateways are exploiting
LAN versatility by providing cost-effective host communication for
PCs and other network devices. Now for thousands of dollars less,
LANs and Gateways provide PC-to-PC and PC-to-host
communications all without a cluster controller.
INS Gateway PC Adapters are engineered around proven INS
SNA 3274 cluster controller emulation. A single INS Gateway PC
Adapter in an IBM NETBIOS compatible LAN, including Token Ring,
will support up to 32 logical unit sessions. The LAN allows each PC
on the network to share disks, printers and other resources while the
Gateway allows performance of any host-supported function and
maintains host access.
INS planned on PCs becoming a major component in the
development of information systems. We designed our Gateways to
be the logical choice in providing the vital link between LANs and

mainframes. We also planned on much more-flexibility, simplicity
and reliability. We provide free, responsive user assistance and
guarantee every INS Gateway PC Adapter (hardware and software)
for five years.
Now the vast resources of mainframes and local area networks
are available at your fingertips with INS Gateway PC Adapters.
Call now for more information about putting new life in your
MIS/DP efforts with INS Gateway PC Adapters. Our toll free number
is (800) SNA-3270, in Alabama (205) 633-3270. Or write Integrated
Network Systems, P.O. Box 91395, Mobile, AL 36691. Telex: 701238.
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INS
s
"THE NETWORK PEOPLE"
An i'EffiCompany
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at a user group meeting last August,
company president Larry Ellison said
features available in 1986 include transparent distributed retrieval; database
support for DB2, SQL/DS, and Oracle; operating system support for MVS, VM/CMS,
VMS, PC/DOS, and Unix; network support
for SNA APPC, DECnet, Ethernet TCP/lP,
async, and 3270 emulation; and a tool kit
for adding new network protocols. He
said 1987 would see additions of multisite update capabilities, synchronized
copies of tables, single-table distribution,
database support for IMS and VSAM, and a
tool kit for adding new data sources.
RTI, in its June 1986 introductory
announcement for Ingres-Star, talked
about three phases. Phase one would be
effected in the fourth quarter of '86 and
include location transparency, multi site

idea of doing it locally, in a lab, is doable
and intriguing, but in the real world you
run into problems with communications
lines. There won't be any way to do it any
time soon unless they literally use light
pipes."
Britton would prefer the way Tan-

David Britton, president of Britton
Lee Inc., Los Gatos, Calif., one of the
leading database machine companies,
doesn't believe the RDBMS companies
will either. "They're trying to have a
database globally-one and only one
database-and you just can't do that. The
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For those who would
rather switch than fight!

"THERE/S
GOINGTOBEA
LOT OF CONFUSION FORA
FEW YEARS.
II

read transactions but only single-site update, SQL and Quel (RTI's query language), support for VAX and Unix, andfulI
applications tools support. Phase two
would be in the fourth quarter of this year
and offer multisite update, replication of
data, support for IBM and compatible micros, and access to companion sQL-based
systems. Phase three, in the fourth quarter of next year, would include gateways
to non-SQL based database management
systems, including IMS.
"Oracle and RTI are definitely paving the way for this sort of thing to happen," says Novon's Boyle.

Competing Solutions
Paul Cubbage, an analyst with Dataquest of Mountain View, Calif., feels
there are competing solutions to distributed RDBMS out there, such as open software architecture, distributed applications, gateway approaches, distributed
me systems, and database machines. All
of these offer some pieces of what distributed RDBMS promises but none offer
all.

Now, you can win the fight over coaxial cable
by converting to twisted pair wiring throughout
your entire network with the Nevada
Western Balun.
And, you can do it in an organized fashion
today with either the Balun, the Balun Panel,
the Connectorized Balun Panel, or the Balun
Breakout Box, that allows
you to use twisted pair
wiring in data distribution.

junction with the Modular Patch Panel,
provides you with the extra advantage of
patching your coaxial circuits using twisted
pair wiring for easier and more economical
moves and changes.
And, all are compatible with all other Nevada
Western modular interconnection devices.
Make the switch for wire
reduction and circuit
simplification today specify the Nevada Western
Wire Management System!

The Nevada Western Balun
Family, when used in con~

Nevada Western Products Are Distributed By:
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ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC/COMMUNICATIONS WIRE & CABLE
AND BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCT SPECIALISTS
®

1-800-323-0436

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS: ANIXTER BROS., INC. • 4711 Golf Road, • Skokie, IL 60076, • Telex 289464
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Three Keys to Successful
TOM or Statistical
Multiplexing
Three keys! They're all you need to
configure Universal Data Systems' new
multiport V.33 modem/multiplexer
combination. Separate versions offer
either six-channel TDM or eight-channel
statistical multiplexing capability.
In either configuration, the device
is trellis coded at its basic 14.4 kbps
operating speed and has alternate
data rates of 12 or 9.6 kbps. If your
system utilizes TDM, you may also
choose between asynchronous and
synchronous operation and you can
have V.29 operation at 9.6 kbps.
The three-pushbutton/LCD control
panel allows configuration choices
(with different data rates for each
channel if you desire), "soft strap"
settings and easy review of both
multiplexer and modem status.

The entire set-up and review process
is menu-driven; the user need only
answer a series of questions by pressing the appropriate YES or NO switch.
When the process is complete, a

QUANTITY ONE PRICES
V.33 with six·channel V.33 with eight-channel

Time Division Mux Statistical Mux

$3495

$3995

push on the HOME switch returns the
device to the communications mode.
Diagnostics on both versions of the
V.33 multiplexer/modem include local
and remote digital loopback on each
channel as well as local and remote
analog loopback. All test features are
compatible with CCITT V.52 and V.54
recommendations.
YES, you can now have TDM or stat
mux capability in a single package
with a 14.4 kbps trellis coded modem.
NO, these devices are not expensive
to buy or difficult to apply.
HOME of the new V.33 multiplexer/
modem is Universal Data Systems,
5000 Bradford Drive, Huntsville, AL
35805. Telephone 205/721-8000; Telex
752602 UDS HTV. Ask for detailed
specs and quantity prices.

[[i] Universal Data Systems

®

MOTOROLA INC.
Information Systems ~

UDS modems are offered nationally by leading distributors. Call the nearest UDS office for distributor listings in your area.
DISTRICT OFFICES: Apple Valley, MN, 612/432·2344 • Atlanta, GA, 404/998·2715 • Aurora, CO, 303/368·9000 • Blue Bell, PA, 215/643·2336. Boston, MA, 617/875-0868 • Columbus, OH,
614/895·3025 • East Brunswick, NJ, 201/238·1515 • Glenview, IL, 312/998·8180 • Houston, TX, 713/988·5506 • Huntsville, AL, 205/721·8000 • Issaquah, WA, 2061392·9600 • Livonia, MI,
313/522·4750. Mesa, AZ, 602/82()'6611 • Milwaukee, WI, 414/273-8743. Mission Viejo, CA, 714/770·4555. Mountain View, CA, 415/969·3323. Richardson, TX, 214/68().OOQ2· St. Louis,
MO, 314/434·4919 • Sliver Spring, MD, 301/942-8558 • Tampa, FL, 813/684·0615 • Uniondale, NY, 516/222·0918 • Van Nuys, CA, 818/891-3282 • Willowdale, Ont, Can, 416/495-0008
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dem Computers,. Cupertino, Calif., has vironment when a product comes out of tern and our production batch system,
been doing it for the last 10 years. Tan- the agreement between the two firms.
with a single image of our data. We' can
dem has a database system it calls Enuse both environments without contamicompass, which it has been offering since Single Data Image
nation and tune each environment· ac1980. Dave Dempsey, product manager
As for now, Hoch likes the fact that cording to use." D-Net was installed at
for systems and database software prod- . D-Net "allows us to have dedicated pro- CBOE last December. "We had been
ucts, says it offers all the features prom- cessors for our production on-line sys- working toward it since July," Hoch says.
ised by distributed RDBMS software vendors but with greater speed and integrity. "It is embedded in the operating
system so you don't have to go up and
down through layers of software," he
says. It runs only on Tandem computers,
however.
Jon Gausma, director of alternative
sales for Teradata Corp., Los Angeles,
the other leading database machine vendor, believes his company could ultimately be a player in the distributed database environment via arrangements with
the RDBMS software vendors. "I see a sigI~..i~'r .
Integrated
nificant synergy between ourselves and
~J:<. .
This diagram shows Data and Voice over twisted-pair with Nevada
RTI, Oracle, and Sybase," he says. Sy"
Western Patch Panels and Modular Interconnection Devices.
base, in Berkeley, is a relative newcomer
to the RDBMS arena.
..
n
Sybase hasn't delivered a product
yet but it does have beta site users. One,
Karen Kinamon, a contract systems engineer for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
says she finds the company's RDBMS

NevC3ldlC3l We§lceTflJll

Wire Management Solutions

L
~,

CoaxlRS232 .

"INITIALLY, WE
CAN DO MORE
AND SPEND NO
MORE.
II

"fast and reliable." She is working on a
prototype of a system for multiple missions where each mission would have its
own database.
Teradata already has an agreement
with Applied Data Research Inc., Princeton, N.j., to gateway its product with
ADR's D-Net, which distributes its Datacom/DB databases across IBM mainframes. Tt allows access and update activities, local and remote, with location
transparencies.
One user of D-Net, Leonard Hoch,
vice president in charge of the systems
division at the Chicago Board Options
Exchange (CBOE), also is a Teradata user
and would like to see his Teradata machine become part of the distributed en-

Now you can control your Network configu,
ration by patching both Coax and RS232 Data,
and Voice, using economical twisted pair wiring.

configurations - and each one is compatible
with the other elements in our Wire
Management System.

And best of all, Nevada Western's Modular
Interconnection Devices convert virtually all
types of data connections to twisted pair

Make the switch for wire reduction and circuit
simplification today - specify the Nevada
Western Wire Management System!

Nevada Western Products Are Distributed By:
ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC/COMMUNICATIONS WIRE & CABLE
AND BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS PR()DUCT SPECIALISTS

1-800-323-0436
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS: ANIXTER BROS., INC. • 4711 Golf Road, • Skokie,lL 60076, • Telex 289464
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"Before, we ran batch applications on the be implemented using IBM's Logical Unit
on-line processor, which had a negative Type 6.2 protocols. This also is a feature
impact, and we had multiple images of of a distributed' RDBMS under developthe same data, which also had negative ment at Computer Corp. of America,
impact."
Cambridge, Mass., due for introduction
ADR's next release of D-Net, sched- later this year.
Schussel of Digital Consulting beuled for the third quarter of this year, will
'----------------------------------,

Open your eyes and see just how many subjects are covered in the new
edition of the Consumer Information Catalog. It's free just for the asking and
so are nearly half of the 200 federal publications described inside. Booklets
on subjects like financial and career planning; eating right, exercising, and
staying healthy; housing and child care; federal benefit programs. Just
about everything you would need to know. Write today. We'll send you the
latest edition of the Consumer Information Catalog, which is updated and
published quarterly. It'll be a great help, you'll see. Just write:

•:
..
t;

Consumer Information Center
Department TD
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

A public service of this publication and the Consumer Information Center
of the U.S. General Services Administration.
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lieves the promise offered by distributed
RDBMSs is something "the vast majority
of users wouldn't be capable of using at
this time." But for the future, he says, "it
will become vital. By the end of this year,
there will be 800 pcs for every mainframe in the U.S. and 13 or 14 minis for
every mainframe. Isolated pcs are expensive and error prone. Connectivity is
essential." .
MIS managers, he says, "must do
some strategic thinking about their computing environments, about delivery of
data, where they want it stored, and
where they want it used."
Boyle of N ovon agrees. "They
should be worrying about how to split
up their resources," he says, "where
resources to be shared should be distributed."
Cubbage of Dataquest worries
about the the organizational aspects. Too
many companies, he says, have what he
calls "antirelational data" embedded in
their number structures. "That is, numbers aren't just numbers. They're tied to
information and the information could be
different for the part of an organization
that's in New Hampshire than for that
part in Virginia or. Arizona.
"Look at your organization and look
at your system," he warns MIS managers.
"A database is a model of your organization. You can't impose structure from the
top." Cubbage says to work through the
differences in procedure and in numbering schemes first, then to look at distributed database. He posits that there are
organizations in which all parts work the
same way and in those a distributed database can be installed successfully.
Date advises MIS managers to "be
aware that this technology is coming and
to gain a basic understanding of it. Also,
learn about relational technology itself as
it is becoming increasingly clear that that
is a prerequisite to a proper distributed
database. Most database systems out
there now are not relational.
"Think at the same time about distribution, about how to distribute data so
that nothing is hidden."
Most of all, Date advises thinking
from the outside in-what data are needed, where they should be, what kind of
performance is needed, and last, hardware and software. "Most people think
from the inside out, which is why there
are such messes around. The lucky ones
will be those coming in fresh and thinking
from the outside in. They're in a nice
position."
•
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interface and choice of operating systems,
These days, everybody with a few PCs
wants a LAN. Your problem is to find a PC LAN including NetWare™ 6000.
And naturally, we'll handle the planning,
that can be tied to the rest of your company.
installation, training and support. As only a
'Guess what. You just found it.
company who's made over 260,000 network
Introducing the NETBIOS-compatible
connections worldwide can.
System 6000 PC network, from Sytek. It can
So talk to us. Sytek, Inc. 1225 Charleston
link a department full ofPCs, or a company
Rd., Mountain View, CA94043. (415)966-7430.
full. All on a single network that can grow as
After all, your PCs could surely use the
your needs grow.
What's more, we can easily link your
company.
System 6000 network to your corporate netNetWare is a trademark of Novell, Inc. 1986, Sytek, Inc.
work. So you can share data and communicate
throughout your whole company.
You'll also have plenty of software to
choose from, thanks to our industry-standard
©
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set includes graphics intelligence to boost throughput of those graphics
applications. And with local
segments, you can use
such popular features as
true zoom and· pan to view
data well beyond display
resolution.
To take full advantage of
those features, you'll find 4200
compatibility with the world's
leading software and hardware vendors. And because
the 4200 Series are members
of the broad Tek product family, your investment in that

The industry graphics
standard' offers a dramatic price/performance
,breakthrough with the
Tektronix 4200 Family of
Intelligent Color Graphics
Terminals.
Equally dramatic are the
capabilities you gain for your
Data Analysis, CAD
and Shop Floor/Manufacturing applications. .

software, hardware and
training time stays protected
now and in the future.
You can bring your 4200applications to life by adding
a Tek Color Ink-jet Printer. That
enables high-resolution color
hardcopy output on paper or
transparencies. To further
enhance productivity, there's
4200 background copy that
allows system use even while
you're printing.
To learn more about the
4200 Family oflntelligent
Color Graphics Terminals;
contact y~ur Tekrepresentatlve. Or call,
1-800-225-5434. In
iii. Oregon,235-7202.
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Although ISDN has been a buzzword within the telecommunications industry for years, it is
only now being put through its paces. User trials in the U.S., Japan, and the U.K. demonstrate
the potential of the new technology-but they also raise issues that must be resolved before
commercial ISDN services start in 1988. No maHer how soon ISDN becomes a reality, the organization that starts to plan for it now could gain a useful competitive edge.

BY SARAH UNDERWOOD
Compared with the rapid rate of computer development, telecommunications technology has been slow to advance since
Alexander Graham Bell made the world's ftrst intelligible tele-phone call. That was on March 10, 1876. Over 100 years later
the telephone is about to be transformed as telecommunications equipment suppliers and service carriers prepare to enter
anew era.
The development that promises to change the nature of
the telephone and to speed up the movement of information
around the world is the Integrated Services Digital Network
(ISDN). It should give users access to a wide spectrum of voice,
data, text, and image communications services over a single
network connection.
Beneftts promised by the ISDN technology are improved
services and new applications. These will be easier to use and
simpler to support than today's services, many of which require the use of different interfaces, terminals, and networks. A
less tangible gain will be the strategic direction provided by
ISDN to companies in danger of losing their way in developing a
communications structure. More important, the integration of
services has the potential to provide signiftcant cost advantages to end users.
Richard Kee, a telecommunications analyst with the London-based Ovum consultancy, maintains that users must take
action on ISDN now. "ISDN is closer than many users expect, yet
few have started to plan for it. They should. ISDN will offer signiftcant beneftts. The organization which starts to plan now
could gain a useful competitive edge on others in its industry,"
counsels Kee.
But the network concept has its critics. They prefer to
expand the ISDN abbreviation to mean "I Sure Don't kNow" and
contend that the technology will fail to win worldwide support
because of incomplete standards, a lack of terminal products
able to take advantage of the extended services, and users' reluctance to invest in a relatively unproven technology.
The validity of these arguments and those ofISDN promoters is now being tested by a series of ISDN trials running in the
U.S., Japan, and the U.K. These countries are among the ftrst to
put ISDN to the test, but they are not alone in assessing the new
technology. Italy has already run some basic trials, while West
Germany is scheduled to start a practical study of ISDN early
this year. France, which made signiftcant improvements to its
communications structure in the 1970s, is under less pressure.
Its ISDN trial, Project Renan, is not due to start unti11988.
Further afteld, China plans to leapfrog older technologies
and move straight to ISDN for new networks in metropolitan
areas, while the U.S.-based international satellite organization,
Intelsat, claims that satellites will be able to bring ISDN to the
rest of the world during the 1990s. Intelsat claims that there are
now ISDN plans in Brazil, Ecuador, India, Ivory Coast, and Peru.
52 DATAMATION 0 FEBRUARY 1, 1987
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Official timetables for the introduction of ISDN suggest that this year will be
one of intense preparation before commercial services become widely available. Initial offerings will be targeted at
large users with a high volume of telecommunications traffic. They will use
the primary rate access method defined
by the Comite Consultatif International
Telegraphique et Telephonique (CCITI)
back in 1984. It provides 1.5MBps transmission in North America and 2MBpS in
Europe, with the bandwidth split into either 23 or 30 user channels of 64KBps,
plus a single 64KBpS signaling and user
packet data channel. Basic access, which
will extend ISDN to smaller business users and residential subscribers, is expected to follow in the early 1990s, when
local telephone exchanges are converted
from analog to digital operation. Basic access uses ordinary twin wire telephone
circuits to carry two 64KBps user channels and a 16KBpS signaling and user
packet data channel.
Most of the current ISDN trials use
the primary rate access method, but beyond their basic technology they have little in common. Already the world is likely
to be saddled with a variety of ISDN standards using their own implementations
of the CCITT's recommendations.
Doane Perry, a senior telecommunications consultant at International
Data Corp. in Framingham, Mass.,
warns, "ISDN is no panacea to the standards problem. The U.S. will see vendorspecific flavors of ISDN. Europe will see
country-specific flavors of ISDN. Users
will have to be just as careful about which
vendor they buy from as ever."
Japan is probably the worst offender
when it comes to bending the standards
rules. Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
(NTI) put its experimental information
network system (INS) into operation in
September 1984. It runs until next
month and will provide the experien~e on
which NTI will build commercial services
for introduction in selected Japanese cities from 1988. The trial system offers
digital and broadband telecommunications services to about 500 homes and
businesses in downtown Tokyo and the
suburban area of Mitaka. But instead of
the I-series interfaces recommended by
the CCITI after its 1984 plenary session,
the network uses a proprietary Y-series
interface.
NTI says it will adopt the I-series interfaces when its ISDN becomes commercial, but it has been lambasted by the
Japanese Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications. In June last year the minis54 DATAMATION D FEBRUARY 1, 1987
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try accused NTI of
developing a network that would not
be fully compatible
with international
systems. It also
warned of incompatibilities with other
Japanese carriers' digital data networks.

Suppliers Left Guessing
The standards issue is also a major
concern for U.S. and European carriers,
as well as for terminal equipment makers
and users. Suppliers are left guessing at
the possible direction the next CCITI plenary session in 1988 will take, while users must assess the risk of investing in
equipment that may fall foul of future
standards. Clearly, ISDN standards are
particularly important to multinational
companies that, whether they use private or public networks, need equipment
that will interface across national
boundaries.
David Hamer, chairman of the Information Technology Users Association
(ITUSA) action group on ISDN and an information systems planner at the international headquarters of British Petroleum
in London, sees a lot of problems for the
future.
"ITUSA is concerned that there are
too many so-called standards from too
many groups both in Europe and the
U.S.," says Hamer. "The CCITI can solve
the problem, but there won't be a private
ISDN standard until 1995. A public
networking standard should be ready in
1988."
BP was one of the first participants in
the U.K. ISDN trial organized by British
Telecom (BT) and inaugurated in June
1985. Like the Japanese INS, BT's Integrated Digital Access (IDA) service is not
a full ISDN implementation. Chris Wood,
director of IDA promotion at BT, points
out the supplier's dilemma: "When we
introduced IDA we wanted to give our key
customers an idea of ISDN's potential.
But the problem was that there were no
existing CCITI standards for the interface
from the network exchange to the customer premises. So we had to use an interim standard." BT plans to adopt all
existing CCITI recommendations early
next year.
The European Commission became
so concerned by the divergence of ISDN
plans of member countries that it set up
the Group d' Analyse et de Prevision
(GAP). This group drew its members
from the commission's Task Force on Information Technology and from Europe's telecommunications authorities,

(PITs). It made its first report in 1985,
underlining the need for a cohesive European strategy that would develop a Europe-wide market for indigenous equipment suppliers. If this did not happen,
GAP said, Europe's national markets
would face domination by North American and Japanese suppliers.
But while the GAP recommendations are applauded by governments
throughout Europe, observers now
agree that they require a considerable
amount of. political goodwill. Ovum's
Richard Kee believes the existence of
that goodwill is debatable.
This confusion in standards is taking its toll of the amount of terminal
equipment and applications available to
ISDN users. Participants in the ISDN trials,
however, believe that experience in using integrated services will generate
ideas and new markets for suppliers. BP,
for example, has been using a pc board
under development at BT for 64KBpS fIle
transfer. That board will be brought to
market this year.
Specific applications for ISDN are
also expected to be developed in response to user demand, although this is
more likely to happen in the U.S. than in
Europe. Interest in European ISDN, says
Perry, stems from the possible provision
of cheaper bandwidth for large business
users. "Prospects for application-driven
ISDN in Europe are questionable," he
maintains. "The attraction for European
users is that ISDN will achieve less expensive data transmission by combining the
small, expensive data system with the
large voice system, which is less expensive because of economies of scale."
In the U.S., the geographical spread
of ISDN, coupled with a comparably large
amount of data traffic, is expected to lead
to new-and as yet unthought-of-applications, particularly in recently deregulated markets such as banking. Earl Vogt,

"ISDN WILL BE
THE BEST TECHNOLOGYTO
SUPPORT OUR
INFORMATION
NETWORK."

telecommunications manager at the U.S.
National Bank of Oregon, is working with
Pacific Northwest Bell on a trial due to
start next month. The bank's current
communications are based on Centrex
voice services provided by the Bell operating company (BOC) and a typical IBM
branch banking data network. Key to the
trial will be tests of ISDN connection to
IBM 3270 terminals and connection of the
bank's IBM hosts to Centrex services. If
this integration is successful in providing
a flexible communications infrastructure, the bank plans to develop a number
of new customer services.
Mike Hrastinski, director of facilities at McDonalds' headquarters in Oak
Brook, Ill., concurs with the view that
ISDN will provide solutions to future information problems. The franchised restaurant chain started its Centrex-based
trial with Illinois Bell last December.
Hrastinski considers the adoption of
ISDN technology to be critical to the company's infrastructure. He explains: "We
looked at our needs today and we could
have met them with current technology.
But our information network is critical to
us and ISDN will be the best technology to
support it and look after our future

needs."
While Hrastinski perceives ISDN as
an evolution in telecommunications technology, the Bank of Oregon's Vogtviews
it as a fundamental change that will drive
applications development quickly once it
is more widely used. On the down side,
however, such a dramatic improvement
in technology will force a change in the
bank's policies and procedures. "There
will be a cultural problem for users. So at
flrst we may get only a limited advantage
from the new technology," forecasts
Vogt.
In Japan and the U.K., where ISDN
pilots have been running for a longer period, the additional services available
have had a mixed reception. Japan Radio,
a manufacturer of wireless telecommunications equipment with a main offlce in
downtown Tokyo and a factory outside
the city in Mitaka, is a dissatisfled subscriber to the INS service. "Frankly
speaking, the usage conditions are very
bad," says a company spokesman.
Japan Radio's complaints include
poorly planned installation, unreliable
equipment, and difflcult operation. Video
conferences between engineers at the
factory and staff at the head offlce have

been thwarted by the video service's limited resolution. Explains the company
spokesman, "It is necessary to use written technical material in the meetings but
we cannot see the letters on the screen."
More important, the ISDN equipment has been found difflcult to use.
"There are so many switches and buttons. One-touch operation is not available," claims the spokesman. In contrast,
the facsimile machines, the backbone of
communications in Japanese companies,
are easy to use but malfunction so frequently that employees prefer conventional machines to the digital terminals
supplied by NIT. With so many problems, the spokesman expects equipment
to be returned to NIT rather than retained when it becomes commercially
available.
The U.K. experience with BT's IDA
service has been more encouraging. BP
reports a successful pilot of high-speed
data transmission and improved clarity in
voice communications. The company is
also developing an application that takes
advantage of the ability to mix text and
images. "The facsimile facility produces
superb quality," enthuses Hamer. "It
will create new business opportunities,
but equipment suppliers need to get their
prices down. An ISDN Group 4 fax, for example, costs over $20,000 against under
$4,000 for a conventional machine."
How much users will have to pay for
ISDN equipment and services once they
become commercially available is a moot
point. Only BT in the U.K. has flxed initial
prices for connection to its ISDN.
By the beginning of last year, two
schools of thought had emerged about
how ISDN should be tariffed. Interestingly, carriers' and potential users' opinions
differed on whether users should pay
charges comparable to those they pay for
analog telephony, or charges related to
the additional services offered by ISDN.

TariHs Reflect Actual (ost
In the competitive U.S. telecom
market, tariffs will increasingly reflect
the actual cost to the carrier of providing
services. Therefore, both the long distance carriers-AT&T Communications
and MCI-as well as the BOCs need to increase trafflc volumes to sustain longterm revenues. ISDN will be the strategic
framework on which the competing factions will build future services-the long
distance carriers will concentrate on primary rate access from large user sites,
while the BOCs will offer extended Centrex facilities using both the primary rate
access method and basic access.
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Isn't it about time you knew?

SYSTEMATIC SOFTWARE TESTING
... Methodology, Techniques and Tools
New York
March 9-12
Los Angeles March 23-26
Orlando
April 6-9

Washington D.C. April 20-23
Chicago
May 4-7
San Francisco
May 18-21

SYSTEMATIC SOFTWARE TESTING presents a proven
methodology based on national consensus testing
standards that has been accepted as the foundation
for software testing in many of this country's largest
corporations. Software Quality Engineering fully guarantees all of its classes and workshops. If you are not
satisfied we will give you credit toward the class or
refund the fee.

Software <¥uality engineering

~

3015 Hartley Rd. Suite 16
Jacksonville. FL 32217

Call 800-423-TEST

In Florida 904-268-8639
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Small colleges
can help
YQumake

It big.

Just ask: Ronald Reagan,
President of the United States,
Eureka College, IL; Billy Graham,
Evangelist, Wheaton College, IL;
Carl Rowan, Diplomat and
Journalist, Oberlin College, OH;
Lesley Stahl, White House
Correspondent, CBS News,
Wheaton College, MA.
Some of our country's most successful people went to small colSponsored by
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leges-colleges where size, faculty,
and curriculum combined to give
them the education, skills, and confidence to make it big in today's world.
A small college can help you make
it big, too. To learn more about small
independent colleges, write for our
free booklet. Send your name and
address to Council of Independent
Colleges, Box 11513, Washington,
D.C. 20008.

CIC The Coun~iI of Independent Colleges

U.S. carriers have not made anyannouncements on ISDN tariffs, but they are
expected to follow the telephone tariff
structure on the grounds that aggressive
ISDN pricing will increase carrier revenues. Competitive and political pressures are also expected to keep costs
down. Limited evidence available from
carriers in Europe suggests that they too
will take the lower cost route. While the
West German Bundespost has opted for
volume-sensitive tariffs, the primary rate
access tariff for the 30-channel IDA service in the U.K. is $2,175 per annumthe equivalent to the rental charge for 16
business exchange telephone lines.
Competitive pricing structures will
obviously speed up the availability of
ISDN around the world as telecommunications users realize the cost savings in
single terminal access to improved services. There are still glitches to iron out,
but this year's U.S. trials should go most
of the way to solving them. More important, they will help open up the world's
largest single telecommunications market to ISDN. By the end of 1990, predicts
Ovum, the number of primary rate access connections to ISDN will have grown
to 16,000 in Europe and to over 50,000 in
the U.S.-that amounts to 60% of businesses with large PBXs supporting over
100 extensions.
As IDC's Doane Perry concludes, "It
doesn't matter how quickly ISDN will become real. Even though there are nonISDN services available and a million
issues to resolve, ISDN will be important.
Those who say ISDN stands for 'I Sure
Don't kNow' are the defensive ones with
their heads buried in the sand."
•

Also contributing to this article was Robert Poe in Tokyo.
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It's the New OKIDATA PC Modem.
If the name's familiar but you can't place the face,
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at "bits per second" as our printers are at "characters
per second."
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You see, besides being a big name in personal
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Our parent company is one of the biggest telecommunication equipment suppliers in Japan.

Get It Right the FIrst Time
With Automatic Adaptive EquaUzation.
Because the 9KITEL 1200 automatically adapts to
widely varying line quality, your data rarely gets lost or .
disconnected by a "noisy" line. So you hardly ever
have to re-transmit. A convenience usually
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Tum Ordinary Minutes
Into OKIDATA Minutes.
When you use a modem, every minute means money.
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You get a full 60 seconds of quality time every minute
you're on-line because you get it right the first time.
The OKITEL 1200 PC Modem. Fewer transmission
breaks, plus automatic error detection and automatic
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Start getting your money's worth out of every
modem minute. Get the new OKITEL 1200
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BY DAVID STAMPS
Who's worried about disaster recovery?
Certainly the consultants and vendors
that in recent years have been reciting a
litany of catastrophes, from earthquakes
to fires and floods, that can plague computer installations. But while these
prophets of processing doom have raised
awareness of the need for disaster planning, they have yet to overcome the
"What, me worry?" attitude that pervades much of the dp industry.
Real, workable contingency plans
that enable a company to survive a major
dp outage still seem to be the exception,
not the rule. One reason is the cold, hard
fact that development of a disaster recovery plan is a big job-one that requires
not only the backing of top management,
but also the involvement of every depart-

The fires, earthquakes,andtornadoes that are talked
about so forcefully
by disaster recovery
consultants and vendors are rarely on
the minds of MIS
managers. Real,
workable contingency plans for catastrophes still seem to
be the exception
rather than the rule
at most firms. The
companies that are
the most calamity
conscious are financial institutions.
Many have gone for
backup to hot-site
suppliers, who offer
to keep a computer
and disk and tape
drives ready for a
company in an emergency. Other options
designed to put you
on the road to recovery include cold
(computerless)
sites, reciprocal
pacts between users, and do-it-yourself methods using a
duplicate data center. No plan, however, can cover
every contingency,
so it is important
that you rate your
risks carefully.
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ment in the company. A dp manager often lacks the clout to pull off such a
demanding job.
Practice, practice, and still more
practice is the price of ensuring that a recovery plan will work, but practicing
backup plans is a pain, so even the bestlaid plans sometimes never get laid
down.
Then there's the complacent attitude adopted by many dp managers who
have enough day-to-day problems without worrying about hypothetical mayhem. In the cataclysmic jargon of the
disaster recovery industry, a key phrase
is "smoke and rubble." The idea behind it
is that you'd better have a backup facility
to move to when your data center has
been reduced to smoke and rubble and so
much melted plastic.
The smoke and rubble of a Montreal

fIre last October fInally may have provided the disaster recovery industry with
the evidence it needs to convince recalcitrant computer users that the threat of
computer disasters is all too real. Water
damage from that fIre sent $4.5 billion
Canadian retailer Steinberg Inc. scrambling over the border with its computer
tapes to a backup site in New Jersey run
by Comdisco Disaster Recovery Services (CDRS), the disaster recovery subsidiary of the Rosemont, Ill., leasing fIrm.
CDRS runs a "hot-site" operation.
That's where the recovery vendor offers, for a fee, to keep a computer and
disk and tape drives ready and waiting for
a company in an emergency. Industry fIgures indicate that more companies seem
to be turning to commercial hot sites for
backup. Still, less than half of large dp
shops currently subscribe to these ser-

1m

IN THE FUTURE

MORE FIRMS
WILL USE HOTSITE BACKUP.

vices-possibly less than 20%, according to some sources.
Until the Steinberg fIre, the disaster
recovery industry lacked the smoke-andrubble evidence needed to support its
scariest scenario. Instead, it repeatedly
relied on a 1978 study conducted by the
University of Minnesota MIS Research
Center. That venerable effort, which has
come to be known as the "belly-up
study," asked companies how long they
thought they could survive without their
dp operations. A bank, for example, reported that it could last only two days,
while a more optimistic insurance company said it could hold out for six days.
Now it's the Steinberg fIre and not
the Minnesota study that's fueling the disaster recovery industry. "The Steinberg fIre is really the fIrst well-publicized
case where we can point to one of our
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Disaster
Recovery:
Who's Worried?
subscribers and say; 'They survived a disaster and they survived because they
had a backup facility and a tested plan,' "
explains CDRS marketing director Jim
Mannion.
Statistics Hard to Obtain
There have been other disasters,
Mannion points out, but the clients have
managed to keep a lid on any publicity.
Nevertheless, where there's smoke,
there's not always fIre. Smoke-and-rubble disasters are indeed rare. Even more
rare are statistics, which are hard to
come by because of the hush-hush treatment of computer outages. Most dp managers say that troubles, when they
happen, are more likely to be caused by a
leaky roof than a four-alarm fIre.
Comdisco, the leading provider of
hot-site facilities, reports only fIve instances when customers have declared a
disaster and moved operations to a hot
site. The company, which has close to
700 subscribers, has been in the backup
business since 1980. The second leading
hot-site vendor, Sungard Services of
Wayne, Pa., which boasts 360 subscribers, says it has never had a smoke-andrubble disaster.
Not that any dp manager would dare
cite these seemingly favorable odds as an
excuse not to seek some sort of backup.
Such optimistic notions, however, might
well surface in that fleeting half second or
so before a contract for commercial recovery services is signed. Those contracts can be costly propositions. The
most expensive class of service offered
by Sungard, for example, is a deal under
which the company agrees to back up
multiple IBM 3090s. While that pact can
run as high as $270,000 per year, the average annual cost to a subscriber is more
like $72,000, according to Sungard. That
does not include, however, the costs incurred in testing a plan.
Some hot-site companies charge by
the hour for testing. Sungard, which is
the exception here, bills its clients for
transporting employees to the hot site.
Add in lodging too, since a thorough test
will take two or more days. A major test
can involve 100 or more employees, so
costs can be considerable, especially if
the backup facility is a thousand miles
away. Transportation and lodging expenses can be cut or eliminated by subscribing to a regional hot-site vendor
such as Compusource in Cary, N.C.; Hotsite in Niles, Ohio; Eloigne Corp. in Minneapolis; LDI Disaster Recovery in Solon,
Ohio; and Weyerhaeuser Recovery Services in Tacoma, Wash.
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Taken as a percentage of the total
MIS budget, hot-site backup is not all that
expensive. The Gartner Group, the
Stamford, Conn.-based research fIrm, estimates that an IBM 30XX-class user pays
$180,000 a year on average for hot-site
backup. That includes testing, transportation, and related costs such as maintenance and development of the plan.
"That's only about .5% to 1% of a
total MIS budget," points out Paul
Spindel, vp and general manager of consulting at the Gartner Group. Spindel
predicts that in the future, more companies will be including commercial hot-site
vendors in their disaster recovery plans.
If you're not hot on hot sites, you
may want to try other recovery alternatives. Those choices include cold sites or
computer shells, reciprocal agreements,
and service bureaus. Still another option
is self-backup using a duplicate data center. In fact, some users contend that setting up a second data center to duplicate
the hardware and software confIgurations of the production center is the most
reliable approach to disaster recovery. It
is also the most expensive.
A cold site or shell is basically a
place to go in the event of a disaster.
These facilities are equipped with raised
flooring, cabling, power supply, and air
conditioning, but no computer. Subscribers go through their hardware vendors to
get computers installed. Once a new system goes in, a cold site provides longterm backup at a cost that is considerably
less than the higher-priced hot-site haven. The possibility of a delay in installing a backup computer and the inability to
fully test a recovery plan are some of the
disadvantages of the cold-site option.

Service Bureau Roule Expensive
Service bureaus, on the other hand,
offer ready availability for short-term
backup, but this route could prove expensive for long-term backup. In the end,
a reciprocal agreement with another
company is probably the least costly alternative, but many dp users question
their practicality.
"Reciprocal agreements don't work
well, in my opinion," declares Jack Bannon, manager of security and procedures
at RCA in Cherry Hill, N.]. "You can never
be sure the other guy can make the time
to do your processing."
Bannon is president of the Delaware Valley Disaster Recovery Information Exchange Group, an organization
made up of some 500 companies that
holds regular meetings to discuss disaster-recovery planning issues. Most of

the group members have recovery plans
in place, though some are still in the process of developing them. According to a
recent membership survey, about half of
the fIrms use commercial hot-site vendors, while the rest rely on a mixture of
methods including reciprocal agreements, cold sites, and self-backup.
Generally speaking, the larger the
user, the more likely it is to rely on a commercial hot site for backup. The Gartner
Group estimates that 41 % of 308X-class
users have contracts with commerical
hot-site companies, while only 11% of
4300-class users have signed up for this
type of backup service. Those fIgures,
however, don't jibe with the fmdings of
Comdisco and Sungard, both of which report the total hot-site subscriber base to
be substantially lower. According to Sungard, only 12% to 15% of the 14,000 to
18,000 data centers that have machines
of at least 2MIPS have signed up for hotsite service. Comdisco quotes similar
statistics.
To no one's surprise, fmancial institutions lead the list of hot-site customers. Many banks were quick to sign up
with hot-site providers after the famous

RECIPROCAL

PACTS ARE
PROBABLY THE
LEAST COSTLY
RECOVERY
ALTERNATIVE.
belly-up survey revealed just how vulnerable fmancial institutions were to
computer outages. In 1983, the comptroller of the currency turned up the heat
by requiring annual board reviews of
banks' dp backup plans. Manufacturing
fIrms, which have become more dependent on automation in recent years, are
second on the hot-site customer list.
Not every company with a 2MIPS or
more data center is a candidate for commercial hot-site backup. Indeed, some dp
shops are so big that it would take every
commercial hot-site facility from the Carolinas to California to back them up.
Many federal agencies fall into this category. The feds, traditionally slow to
show interest in commercial recovery

services, have recently evinced more interest in these services. For example,
the Social Security Administration,
which gets its dp power from a 125MIPS
data center in Baltimore, now relies on a
commercial hot site to back up some of
its processing.

The Do-II-Yourself Approach
In the private sector, some fIrms
prefer the do-it-yourself approach.
That's the one adopted by some airlines,
banks, and by others such as Motorola,
which found that the complexity of its
communications and applications were
enough to justify the cost of building a
second data center for backup.
.
"We had vendors trying to sell us
security from now until doomsday, but
we made a decision to go with duplicate
data centers in Schaumburg, Ill., and
Phoenix," explains Earl Gommersall,
former vp of operations and systems
support at Motorola's MIS division in
Schaumburg.
"We ran very complex software and
hardware-lots of IMS, lots of remote
computing, and a lot of CAD/CAM," says
Gommersall, who is now director of technical development at A.C. Nielsen Co. in
Northbrook, Ill. "Keeping every device
talking to every other device is not a trivial issue. We even ran into trouble with
stuff as simple as async and synchronous
communications. It's a bitch. There's a
myriad of details .... Clearly, the cheapest thing to do is fmd a mountain and
build a giant data center inside it. We decided dual data centers was the price we
were willing to pay for security."
Gommersall is the fIrst to admit that
redundancy has its payoffs. For instance,
a company can fall back on its backup
data center when minor aggravations like
a two-hour power outage, a destroyed
tap~, or a broken pipe occur. "It can be a
disaster of sorts," notes Gommersall, "if
the printer paper doesn't show."
These are not the sort of catastrophes that justify declaration of a disaster
as spelled out in a hot-site contract. (A
declaration fee that ranges between
$15,000 and $25,000 is assessed for
moving dp operations to the commercial
site.) Nevertheless, it's these types of
annoying dp interruptions that occur far
more often than the fIres, earthquakes,
and tornadoes that are the favorite topics
of many disaster recovery consultants.
"We screw up quite routinely without
any natural or man-made disasters, and
one needs to be able to rebuild on occasion," points out one pragmatic MIS
manager.
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Disaster
Recovery:
Who's Worried?
Most hot-site suppliers do offer clients temporary backup, though these
services go by many names. Clients who
use Comdisco's contingency service can
use the hot site for up to 72 hours without having to pay the declaration fee.
Sungard helps its customers by letting
them use their 48-hour test time as a
short-term emergency backup.

interdependent ...
[that] if we tried to
run application A
without application
B, we'd have a secl£±!~::::::::!:::::"'---':'~.J ond disaster on our
hands." That approach saves some time
on systems development, since the bank
doesn't have to worry about special
batch runs that are used only for backup
mode.
Sanderson ftgures it would take a
minimum of 48 hours to switch over to its
backup system-a time-consuming task
that would entail rerouting the bank's
entire on-line data communications network to the Comdisco hot site in Chicago. "For any emergency like a temporary
power outage, we would just stay put if
we thought it could be corrected in less
than two days," says Sanderson.
Not that Rainier anticipates spending much time sitting· in a blacked-out
data center waiting for the power to
come back on. Late last year the cautious
bank opened a new data center that is designed to be as disaster-proof as possible. "The new center," according to

Avoiding Backup Problems
Such short-term situations are certainly more common than the full-blown
smoke-and-rubble calamity. However,
moving to a hot site for anything less
than an all-out disaster can present problems, too. To avoid those backup problems is a goal of the Rainier National
Bank, which is a subscriber to Comdisco's hot-site service. The Seattle bank
has structured its backup plans in such a
way that all of its normal production work
is run, and at nearly the same schedule.
"It used to be you could back up just
the two or three critical applications,"
explains Len Sanderson, manager of contingency planning at Rainier, "but now
we've got so many applications that are

AAAI
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Intelligence
July 13-17, 1987
Seattle, Washington
sponsored by the

American
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Peter Rosenow, vp of information services at Rainier, "is built to withstand
earthquakes and ftres, has its own uninterruptible power supply, on-stream cycling and power generation set up to kick
in within seven seconds, plus a 20-minute battery backup. And, just to be safe,
we've identifted alternative sources of
diesel fuel and alternative supply
routes."
Rosenow believes Rainier has "a
very effective plan in comparison with
others." At the same time, he knows
from previous experience that it's hard
to plan for all contingencies. Rosenow
was at BancOhio in 1982 when a bomb
threat was reported. It turned out to be a
hoax, but at one point even the FBI believed a bomb was in the building.
"I found myself having to decide
whether we could even occupy the building to put our recovery plan into place,"
recalls Rosenow. "That was a consideration our plan hadn't addressed."
•

A frequent contributor to DATAMATION,
David Stamps is a Minneapolis wn'ter
who specializes in technology toPics.

1111 Following the very successful format·utilized at AAAI·86, the Technical Program
II II will highlight state·of-the-art research findings in science and technology. last
year's Invited Presentation Series which included Symbolic Computing, Machine Learning, Expert Systems Project Management, will continue atAAAI-87 with a newse!of
relevant topics.
II This year's Tutorial Program will include advanced topics such as Advanced Common
LISP, Expert Systems Project Management, Expert Systems Tools, Neural Nets Architecture, Truth Maintenance Systems, Blackboard Architectures, AI and Design, and Uncertainty Management, and Qualitative Simulation & Causal Reasoning.
II The Exhibit Program will not only include actual demonstrations of the products and
services, but also will include university research demonstrations and technical presentations by the vendors.

---------------------------------------------------• Please send information about AAAI-87
II Send in this
coupon to AAAI,

445 Burgess Dr.,
Menlo Park, CA
94025 for more
details or simply
call (415)

Name _________________________________________________________________________
Company______________________________
Address ____________________________
City ______________________________
State, Zip ________________________________________________________________

328-3123.
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EMC's Main Storage Cards Run Cycles Around IBM's Cards.
11m\' do we do it; Simple, Our upgrades usc lll:wer technology
w l,ertorm a memOlT writl' in l! processor c"clcs. It takcs IBM's
upgrade 22 cvcles to perform the same memurv write, This means
OUT upgrades increase the availability of main storage to your 43iil's
processor and take adv<lnuge of utherwise wasted CPU cycles.
With LMC !lUlIl stmage upgrades you avuld the expense of
a ll1odl'lupgrade while still getting the performance you need to
meet increasing dt'm;mds OJ1 your
computing n'S()Ulu's.

Maximized Performance is Only the Beginning.
As the world'" brgest lIldependent manubcturer of main st()J"~I,\.;e UpgLldt'~ lilT 1B!\1"
mid-range l'llJ11puter:;, "\"(.i lkh"cl J lUl I1lt II::
than lust Illlproved j'l'TtOl"m;m(,[i
:,tart with rehahl It)'. All 0111" Ilpgl;Hk-. fm
the 43,slundergo a IOO-hour lest ;ll1d hum111 procedure, including qualification in a
431),1 computer.
Then there's your $20,OUO savlll).;s Oil
every KMB upgrade, and a guarantee that
use of our upgrades will have no dIect Oil
your IBl\;l maintenance snviCt~.
Plus our coterminolls leases, immediate ddivery and responsive
service programs
To find nut I11OTl' ahout EMC"s high-perfonn:mct' m:llIl
storage upgrades for yuur ·+381 computer, call today or write:
EMC Corporation, Natick Industrial Centre, Natick, MA 017(,0.

For more information, call today:

1·800·222·EMC2
(In MA. call (, 17-(,,~:=;-(,(,()()1
l-"21
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Now PCs on your LANs can talk talk to the mainto your mainframe as easily as . frame, using
software alone.
they talk to each other.
Thlk about resource sharing.
All it takes is one PCOX
Gateway to deliver full mainframe
privileges to all the PCs on a LAN.
And talk about resource saving.
A PCOX Gateway can save you
all kinds of modems, controllers,
terminal emulators and line costs.
Each PCOX Gateway is a
single board that plugs into a single
slot on a single PC on the LAN.
And unlike other gateways, PCOX
Gateways let every PC on the LAN

In fact, PCs
can talk through
more than a single
PCOX Gateway.
They can automatically seek mainframe sessions
through multiple
PCOX Gateways
on a LAN. Then they can carry out
3278/79 emulation, 3270 PC emulation, send-receive file transfers,
or even 3287 host printer emulation
with their PC printers.

PCOX Gateways work in all NETBIOS-compatible LANs, including
IBM's own Thken Ring and PC Network;
plus LANs from ASl AT&l Novell,
Sytek, Ungermann-Bass and others.

-------------

PC OX/GATE WAY COAX connects directly to a 3274 cluster
controller, and supports up to five
concurrent host sessions. In fact,
you can even make a PCOX Gateway
Coax out of your existing IRM~
board.
PCOX/GATEWAY-16 and
PCOX/GATEWAY-64 each connect
to a mainframe communication
controller over modems and phone
lines, and support up to 16 or 64
host sessions.
You can also put any number
of PCOX Gateways on any size LAN,
and control access to the mainframe through configuration and

security features built into the
gateway itself.
PCOX Gateways are products
of PCOX Thchnology, a modular
system of advanced micro-tomainframe connections that helps
manage PC demands for mainframe
access.
And PCOX Gateways are at the
top of the PCOX product migration
path. Which means all you need is
software to turn any existing PCOX
micro-to-mainframe link-coax or
remote-into a PCOX Gateway.
So find out how PCOX Thchnology can help connect any number
of micros to your mainframe. Call

now for more information about
PCOX Gateways. And ask for the
name of your nearest CXI distributor.

800-225-PCOX
In California. call 415-424-0700.

CXI, Inc., 3606 West Bayshore Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303. Thlex: 821945
PCOX and all PCOX products arc trademarks oFCXI.lnc.
IBM Is a I'C/:istcrcd trademark of International Business Machines.
IRMA is a trademark of Di/:ltal Communications Associates,lnc.
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PEOPLE BUY MORE THAN ALLOFTHESE
OF THESE...
COMBINED.

It's no wonder more people rely
on BASF. We've spent more time making
our media more reliable.
Twenty years ago, BASF began its
pioneering work in the Chromium Dioxide
(Cr02 ) particle technology that makes the
3480 tape possible. When the 3480 drive
was perfected in 1985, we not only had
plenty of experience with the medium, we
were the world's largest producer of Cr0 2
particles. And not surprisingly, every one of
the four million BASF 3480-compatible cartridges we've sold meets or exceeds IBM

and ANSI standards. We're so confident in
the superior performance and reliability of
our cartridge that we back it with a 10-year
warranty. Check it out for yourself. The
BASF 3480-compatible cartridge ... the one
you can count on. Available in quantity for
immediate delivery. Call 1-800-343-4600.
BASF Corporation Information Systems

Crosby Drive, Bedford, MA 01730-1471

BASF

Computer Tape and Cartridges· Floppy Disks· Rigid Disk Media
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Security in an on-line environment requires attention to accountability, prevention, detection,
and enforcement. In terms of accountability, users must be made to realize their roles in keeping their systems secure. The role of MIS, on the other hand, is to provide the tools to prevent
and detect break-ins. Both MIS and users must agree on how to enforce security, and on what
is to be done with trespassers once they're caught. What we do with trespassers should be
determined by the effects of their actions, not by their intentions. Asliding scale of punishment may be the solution to the enforcement problem.

I

How to Build a

'~-~~iecurity Chait!~
BY FRAN K SWEET \
As the old adage goes, a chain is only as
strong as its weakest link. In the on-line
environment, the chain that will keep out
unwanted users consists of four major
links-accountability, prevention, detection, and enforcement.' Each of these
links must be strong enough to make any/
system secure.
The fIrst link on the security chain is
accountability. Who should be accountable? I recall a client who received an unfavorable audit report, stating that his
staff was not security conscious. Some
staffers had shown friends or relatives
how to dial in and log on. His response to
the auditors was, "That's a computer
problem. Talk to data processing." But
data processing. can provide only the
tools to secure a system. Users must
provide the security.
The dp tool set is crucial to the
second link on the chain: prevention. To
prevent unauthorized access, on-line se.curity should work like this: the fIrst
screen should ask for identifIcation. The
second screen should display a selected
menu, listing only those applications for
which the user is authorized. The third
screen should invoke the selected application and, optionally, record the fact.
When the operator fInishes with an application, the system shQuld display the
selected menu again. When the user fm-

ishes the entire session, the system"
should display the identifIcation screen
for the next user. There should also be
screens for granting or revoking authorization, and for changing one's own
password.
One major key to securing' an online system is the password. The system
should double-check the user's identity
by validating the password against the
employee's record in the database. The
password should identify the individual,
not the application.
Employees should assign their own
passwords. Without the red tape of need- .
ing approval for new passwords, people
are more likely to change them frequently. Allowing users to choose-and
change---theirown passwords focuses
accountability; it makes users accountable. If a password" is divulged, there is
no doubt who is responsible. If a centralized technician is responsible for maintaining all passwords, nobody is accountable. There is no way of proving who
leaked a password, the user or the
technician.
The password should be validated
against the employee's .record in the
fIrm's central database. An employee's
password is a datum about that employee, defmed by his or her identifIcation'
number. As such, it should be in the company's database.
A separate standalone ftle of opera-
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How to Build
a Security Chain

tors and their passwords is risky for the
same reasons all redundant fUes are. Employees may be in one fUe but not in another. And those in both fUes may have
different names or ID numbers. Doubleupdating is also necessary whenever
someone is hired or terminated.
The password should be encrypted
before it is stored in the employee's record. This prevents it from being legible in
stock information extracts or through
on-line queries. The screen's validation
routine should encrypt the password before comparing it with the one that's already scrambled in the employee record.
Encryption can be achieved with a
simple byte substitution routine. Two
. identical 36-byte wraparound arrays contain values A to Z and 0 to 9. To encrypt
the employee's ID number, divide it by
34. Then, use the remainder, plus one, to
rotate the second array. That is, shift it
one notch to the right as many times as
the number's value. Finally, use the sec-:ond array to translate each byte of the
password found in the first array.
Once employees identify. themselves, the system should lock out the
applications they don't have authorization for, displaying a selected menu of
ones they do have access to.
The menu screen should be a stock
archetype with standard window control
functions but without data control. In
other words, you can scroll forward or
backward through the menu, search for
an application based on a partial key, and
select one by pointing to it with the cursor or by typing its name. You can't update application names~ add new ones to
the list, or delete any. .

Specify Desired Application
Systems that list all applicationsauthorized or not-encourage penetration attempts. They say to· the user,
"Look at all the applications you're not
supposed to get into." One alternative is
to make the ,user specify the desired application, rather than select it from a
menu. But this is harder on the user because it replaces point-and-choose with
remember-and-type, which requires lists
of application codes to be kept ,near the
workstation.
The authorization record is the intersection between an employee and an
. application. It contains one data element,
which tells what sort of authorization the
person has. The simplest system has
only two values: for normal and for supervisory, which allows the supervisor
to add others to the application list. It is
simpler still if there is only one supervi70 DATAMATION
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sor per application.
_~ ______~__ but.simply3orgoj:J!i§ or her own passOnly application supervisors should word, they· can say they came to check
have access to a full-function screen. A the sprinkler, apologize for the interrupsupervisor should be able to scroll and tion, and quietly leave.
search through the list of people with access to the application, as well as add or ERect and Intent
remove operators from the list. In this
Having detected a break-in brings
way, only the supervisor can remove or us to the fourth and fmallink-enforceadd the application to someone's menu. ment. Once hackers are caught, what
The exception to this rule is the one- should be done with"them?
screen password-change application,
I think the guiding principles of how
which needs no supervisor. All employ- we handle hackers should be effect and
ees can access it to change their own intent.
passwords.
By effect, I mean we must distinResponsibility or accountability for guish between trespassing and vandalsecurity should rest in the hands of those ism. Criminal prosecution of computer
who own the data-the users. MIS can burglars fails, often because the victims
build the links, but users have to guard confuse illegal entry with sabotage and
the chain.
try to pin the second, and. far worse,
It's an unfortunate fact of life that crime on the criminal. Often sabotage
people do penetrate security. Improving cannot be proved, and the victim loses
credibility with judges andjurors, sinking
the whole case. If it can't be proved that
the hacker did nothing more than snoop,
he or she should be punished for snooping, rather than be accused too harshly
and then receive no punishment.
IMPROVING
Intent is the more difficult enforcement issue because it obscures the real
PREVENTION
issue by diverting attention from the
WITHOUT
facts. Too often, people are willing to believe that an offense is not really an ofSTRENGTHENfense if the person did it without malice.
The words used to talk about comING DETECTION
puter crime suggest intent: trespassing,
instead of illegal entry; vandalism, as opposed to sabotage; unauthorized use, vs.
CHAIN.
stealing. Each of the words in these pairs
reports the same fact-what the person
did. Their differences imply why he did
the prevention link without strengthen- it. Since it's impossible to prove what .
ing the detection link makes the chain someone else was thinking, security policies will be effective if we measure only
vulnerable to break-ins.
.
Detection makes up the third link. I what is measurable.
I think we should· defme a sliding
propose allowing hackers to think they
have penetrated the system. Instead of scale of punishment for offenders. At one
getting an "unauthorized access" mes- end, there should be informal counseling
sage, trespassers should be allowed into .by a supervisor for activities like snoopforbidden applications. The keyed pass- ing into data not critical to the firm's opword should still be matched against the eration. In the middle, there should be.a
one in the employee record, but this formal reprimand, suspension, or· even
should not be indicated on the screen. If firing for extracting critical data, or doing
the passwords do not match, a "security minor damage. At the opposite end of the
breach in progress" message should go scale, there should be crimiilal prosecuto a printer at the company's security tion for people who do hundreds of thousands of dollars' worth of damage. Intent
station.
This system lets hackers think they should not enter into the punishment
•
have successfully broken in and keeps picture.
them busy doing whatever they want until the security guards arrive to drag the A frequent contn"butor to DATAMATION,
Frank Sweet is a freelance consultant in
offenders away.
If the method is imperfect upon oc- Jacksonville, Fla. He publishes Boxes
casion, and the guards fmd that the hack- and Arrows, a monthly newsletterfor
er really is who he or she claimed to be IDMSusers.
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with a variety of screen sizes and color options. And
faster, quieter printers for all applications, including
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Big office or small, whatever your bUSiness, Telex
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3270 compatibles provide more solutions to y o u r '
,
problems, whether you need displays, printers, intelli- .
.
gent workstations, control units or an entire system.
And Telex upgradeability helps you protect your invest- \m~_-'
ment for the long run, too.
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Telex 3270 products are competitively priced. But
competition's left in the dust when it comes to
.
And that spells value.
our new low-cost 191 display. It has a smaller footprint and offers unique options like a message printer port
and a light pen.
And Telex offers a full line of versatile, reliable printers. Including the new economical 187 dot·
matrix system printer with monochrome and color
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IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
felex is a registered trademark of The Telex Corporation.
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When a Malaysian broker needs up-to-the-minute quotes from aWall Street
data base, or when Finnish bankers offer ArM convenience to their customers,
they rely on Telenet.
In fact, the world's largest financial institutions, PITs, manufacturers and
all types of organizations ,worldwide depend on us. Because we deliver. As a major
.International Record Carrier, we provide direct data transport between international markets. And we're experienced. Telenet has built more than 70 networks
located from Europe to the Far East. And today, we operate the world's largest
public data network. We're also innovative. Our electronic messaging
service is so effective, its technology
has been adopted by 18 countries.
Telenefs services are,
many times, lower in cost than traditiona1leased lines, IDDD and telex
services. And they're highly productive. We integrate asynchronous and
synchronous applications~ satellite
,and terrestrial transmissions into one
,
backbone network. We'll link your
desktop PC with other computers worldwide, even telex users. And our international
. operations will help you develop, install and service' your network.
In short, Telene{~worldwide connections can make a world of difference
for you. For more information, have your computer call ours today.
JO REACH TELENET VIA TELEMAIe:
• Within the u.s., with a PC or tenninaI supporting asynchronous communications,
using your modem, dial 1-800-424-9494.
'
• Wait for connection, then press carriage return (CR) twice.
• At TERMINAL=press CR
• At @ type MAIL press CR
• At USER NAME? type RIGlIT.CONNE010N press CR
• At PASSWORD? type TELEMAIL press CR
• Outside the U.S., access your local puhllc data network, then contact Telenet at
this network address: 311090900818.
• At USER NAME? type RIGHf.CONNE010N press CR
• At PASSWORD? type TELEMAIL press CR

Or can us at 1-800-TELENET. Or send us your
name and address via Telex: 248419.

SENDING DATA TO WORK FOR YOU:'

©1986 Ttlmet CooununlC3!ions Caporatioo. us Spin! CommunlC3!ions Canpany Is a GIEIUnited Te1ecommunlcations Partnasblp. CI Rand 1IcNaIy0'b0l0)
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Climbing the
Mana ement
Mouo·ain
To be a successful
MIS manager, you
must be more than
iust a well-qualified
technician. You must
be a generalist and
develop the whole
spectrum of management skills that
are needed to operate almost all aspects of the business. The iob calls
for planning, motivating, evaluation,
and control-in
short, leadership.
These words of wisdom come from a
former MIS chief at
a large U.S. firm. He
learned his iob was
like that of a cardinal:all the rules are
written down, you
listen to confessions
regularly, and assign penance when
necessary.

BY JAMES F. COLLINS JR.
Out West, where it isn't so wild any
more, a few of the old customs linger on.
The Ute tribes and the Apache nation,
and even the Chiricahuas, still have councils of .elders that pass along their wisdom and judgment to the operating
chiefs. These current chieftains eagerly
listen to the revered old-timers whose
success is attested to by the simple fact
that they have survived.
In our information society, we
haven't quite come to that yet, nor has
the MIS world. Nevertheless, it is with
this council-of-elders concept in mind
that I thought I might offer some observations and free bits of advice in the hope
that it just might help some of you out
there climb the management mountain. I
made that climb myself for 15 \years
when I was in charge of corporate information services at Johnson & Johnson in
New Brunswick, N.J.

To begin with, I want to tell you that
your racket hasn't changed all that much.
Running a successful worldwideinformation services operation is really done
by old-fashioned good management practices and hard work. It's a little like managing a ballet troupe. You assemble a
competent corps, keep,them in training,
evaluate their performance constantly,
hold their hands frequently, and, keep
them inspired and motivated always.
Then you go about your marketing
extravaganzas and develop the confidence of all your users. You convince
them that they are getting the very best
deal and service there is. You persuade
them that they would end up with a disaster if they didn't conform to the central
standards and if they tried to match elsewhere the quality, price, and performance they are currently getting.
All of this adds up to one thing-you
have to be a good 'general manager. Of
course, there are nuances, like devel-
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ITTrushes aid to fleet
A California shipping agent,
who used to worry about keeping
in touch with 'a worldwide fleet of
container ships by telex, called his
operation "shipshape" today.
Bill Lowe, a manager for· Los
Angeles-based Merit Steamship
Agency, Inc., added that. ITT
Worldcom experts had made it
"much, much easier" to transmit
cargo schedules.
Merit, a nationwide shipping
agency, is one of the few agencies
to represent a number of st~am
ship companies in worldwide
cargo transport, Mr. Lowe
explained.
.
"We dispatch·over 40,000 telex
messages a month;' he said. "So
we really needed a first-rate communications network to keep our
customers on top of their imports
and exports:'
ITT Worldcom solved all the
sticky problems that Merit· faced
with its last international carrier,
Mr. Lowe pointed out. "And they
even cut some of our costs-by
50%!"
.
Service••. and Savings.
Among Merit's major clients is
Japan Line, which each year
moves thousands of containerized
shipments, inland and overseas.

BACK IN mUCH-Shipping agent Bill Lowe after rescue.
ITT Worldcom created a super- saging services. .
.
efficient network between Merit's
Let the ITT Lifesavers go to
14 U.S. locations and Japan Line's work for you. Call 1-800-922Tokyo headquarters.
0184. Or mail our coupon.
This' network , . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.....
includes cus- ITTWORLDCOM. WE COULD BE YOUR LlFESAVER.sM
tomized commu- Nam
Title_ _ _ _ _ __
nications s6ft- __e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
ware, plus ITT's Company
sophisticated -Ad-d-re-ss----------------Ci-ty---Worldbridge SM State
Zip
family of networking, office ITT World Communications COMMUNIC
. J\TIONS .
automation and Dept.
CR/A. 100 Plaza Drive
Mil
electronic mes- Secaucus. N.J.. 07096
SERVICES VIA

ITT

© 1986 ITT World Communications Inc.
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Climbing the
Management
Mountain
oping your own network of supporters,
both internally and externally. It's even
better if that support can come from a top
sponsor. But don't expect that to bail you
out all the time and be the answer to allyour problems and frustrations. As the
chairman of the board once told me, "Jim,
don't expect me to make all the top managers do what you want and think is best.
You go out and convince them yourself.
If-you can't sell them on what you believe
is best for them and for the entire corporation, then maybe you've got the wrong
product." That was a great learning experience, believe me-and it worked.
To be a successful MIS manager,
you must be more than just a well-qualified technical manager. You must also be
a good general manager and develop the
management skills needed to operate almost all aspects of the business. The job
calls for planning, motivating, evaluation,
and control-in short, leadership.
~
Of key importance here is the ability
to select good t~chincal management
people for each section of the company's
operation. Once that's accomplished,
you have to continually observe what
they are doing and keep them on course.
And if that monitoring process is performed well, you should be able to detect
when these managers begin to stray and
their work starts to falter.

Knowing the Total Costs
Knowing what the total systems
and dp costs of your corporation are is
also crucial. Although there is a lot of talk
about this, there hasn't been tpo much
success in gathering and' collating the
real total costs because they are spread
throughout all operating units of a corporation. That means you must develop
cost accounting procedures or reporting
systems that actually segregate the information services costs from all the rest
of the local operating costs. The resulting consolidated information should then
be reviewed by top management.
Once this is done, you can compare
the costs of systems and dp operations
with what they are actually accomplishing. Just what they are accomplishing, .
however, is quite a bit harder to read. In
fact, inuch of the benefit from dp is recorded in the accomplishments of other
functions-in marketing, sales, and manufacturing cost improvements, for example. That's perfectly fme because, after
all, that's what the MIS operation is all
about. So you have to learn to work
closely with the managers of the other
functions in the company to know what
they need and want.
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The role of MIS ana the technology
to carry it out has been constantly changing since it all began only a few short
years ago. But the more things change,
the more the general management of
them remains the same. Information services and data processing is not your
main business. It is a service to make
your main business successful. The purpose of that service is to quickly get
information into the hands of every manager of the mainstream operations. That
process involves passing meaningful
summary information to the top and
greater detail down to the line operations
so that it can be used promptly for effective planning and control.
Back in the old days, this dissemination process was all done manually right
at the operations site. Then camepunched cards and collating machines
that moved it back a notch. The costs and
operator training required by the largescale digital, stored register computing
machines that came next meant that the
operation had to be centralized and the
collated and summary information laboriously handed out to all concerned.
Since then, we've gone through
several cycles of centralization and de- .
centralization, with local. management

DPISASER·
VICE TO MAKE
YOUR MAIN
BUSINESS
SUCCESSFUl.
and central staff management trying to
hang on to their power bases. Within the
last several years,. the decentralization
drive has been fueled by technology advances; one particularly significant advance came in the form of the low-cost,
high-performing micro.
Today, managing, corporate information services activities without
causing chaos can be done only by decentralizing and distributing. That decentralizing and distributing, however, should
be done within the context of very sound
and enforceable· standards and procedures. Standards for systems, systems
engineering, operating software, and
programming software selection, along
with procedures for cost collection, eval-

uation, and reporting must all be estab.;
lished, -and -they -must be explained;
accepted, and monitored. That means
visits to users to convince them of the
value· of standards and procedures. Then
comes conferences to get everyone
working together, not only· for their own
good but for the common good._
User councils are one of the very
best ways to get everybody working together. User representatives meet regularlyto share experiences, problems, and
ideas. Working committees can be
formed to solve overlapping problems
and develop common systems. In this
way, the latest technology, systems, and
operating procedures fllter down to everyone in the corporation. If your company is widely dispersed, you might want to
do what we did at Johnson & Johnson:
have separate councils in the U.S., Europe, and in the Far East. Then invite users who can afford it to visit meetings of
the other panels.

Financial Considerations
Financial considerations should also
be on the mind of the MIS manager. You
really can't afford to have local management duplicating costs by doing the same
thing. So, a corporate catalog of available
systems, broken down by functional categories, size, and type of dp equipment
used should be compiled and made available to all users around the world. Then
systems of interest to local users can be
requested along with the software and
documentation. Tailoring the system to
local needs can be done with central systems assistance if desired.
I ran into a buzz saw of resistance
when I had to deal with managing directors around the world who didn't really
want to conform to standards issued by
corporate headquarters in the U.S. of A.
At the time, some managing directors
were actually in favor of standards.
These were general managers who were
in trouble and wanted help. The others,
who were adamantly against corporate
standards, were not in trouble-that is,
not quite yet. These bosses were also being influenced by their regional dp managers, who couldn't stand the thought of
having someone knowledgeable look
into what they were doing and the money
they were spending to do it.
.
As I traveled around talking to each
of these managers and to their staffs, it
appeare,d obvious to me that the only
hope was to get the general manager involved in planning how their information
services function would evolve to serve
future needs.

The IBM Srstem Dellelouer's Librarr
YOUIS fOlon" $4.951

when you join the Library of Computer and
Information Sciences.

You simply agree to buy 3 more books-at handsome discounts-within the
next 12 months.

You get three books filled with the latest programming tools and
techniques you can immediately use in your IBM environment.

DCS: Mastering Command Level Coding Using COBOL, 2nd Ed.
William G. Bruno and Lois Bosland. Explains how transactions are
initiated, the role of internal CICS tables and work areas, how to
handle abend processing and exceptional conditions, how to format
screens using BMS, how to handle files, reading and browsing, adding
and deleting, file pointers, and much more. Publisher's Price: $1995.

THE IBM COBOL ENVIRONMENT Robert T. Grauer-a downto-earth handbook on the basics of COBOL, including OS JCL, utilities, assembler language, and dump reading. Filled with easy-to~fol
low examples of sample codes, ABENDS, programs, an extensive
section on debugging, and much more. Publisher's Price: $3395.
VSAM: CONCEPTS, PROGRAMMING AND DESIGN Jay
Ranade/Hirday Ranade-VSAM/ICF catalog management and securit~ access method services commands, VSAM data set allocations,
and alternate index allocation are among the many topics explored
here. This comprehensive working reference to VSAM also examines
COBOL coding, processing KSDS with and without index allocation,
processing ESDSs and RRDSs. Publisher's Price: $34.95.
The Library of Computer and, Information Sciences is the oldest,
largest book club especially designed for computer professionals. In
the incredibly fast-moving world of data processing, where up-to-themoment knowledge is essential, we make it easy to keep totally informed on all areas of the information sciences. What's more, our
selections offer you discounts of up to 30% or more off publishers'
prices.
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS: In addition to getting the IBM System Developer's Library fOl: only $4.95 when you join, you keep savin~ substantially on the books you buy.
Alsp, you will immediately become eligible to participate in our Bonus Book Plan, with
savings up to 65% off the publishers' prices. At 3-4 week intervals (16 times per y'ea~ you
will receive the Library of Computer and Information Sciences News, descnbing the
coming Main Selection and Alternate Selections, together with a dated reply card. If you
want the Main Selection, do nothing and it will be sent to you automatically. If you prefer
another selection, or no book at all, simply indicate your choice on the card, and return it
by the date specified. You will have at least to days to decide. If, because of late mail
delivery of the News, you should receive a book you do not want, we guarantee return
postage.

r.----~------------------,
The Library of Computer
I
and Information Sciences
Name
I
Riverside, New Jersey 08075
Please accept my application for trial
membership and send me the IBM S)'stern Developer's Library (00789) bilhng
me only $4.95, plus shipping ahd handling. I agree to purchase at least three
additional Selections or Alternates over
the next 12 months. Savings range up to
30% and occasionally even more. My
membership is cancelable any time after
I buy these three additional books. A
shipping and handling charge is added
to all shipments.
No-Risk Guarantee: IfI am not satisfied
-for any reason-I may' return the IBM
System Developer's Library within 10
days My membership will be canceled
. . ,
'
and I Will owe nothmg.

Name ofFirm_.,.....-:-_ _ _ _--:::--:-(If you want subscription sent to your office)
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I
I

I
I
I
City
I
I
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Climbing the
Management
Mountain
Therefore, I told the managing
directors that if they did not like the corporate policy my staff and I had prepared-and trust me, they didn't-then
they should help me develop a policy
with standards that were truly good for
all. That policy, I further pointed out,
would be reviewed by me, by the executive committee, and by the chairman, all
of whom would know the managing directors were working together for the
good of the whole corporation.
What a stroke. I appointed the managing director of Britain, a very experienced and very competent executive, to
head up a committee of European managing directors. The group would help draft
the new and revised corporate policy for
information services throughout the corporation. Mter much hard work and
many working meetings that were not always completely harmonious, the committee came up with a corporate policy
that each general manager believed in.
Guess what? It contained practically all
the tenets that had been included in the
original corporate policy.
Communication is the root of all
evil-the lack of it, that is. One way to
ward off that evil is through "communicating sessions" for members of all of the
information services organizations
throughout the corporation. These
meetings are even better if key members
of the functional units served by MIS are
included.

AMaHer of Priorities
Involving the general managers of
these functional units and fmding out
what their needs are is very important.
No company makes enough money to afford all the systems everyone wants. It's
a matter of priorities. That's where you
come in. Your job is to help the general
managers select the most vital systems
first and fmd ways to effectively allocate
their always inadequate resources.
Make friends with the top-level
managers of your company's different
operating divisions. They need and want
your help and you need them to back you
when local disagreements arise. You
have to be able to convince them that you
stand for and provide the best and most
cost-effective service there is.
I found this approach worked very
well, and recall having only a couple of
truly difficult confrontations. I remember one instance where a recalcitrant
company president supported his MIS director, who seemed overly anxious to
make a quick name for himself. Both the
director and his boss refused to follow
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the corporate policies and guidelines for
an extensive order service system being
planned. They had already selected an
outside contractor to design and program
their system, and since this contractor
wanted to use a Brand X computer, that's
what they were going to use.
Mter several unpleasant discussions that led nowhere, I scheduled a
meeting with the executive committee
member to whom the company president
reported. I reviewed the problems, pitfalls, and risks associated with the systems plan proposed by the company
president and his MIS chief. They, in tum,
pointed out that they knew what they
were doing and intended to go right
ahead. I then explained that in addition to
whatever else they did, they would have
to arrange to provide the required corporate accounting of sales, costs, and income. No problem, the duo replied. I
fmally told the executive committee
member that I really did not want to drag
him and the trivial matter up to the ceo,

CONSTANTLY
GO INTO THE
FIELD AND
TALK TO

USERS.
who had lots of more important problems
to solve. Therefore, I said, he could be
responsible for these people.
And these people blew· it. They
went way over budget and the time forecast for the project, and the far-out system fmally delivered by their blessed
contractor was down more than it ran.
The company was suddenly in utter chaos, running a once-successful operation
with pencils and paper. Every day, the
company feU farther and farther behind,
losing valuable customers by the droves.
In well less than a year after the confrontation, the company president was fired
and the MIS chief was demoted to a staff
job and exiled to some distant location.
My corporate information services
organization picked up the pieces, restafflng the company's MIS department
with competent and productive leadership. The company lived happily ever
after and so did my organization. You
would be surprised how fast this episode

was spread around the corporation's
family of companies, and just how much
it helped our strained relations in the few
remaining problem locations.
Relations with vendors are another
story. The lesson in the first chapter of
that story is simple: just know more
about their business than they do. That
means doing your homework very carefully. Choosing a vendor is something
like choosing a spouse: you want one
with whom you're going to be compatible
and who's going to be able to grow and
keep up with you over the long haul.
Your vendor is your ally, not your
adversary. A vendor wants you to be successful, very successful, because then
you will buy more from it. I long ago decided which dp equipment designer and
manufacturer I thought would be best for
the long run, one with the best research,
manufacturing, marketing, systems engineering, sales, and service around the
world. I won't tell you who it is, but you
can probably guess its initials.
Being a good director of information
services is like being a cardinal: you have
all the rules written down; you listen to
confessions regularly; you encourage, instruct, and assign penance when necessary. The key is the rules or standards.
Develop corporate standards for all aspects of information services. Write
them down clearly and concisely. Make
sure that all abide by them, and understand that they are abiding by them for
the common good as well as their own.
Remember, you are a corporate
leader and good leaders are always highly visible. Constantly go into the field and
talk with users. You can't be everywhere, of course, and that's why you
have a staff that can also go out on these
fact-fmding forays. Nevertheless, your
sampling is important because it will validate the field information you get from
your own people. And believe me, your
own sampling will often tum up errors of
omission or bias on the part of your staff
that, if caught in time, can save you from
disaster.
To tell you the truth, I kind of miss
the old rat race. I'll think about you when
I'm out in the mountains and up on the
slopes. Hang in there, gang, and do a
great job!
•

As vp ofthe corporate staffofJohnson &
Johnson in New Brunswick, N.j., Jim
Collins was responsible for organizing
MIS services worldwide for the ]&]family
ofcompanies. Collins is now retired and
living happily ever after in Colorado
Springs.
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A great little te
any way you look at it.
The Wyse WY-30. $399.*
Our approach to breaking the $400
barrier in an ASCII terminal was not to
strip down an existing design, but to
create a streamlined, no-nonsense
machine from the ground up. We incorporated some familiar features, like the
exclusive keyboard design that's helped
make our terminals best-sellers,
worldwide. And we added a few neat
twists to give you a new angle on comfort, any way you look at it.
A 14" flat screen increases viewing
area and clarity for a crisp 80-column
display. A sturdy Touch-Tilt mechanism
puts just the right slant on the screen.
An optional arm adjusts the screen
height, and lets you tuck the keyboard
out of the way underneath. Another
optional base raises the terminal and
swivels at a touch. And the adjustable
keyboard puts 41 programmable functions at your fingertips, at whatever
angle feels best.
Call toll-free or write, today, for
more information.
Wyse is a registered trademark of Wyse Technology. Wy.:30 and the "V"
shaped design are trademarks of Wyse Technology. © 1986 ij»se Technology.
*Price does not include optional arm pictured.

WYSE
I

I

I

I

YOU NEVER REGRET AWYSE DECISION.

I D Yes, please send me detailed information on
I the WY-30 and the entire Wyse product line.
I D I'd like to see a demonstration ofthe WY-30.
I Name
Title
0-2/1/87
I Company
Phone
I Address
I C~
~~
~
I Mail to: Wyse Technology, Attn: Marcom Dept. 30
I
3571 N. First Street, SanJose, CA 95134
I

Call1-800-GET-WYSE
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The most effective way to integrate
multivendor environments.
Are these familiar problems?
Your current two-tier information environment
'means your PC users' growing information
demands are forcing you to add costly mainframe
power.
It's difficult to transfer infonnation between
your mM mainframe and your Wang Office
systems.
And documents prepared on one PC can't be
edited or updated by another PC with different
commodity software, or by users connected to
your Wang office system.
You can help solve these problems with
Honeywell's ONE PLUS departmental systems.
They deliver sophisticated departmental computing
via the DPS 6 PLUS and DPS 6 family of compatible minis and virtual memory supenninis. And a full

range of BSC, SNA, and DISOSS services that can
integrate your systems from micros to mainframes
for improved information sharing and business
decisions.
SNA, DISOSS Expertise
Honeywell's expertise in SNA communications
is so great that we helped establish one of the
largest SNA networks in the world - Metropolitan
Life's 1400 branch office network throughout the
United States and Canada.
And ONE PLUS will enable you to take
advantage of our extensive SNA capabilities, too, as
well as BSC, Ethernet, Honeywell DSA, and MAP
and 'lOP.
At the same time, ONE PLUS supports DCA
standards - for both Revisable and Final Format
document handling - and DIA protocols for trans-

mitting documents throughout your IBM networks
of mainframes, 8100s, 5520s, System 38s, System
36s, and pes. What's more, it delivers full distribution services, as well as local and remote library
services.
Document Exchange, Shared Servi~es
ONE PLUS's unique document exchange capabilities makes it the only departmental system to
cost-effectively integrate such a wide range of
Honeywell, Wang and IBM systems, and IBM PC
compatibles running WordStar, MultiMate,
DisplayWrite 2 and 3, or using other DCA compatible commodity software. What were once islands ,af
isolated Wang and PC computing can now enjoy full
office functionality, as well as create, transfer,
revise and· store information in· a range of native
formats. Automatically. Transparently.
Reduce Mainframe Costs
Just as important, ONE PLUS Departmental
Systems reduce the demand for increased, and
costly, mainframe resources by providing sophisticated departmental computing.
.

For example, through ONE PLUS's unique .
database management facility, ONEbase, even the
non-programmer can have controlled access to
mainframe·corporate databases in order to create
dedicated departmental databases of their own for
more timely business information and analysis. That
can shrink your applications backlog and the need
for more information centers.
Support and ,Service
Naturally, ONE PLUS is backed by TotalCare,
Honeywell's nationwide hardware and software
maintenance services. All of these services can be .
tailored to your individual needs.
ONE PLUS is obviously more than just
another integrated information system. It includes
all the most important capabilities MIS professionals
have been asking for in an office system. If your
information problems have gone on too long, let us
show you our approach to office integration. For
more information, call 1-800-328-5111, ext. 9712 or
write Honeywell Information Systems, MS440,
200 Smith Street, Waltham, MA 02154.

[

Together. we can find the answers.

Honeywell
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ONCEAGIIN,
STRATUSCAltHESTHE
COMPETITION WITH THEIR
COMPUTERS DOWN.
It never fails. Every few years Stratus
comes out with a new generation of
fault -tolerant computers whose price!
performance and reliability are a
source of astonishment to our market
and a source of embarrassment to our
competitors.
This year is no exception.
With the introduction ofour new
XA2000 family, Stratus now
offers the best performing, most
powerful fault -tolerant computer
systems in the world. Systems
powerful enough to handle the
largest on-line transaction processing applications with the
lowest cost per transaction in the
industry. Systems with more comput'ing power than ever before, enhancing
the performance ofwhat was already
the world's most reliable architecturehardware.:.based fault tolerance.
Our new Model 140, for example,
can execute over 50 transactions per
second. That's more than three times
the processing power of a Stratus
XA600 ~ which up till now was the
most powerful hardware-based faulttolerant system you could buy. And
ifyou did buy one, don't worry: all
Stratus computer systems, old and
new, are completely compatible.

Stratus XA2000 performance
becomes even more impressive when
you begin adding systems. In fact,
you can interco~ect thousands of

INTRODUCING THE
STRATUS IA2000 FAMILY.

THE WORLD'S

MOST RELIABLE COMPUTER
,JUST GOT THREE TIMES
MORE POWERFUL.
Stratus computers into local and wide
area networks for virtually unlimited
performance.
.
Upgrading couldn't be easier. Or
faster. Because all you do is add
boards. You can even do it while the
system is running.
And the unique, "open-ended"
architecture of our new XA2000 gives
you the flexibility to begin building your
CIRCLE 47 ON READER CARD

foundation now for the more sophisticated applications you'll be running
years from now.
Our XA2000 family includes four
totally compatible, instantly upgradable comp~ter systems: the Models
110,120,130, and 140. Each more
powerful than the one before
it. And each years ahead ofits
time in speed, upgradability, .
reliability, and above all, price/
performance.
All this from a company that
enjoys the highest level of cus-.
tomer loyalty in the industry:
a recent independent survey
of some of our customers
. revealed that 100% of those surveyed
would not even consider changing
computer companies.
So, for complete information, contact your local Stratus sales office; or. call Peter Kastner at (617) 460-2192.
Because you may not see another
computer like this until the 21st century.
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CONTINUOUS PROCESSING'"
Stratus Computer. 55 Fairbanks Boulevard. Marlboro. MA 01752 .

RealTime
OFF-LINE
WHILE SUPERCOMPUTERS have not yet
made distinct inroads into the ureal world"
of MIS computing, mainframe and mini vendors are trying to meet users' demand for
more MIPS by offering near supercomputerlevel performance. Some manufacturers
have added or are developing vector and
parallel processors for the high end of their
lines, while others have entered into agreements with supercomputer firms to market
their machines or to codevelop product.
Digital Equipment Corp. is doing both. A
multimillion dollar agreement was signed recently between Digital and supercomputer
manufacturer Floating Point Systems, Beaverton, Ore. Digital will sell FPS's M64 64bit computers along with its VAX 8000 series of 32-bit minicomputers for use in compute-intensive scientific and engineering
applications. It was not revealed which FPS
M64 machines were involved in the deal,
but an FPS spokesman says it would not be a
, new machine, as has been reported.
This is not Digital's first deal with FPS
(they share certain technical and sales information, and they have an oem agreement
whereby FPS sells Digital workstations with
its processors), but it is the first time they've
agreed to sell FPS machines directly. Both
Digital and FPS stress that it's not an oem
agreement because Digital is not taking title
to the machines. Digital declines to comment
about the deal, but is expected to make an
announcement about its agreement with FPS
sometime this quarter. There's speculation.
that Digital, which reportedly has an integrated vector processor for its VAXs under
development internally, is still more than a
year away from announcing such a proprietary product, and that the FPS deal is an interim measure. The agreement may prove to
be a shot in the arm for the struggling FPS,
which has posted third quarter, fourth quarter, and year-end 10,sses for 1986. An FPS
spokesman says the deal will definitely bolster sales for FPS and notes the large number of VAX users in FPS's minisupercomputer
installed base.
.
Digital has also signed an agreement with
Cray Research Inc. to develop a high-speed
interface between Digital's VAX 8200 and
Cray's X-MP supercomputer. The 2.7MBps
interface, which includes Digital hardware
and Cray software, is slated for June availability. VAX 8500 and.8600 interfaces are
reportedly being evaluated.
, Digital's two deals are seen as reactions
to recent incursions into its markets by such
minisupercomputer makers as Alliant Computer Systems Corp., LiHleton, Mass., and
Convex Computer Corp., Richardson, Texcise

Data General's Eclipse MV /15000 Models 8, 10, and 20 are implemented on two 15-inch-square,
32-bit circuit boards. Upgrade, which involves replacing processor boards, takes minutes.

New Family of Superminis
Unveiled by Data General·
Three-member Eclipse MV /15000 series
provides easy upgrade path and price/
performance levels aimed at IBM and DEC.
lion-bit memory parts. The cpu on all
MV /15000 systems is implemented on
Data General has announced the three- two 15-inch-square printed circuit
member Eclipse MV /15000 family of boards, and the systems can be configcomputer systems. This latest intro- ured with up to 32 million characters of
duction by the company, at one time a main memory storage.
not-so-distant follower of both IBM' and
One model of the MV /15000 seDigital Equipment Corp. in midrange ries can be upgraded to another in minsystems, follows in the footsteps of the utes by replacing one processor board
MV /20000, introduced in November and reloading model-specific microcoded
1985. That introduction was seen as an instructions. DG claims the series is fully
out-and-out attack on the two market compatible with their complete line of
leaders because Data General offered 32-bit systems. The AOS/ts operating
price/performance levels significantly system is standard and the series supbelow Digital and IBM.
ports DG's CEO and TEO integrated OA and
The Eclipse MV /15000, models technical OA software.
8, 10, and 12, execute 2.9 million, 4.3 milAt the time of the introduction,
lion, and 6.4 million single-precision Data General announced that four users
whetstones, respectively. Data General were currently running applications on
claims that when measured against com- all three models of the Eclipse MV /15000
parable Digital VAX systems, the MV se- series.
ries is up to 50% faster and 37% less exThe series, which is available
pensive. Using a different performance· now, ranges in price from $60,000 to
measure, single-precision linpacks, DG $230,000. Price reductions on 4MB, 8MB,
claims the MV /15000 series is 12% faster and new 16MB and 32MB add-on memory
than IBM 9370 systems and 29% less boards for both the MV /15000 and MV /
expensive.
20000 computers have also been anDG says the MV /15000 family is the nounced. DATA GENERAL CORP., Westfirst of its systems to incorporate 1 mil- boro"Mass.
CIRCLE 257
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Mainframe Connectivity
Intel extends Fastpath capabilities
to include all IBM S/370s
Intel's enhanced Fastpath 9750 is a hardware/ software channel connectivity
platform that·actsas a high-speed interface between IBM· System 370-class
mainframes and an intelligent Ethernet
controller. The vendor has designed it to
the channel specifications for the integrated Ethernet controller available in
IBM's new Series 9370 computers. With
its Ethernet enhancement, Fastpath enable$ all users of System 370 mainframes
to share Ethernet network applications.
A 3MBps data transfer rate for IBM
mainframe channels is supported. Offthe-shelf industry standard Multibus
boards have been integrated into Fastpath, allowing additional applications to
be developed. Fastpath ~upports up to
six concurrent applications. Fastpath
9750 with the new Ethernet controller
environment is available now. The price
of Fastpath 9750 is $32,000; the enhancement upgrade is $5,500. INTEL
CORP., Santa Clara.'
CIRCLE 258

DECmate III with Hard Disk
Allows flexibility in choosing word
processing packages
The DECmate III Plus from Digital is a
hard-disk version of the DECmate III floppy-based word processing system. The

DECmate III Plus offers the complete
word processing features of the DECmate
III, and floppy diskettes are compatible
throughout the entire DECmate family,
says Digital. Both machines will operate
as standalone workstations, as terminals
on a host, or for document transfer, and
provide VT100 or vT200 series terminal
emulation access to either a LAN terminal
server or directly to a VAX host.
The DECmate III Plus is available
now and is priced af $4,695 (compared
84 DATAMATION 0 FEBRUARY 1, 1987

with $2,695 for the DECmate 111). It
comes with a 20MB hard-disk drive, a single floppy drive, monitor, keyboard, Master Menu software, and Digital's word processing software. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
CORP., Maynard, Mass.
CIRCLE 260

Streaming Tape Drive
Quarter-inch drives available in
60MB or 125MB capacities
A family of i/4-inch half-height streaming tape cartridge drives was introduced
recently by Siemens. The Tandberg TDC
3600 Series drives are available in both
60MB and 125MB capacities.
The TDC 3600 series consists of
four models: the 3610 and 3620 each include a 60MB capacity, and the 3630 and
3640 have a 125MB capacity. Functional
specifications include 60MB or 125MB
SCSI or QIc-02; 1.45MBps data transfer;
88KBpS average data transter rate; 16KB
buffer size (optional); programmable
buffer thresholds; built-in formatter; 9 or
15 tracks; and 8,000bpi or 10,000bpi re-;cording density. The series is available in
oem quantities and ranges in price from
$525 to $740. SIEMENS INFORMATION SYSTEMS INC., Memory Products Div., WestCIRCLE 259
lake Village, Calif.

the 350AIC for AI software development
using a high-resolution color display
($36,700). HP claims the 350 family is object code compatible with all other models in the series. HEWLETT-PACKARD, Palo
CIRCLE 261
Alto.

Drawing Processor
Capable of storing drawing on a
floppy disk

The recently released GTX 5000 Drawing
Processor from GTX Corp. is an ADC
(automatic drawing capture) system designed to transfer hardcopy drawings to
CAD systems. The system '\Yorks like
this: first a drawing is scanned by the GTX
400 D Image scanner and pixelized. The
pixels are transferred to the ADR (automatic data recognition) engine, com. HP Extends 9000 Series
pressed to run-lengths, and saved.
New high-end workstation availThese run-lengths are recognized to
able in six different models
'
lines, circles, arcs, and filled areas, or
Hewlett-Packard has extended its HP converted to characters, arrowheads, dimensions, line styles, and industrial sym9000 Series 300 with the Model 350.
The Model 350 uses the 25MHz Mo- bols, and formatted to a MetafIle, which
torola 68020 microprocessor, supple- is said to be like a CAD database. The
mented by a 20MHz Motorola 68881 MetafIle is transferred to the PC workstafloating point processor. A 32KB· write- tion and saved in a disk fIle. A Drawingthrough cache operating with zero wait to-CAD (D-CAD) program cleans up the
states has also been added. Standard on Metafile.
D-CAD is said to allow the operator to
the machines are 8MB of RAM expandable.
to 32MB, an IEEE 802.3 LAN, a high-speed convert entities into other entities, madisk interface, and HP-IB and Rs232c .nipulate and standardize text, and assign
interfaces. I/O expanders that support up line widths and line types to separate layto 36 accessory boards and 18 interface ers. The Metafile is then converted into
cards are also available. Mass storage op- the CAD format. An IGES 2.0 Converted is
tions range from 10MB to 517MB drives.
included in the D-CAD package and an
Model 350 systems are available as AutoCAD Translator is available. GTX is
. workstations or standalone system pro- planning translators for Autotrol, CADAM,
cessing units. The six models are· the Calma, Computervision, and Intergraph.
The complete system is priced at
high-end 350SRX for advanced graphics
applications ($54,900); the 350C for 2-D $70,000. GTX CORP.,.Phoenix. CIRCLE 262
color ($32,900); the 350M for monochrome· engineering. design ($24,600); . NewName
the 350cx for high-performance 2-D and A product that· appeared in Hardware,
3-D wire frame color graphics ($43,900); Jan. 15, p. 88, has a new name. vAxpak,
the 350AIM for AI software development from Keyword Office Technologies, is
CIRCLE 263
on a monochrome display ($28;400); and now called KEYpak.

Leasing the wrong size computer can be a real burden.
When it comes to leasing computers, you want the perfect system for
your business. No more, no less. And many leasing companies can't supply
the variety of equipment necessary to fit your needs.
But at Bell Atlantic, we offer equipment in all sizes, to fit all types of
businesses. That's part of being a full-service leasing company. So you'll never

be forced to lease I?ore or le~ ~an you ne~.

@@9BeIIA-llantl·e™
~.

From leasmg to sefVlcmg to refurbJShing, when we say full service, we mean business.

Systems LeaSing
INTERNATIONAL

Formerly Greyhound Capital Corporation, stronger today as Bell Atlantic Systems Leasing International.
SalesOtticesin: Atlanta, Austin, Boston, Chioago, Dallas, Houston, LosAngeles, Minneapolis, New York Philadelphia, Phoenix, Pittsburgh, San Francisco. Oroalll-BOO-528-0358, ext 8806.
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General Electric makes the extraordinary
Talaria® Large Screen Video Projector
which creates a sharp, clear picture up to,
25' wide.
Texas Instruments uses the projector to
make a big impression for in-house training, at marketing seminars, to demonstrate
computer software and to display computer
graphics worldwide.
Phil Passmore of TI says this about the
Talaria Projector; "It gives us the presentation power to show audiences of all sizesfrom 10 to 400-our competitive advantages. It projects with excellent resolution
even in high ambient light; and its front or
rear-screen projection. capabilities, variable
throw distance, and computer-compatibility makes it ideal for our different needs.
Plus, it's portability lets us take it worldwide. The state-of-the-art GE Talaria
Projector lets our audienc,es clearly focus
on TI's qualities."
The General Electric Talaria Projector is
a remarkable communications tool which
can benefit every department or division
in your company. Many of
Fortune's 500 have already put
Talaria to work for them in
more ways than you can
imagine.
Find out who, how,
and why by contacting
us to get the big
picture only GE
can bring you.

Phil Passmore
Texas Instruments
Information Systems & Services
Products Marketing Manager'

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Projection Display Products Operation
.
Electronics Park 6-205
P.O. Box 4840, Syracuse, New York 13221

315/456-2152

CIRCLE 49 ON READER CARD
Talaria ill and. are registered trademarks of the Ge~eral Electric Company.

~sthere

a

better reason
to buy
VMCIENTlElR ?
Even without external pressure,
system programmers can be a little
eccentric. Add a daily barrage of enduser demands, and no wonder they
sometimes seem out of control.
But before you send for the straitjacket, try a more proven approachpick up the phone. And call for
VMCENTER.
VMCENTER is the leading data
center management system for the VM
environment. In a single, comprehensive package, VMCENTER combines
everything you and your staff need to
maintain your sanity-while serving
users better than ever.
VMCENTER simultaneously simplifies DASD management, resource
scheduling, workload balancing, system
accounting, disaster recovery, and
more-all within a consistent, flexible
security framework.
The results: Easier compliance with
end-user demands. Improved mental
health for your system staff. And a
smooth-running data center that'll help
your outlook too.
Give users what they need.
Without doing their work for them.

There's nothing more frustrating
than interrupting a major project to
perform a series of small tasks for users.
VMCENTER solves this problem
once and for all. It gives users responsibility for their own resources-plus the
tools to take care of them. Yet it still
leaves yoo in ultimate control.
And VMCENTER's a money-saver,
too. It optimizes resource utilization,
and documents all usage for easy
charge backs.
Best of all, VM CENTER does all this
without ever doing the things you donl
want it to do:
It won't get tired.
It won't get grumpy.
And it won't threaten to quit unless
you buy vlviCENTER.
VM Software, Inc., 1800 Alexander
Bell Dr., Reston, Virginia 22091.
Subsidiaries: VM Software (UK) Ltd., Reading, Berks.,
UK, Telex 851849921; VM Software GmbH, Frankfurt,
W. Gennany, Telex 841411204.
.

VM Software
The VM Experts

800·562·7100
703·264·8000
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RealTime
UPDATES
"THE WORLD IS going DB2." So says John
Imlay, chairman and ceo of Management Science America (MSA), the Atlanta-based supplier of mainframe application software.
The company recently unveiled its first
product utilizing IBM's DB2 relational database. The product, MSA's General Ledger
System, also employs Information ExpertMSA's fourth generation technology, which
uses SQL set-level processing capabilitiesto access data directly from DB2 databases.
MSA, claims Imlay, had DB2 in-house
when it was first announced by IBM in June
1983 and even gave IBM advice on ways to
improve the product. "We try to complement
IBM whenever we can," says Imlay of
MSA's relationship with the industry giant.
He adds that General Ledger was the
"obvious choice" for MSA's first DB2 application because it r~presents the software
firm's largest installed base. The product is
presently in beta test at the Toyota Motor
Sales operation in Torrance, Calif., (see Look
Ahead, Jan. 1, p. 12).
MSA put forth its database platform in
1984. At that time, a division exclusively
dedicated to providing MSA applications utilizing database technology was established.
The software firm made a commitment to
three distinct database groups: all IBM databases including DB2, IMS, and DL/1; ADR's
Datacom-DB; and Cullinet's IDMS/R~
Imlay sees DB2 as the future industry
standard and predicts that the 1990s will be
a DB2 environment. Systems software companies will grind to a halt, he feels. Backing
up his prediction for the future of mainframe
databases, Imlay says MSA will continue to
implement its product line using DB2 over
the next two years until "just about every
product" is affected.
MSA's General Ledger using DB2 is
planned for midyear general availability and
will be priced at $128,000.

SOFTWARE

Generates optimized code
for multiple languages
and multiple machines
A set of code templates
provides most of the needed
machine-dependent information
H-SERIES
TEMPlATES

Hex
TEMPlATES

Harris's new generation of software compilers is based on its proprietary Common Code Generator.
It was developed to bridge its entire line of computers.

Harris Corp. Launches New
Generation of Compilers
Ada cOlllpiler uses proprietary Common Code
G.enerator technology.
BY TH ERESA BARRY
The Computer Systems Division of Harris Corp. recently introduced the ftrst in a
series of a new generation of software
compilers. The compiler is based on Harris's Common Code Generator, a software engineering technology for rapidly
producing software code that can be
transferred to non-Harris computer systems (see diagram above).
Harri~ siIys its CCG technology
was developed in response to a need for
a suite of compilers that could bridge its
entire line of computers. The existing
lines are the,.H Series of superminicomputers, whicliutilize Harris's proprietary
virtual memory operatmg system and
support real-time and batch operations,
They are useid chiefly for modeling and
simulation. Boeing, for example, designed its 75'iand 767 jumbo jets using H
Series computers, says Harris. The cx
Series is composed of superminis and
supermicros :and features an open systems architecture. It is Unix based. Harris has decid~d not to expand the H Series, citing oPlJOrtunities in the Unix mar-

ketplace, and is focusing its energies on
the cx Series. The third Harris line of
computers, the HS series, is composed of
32-bit, Unix-based workstations for highresolution graphics and engineering
applications.
The ftrst Harris product developed using the Common Code Generator
is a U.S. Department of Defense-validated Ada compiler, which is a component of the Harris Ada Programming
Support Environment, or HAPSE. HAPSE
is a fully integrated set of tools for developing software in Ada, the programming
language mandated by the DOD for embedded mission-critical computer systems. Harris claims that when using its
CCG, the process of developing object
code for its machines is cut to five manyears from 25 man-years. It also claims
that common code protects users' investments, because software developed
today can be run on a machine developed
10 years from now. A C compiler is also
being made available for $7,000, and Harris is planning further developments in
this area.
The Ada compiler utilizing HarDATAMATION 0 FEBRUARY 1, 1987 89
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ris's Common Code Generator is available now for $50,000. HARRIS CORP.,
Computer Systems Division, Melbourne, Fla.
CIRCLE 250

Application Generator
"Language free" program solution
for developing applications on PCs

Spreadsheet Enhanced
Integrated mini-based package
now supports Digital's All-in-I.
Access Technology has just announced a
version of its 20/20 integrated spreadsheet that supports Digital Equipment
Corp.'s All-in-l office and information
system for VAX systems.
Access says that All-in-l users can
access 20/20 spreadsheet files as they
would any other document under All-in1, a system that integrates word processing, electronic mail, time resource and information management, communications, and business applications. Users
can, for instance, mail live spreadsheets
across network nodes, write to the All-in1 Scratchpad, utilize Gold keys, and have
access to the interrupt facility. The
spreadsheets can be combined with WPSPlus documents, and its import/export
facility allows for access to data stored in
database packages.
The price for 20/20 with All-in-l is
$3,300 on the MicroVAX II and $14,700
on the VAX 8800. Access plans to support
other OA databases, including Data General's CEO. ACCESS TECHNOLOGY INC.,
South Natick, Mass.
. CIRClE 251

PC Graphics Package
Lotus enhances Freelance product
and offers a mapping capability.
Lotus recently enhanced its Freelance
package with Freelance Plus.
New functions added to the package
include a charting module to create standard business charts by entering data directly into Freelance Plus. Another level
of integration with Lotus 1-2-3 and Symphony has been added, allowing the import of data from worksheet files, giving
users the flexibility to generate presentation and report charts directly from
worksheet data.
A text chart module has also been
added, providing predefmed formats to
streamline the creation of word charts.
Text chart formats can be created and
saved for frequent use. Existing core capabilities have been enhanced, including
more powerful freehand drawing, new
fill patterns to show gray scales when
printing in black and white, and an ex.panded file export capability.
90 DATAMATION 0 FEBRUARY 1, 1987

Freelance Maps are also being offered as a companion set to Freelance
Plus. Map symbols available in sets include continents and countries, U.S.
counties, U.S. major cities, and the U.S.
complete set.
freelance Plus runs on the IBM PC,
XT, AT, and compatibles with 384K of
memory or an IBM 3270 PC with 640K. A
Hercules Graphics Card, IBM Color Card
or EGA is required.
Freelance Plus is available now and
is priced at $495. Freelance Maps is
priced at $145 per set, or $395 for the
U.S. complete set. LOTUS DEVELOPMENT
CORP., Cambridge, Mass.
CIRCLE 252

COBOL Maintenance
Automates software logic analysis
on mainframes

Magic PC from Aker Corp. is said to be
able to create business applications without using a programming language. The
process of implementing an application is
one of filling in execution tables and
irtformation banks. The designer interfaces to the tables by highlighting selections from pop-up, menu-driven
windows.
Each entry in the execution table is
an operation that manipulates data in a
relational database environment. The inference engine orchestrates the information in the tables into one file containing
both the database and the program library. The file is executed in run time by
Magic Run. A zooming capability displays multiple Magic PC programs or external programs on-line.
Magic PC was initially introduced in
Europe in 1985. It supports Novell multiuser LANs and runs on an IBM PC with MS/
DOS 2.0 or higher and the IBM PC, XT, AT,
or compatible with 512K and a hard disk.
. The price is $695, and it's available now.
AKER CORP., Irvine, Calif.
CIRCLE 253

Production Control Software

.Israeli company enters u.s. market with IBM mainframe package.

Vias oft Inc. has introduced Via/Insight,
an interactive system that automates Tome Software of California recently
software logic analysis of mainframe CO- signed an agreement with 4D Software
BOL programs. Vias oft says that corpora- Ltd. of Tel Aviv to market in the U.S.
tions can make their programs more ef- 4D's Control-M software product. Confective and reduce maintenance backlog trol-M is a production control software
package for large IBM mainframes. This
using Via/Insight.
Via/Insight is designed for any CO- package releases jobs for execution on
BOL program used with IBM's OS/VS or VS the basis of what is actually happening
COBOL II compiler, including on-line and with all computer resources at the time
database programs and those requiring a . jobs are released for execution, 4D
preprocessor. It executes on any IBM claims, therefore avoiding resource conmainframe or compatible running ISPF tention and bottlenecks. Other producunder the MVS or MVS/XA operating sys- tion control systems, the company contems. (VM/CMS will be supported this tends, are run based on average lapse
time and cpu utilization experiences,
year, says Viasoft.)
Here's how Via/Insight is said to which can result in stacked fixed schedwork: a program analysis· is performed ules. Control-M has the ability to realloby the system that captures all important cate resources between multiple cpus,
information about the COBOL program. says4D.
Other facilities include job depenNext, an interactive, on-line query session takes place. A programmer can trace dency defmition, user notification, job rea logic path, backward and forward. Vial covery, dynamic print disposition, autoInsight also locates data variables in edit setup of JCL, and reporting.
Control-M is priced from $39,000 to
large multimodule programs.
The package is priced at $60,000 $75,000 depending on system configuraand has a 99-year license. VIASOFT, tion. TOME SOFTWARE CORP., Anaheim,
Calif.
CI RCLE 255
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BElTER LOGIC USING EXPERT SOFTWARE.
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BLUES. THE NEXT GENERATION SOFTWARE ENGINEERING WORKBENCH.
, BLUE/60 BENEFITS: _ FULL NORMALIZATION _ ACCESS PATH ANALYSIS _ LINK TO ALL MAINFRAMES _ FULL
MACINTOSH USER I~TERFACE _ LINK TO MOST MAC APPLICATIONS _ EXTENSIVE REPORTS _ REDUCED DISKSPACE _ REDUCED
'RESPONSE TIMES _ REDUCED MAINTENANCE TIME _ TOp QUALITY DOCUMENTATION _ UNLIMITED TEXT.
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OutfiHing the Soviet
Computer Room
HIGH-TECH ESPIONAGE
by Jay Tuck, St. Martin's Press, New
York (1986, 211 pp., $14.95).

BY DAVID HEBDITCH
In the German and British editions of this
book, Jay Tuck reports that "The Reagan
administration believes that [the Soviets] were ... tapping into a strategic
Cray-1 high-speed computer at Reading
University in England-and using it to
simulate atomic bomb blasts." Powerful
stuff. A spoilsport reviewer in England
undermined this allegation when he
pointed out that Reading University does
not possess a Cray of any kind. In the
U.S. edition, Tuck hedges by saying that
the hacked computer was "at Reading."
In fact, though, there are no Crays anywhere near Reading.
Riddled with errors and written in
a style that borders on the hysterical,
High-Tech Espionage does a remarkably,
poor job of arguing "How," as the book's
subtitle would have it, "the KGB Smuggles NATO's Strategic Secrets to' Moscow." At first sight, Tuck-an American
journalist working for a West German tv
station-appears to be reassuring.
"Great care has been taken in tracing the
accuracy of details," he says in the preface. "The bulk of the investigation here
... is based on first-hand investigation."
A cursory browse through the sources,
however, leads one to believe'that the
book is predominantly based on what authors' call "secondary material" -the
work of other reporters in newspapers,
magazines, television documentaries,
government reports, and what have you.
Indeed, a more careful examination of
the sources suggests that seven out of
the book's 13 chapters do not include any
original research at all.
As the title suggests, the book is
concerne~ with the worlds of high technology and espionage. Tuck seems to be
comfortable in neither. At one point he
makes' the curious claim that' Software
AG's ADABAS database system-the object of an attempted Soviet heist-can
"increase the effectiveness of computer
software by up to 1,000%." At best this is
empty ad copy and at worst it misunderstands what DBMS software does. As if
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WESTEC '87 (Western Metal and Tool
Exposition and Conference).

that were not enough, Tuck claims that
ADABAS is so versatile that it can be used
by the National Security Agency for
"electronic eavesdropping." A reading
of the manuscript by a computer specialist would have eliminated these and othermisspellings and misconceptions.
,
Unfortunately, high technology
isn't all that Tuck has gotten wrong. The
state bank of Poland is called "Nadlovy,"
instead of Handlovy; the last Soviet ambassador to France was "Yuli Voronsov," not Vorontsov; the KGB headquarters is in "Dzerzhinsky Place," rather
than Square; and, throughout the book,
the CIA headquarters are placed in "Langely,Vit.," not Langley, Va.
Although High-Tech Espionage is
pockmarked with such mistakes, the
. book's errors of omission are even more
serious. The central contention of the
book is that the Soviets have reaped
. many benefits from Western technology,
stolen virtually at will. But the book is
simply a melodramatic rehash of some
old stories that makes no attempt to debate the relevant issues. Nowhere does
Tuck make clear the extent of the debate
among the NATO allies about the longterm effect of the West's embargo on
high-tech trade with the USSR.
Unquestionably, the Soviets lag
behind the West in at least one key area:
semiconductor manufacture, but Soviet
successes in areas such as lasers, metallurgy, and space exploration underline
the' dangers of characterizing them as
evil idiots.
Moreover, as Gorbachev fitfully
prods the economy of the USSR to modernize, we may well see the Soviets catch
up in some other areas. Should a new
U.S. administration decide to try the path
of detente again, some serious thinking
will need to be done about the high-technology issue: will world peace be best
furthered by cooperation or ,confrontation? This book contributes nothing to
that debate.
•

DATAMATION contributing editor David
Hebditch is the coauthor, with Linda Melvern and Nick Anning, ofTechnoBandits (Houghton-Mifflin Co., Boston,
1984~
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March 23-26, Los Angeles. Contact
Gwyn Farrington, SME Technical Activities, One SME Dr., P.O. Box 930, Dearborn, MI 48121, (313) 271-1~00.

CIMTECH '87 (Computer Integrated
Manufacturing Conference).
March 24-27, Los Angeles. Contact
Cheri Willetts, SME Technical Activities,
One SME Dr., P.O. Box 930, Dearborn, MI
48121, (313) 271-1500, ext. 366.,

ANSI Public Conference.
March 25, Arlington, Va. Contact ANSI,
Development Dept., 1430 Broadway,
New York, NY 10018, (212) 642-4952.

Interface '87.
March 30-Apri12, Las Vegas. Contact
the Interface Group, 300 First Ave.,
Needham, MA 02194, (617) 449-6600.
1987 IEEE International Conference on
Robotics and Automation.

March 30-ApriI3, Raleigh, N.C. Contact
Robotics, North Carolina State University, Lifelong Education D'iv., Box 7401,
Raleigh, NC 27695, (919) 737-2261.

APRIL
The Great April Fair (Informatics and
Telecommunications Trade Show).
April 4-12, Milan, I~aly. Contact Lisa
Tucci, Delia Associates, P.O. Box 338,
Route 22 West, Whitehouse, NJ 08888,
(800) 524-2193 or (201) 534-9044.

SICOB 1987 (38th Annual Conference
and Show on Information Processing,
Automation, and OUice Organization).
Apri16-11, Paris. Contact SICOB, 4, Place
de Valois, 75001 Paris, France, (01) 4261-4621.

AI '87 (Artificial Intelligence and Advanced Computer Technology Conference and Exhibition).
April 22-24, Long Beach, Calif. Contact
Jim Hay, Show Manager, Tower Conference Management Co., 331 W. Wesley
St., Wheaton~ IL60187, (312) 668-8100.

DEXPO South 87.
April 28-30, Nashville. Contact Expoconsul International Inc., 3 Independence Way, Princeton, NJ 08540, (609)
987-9400.
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One software product called SIM3278 is all you need
to make IBM-compatible PCs and more than 50 different types of inexpensive ASCII terminals perform
exactly like IBM 3270s. In addition to providing all
the functionality of a full-screen 3270, SIM3278 also
offers cost-effective asynchronous communications and
compatibility with X.25 networks.

Proven Technology. First introduced in 1982,
SIM3278 is now installed in more than 600 VM and
MVSNTAM sites across North America and abroad a clear indication that the software-only approach to
protocol conversion is proven technology.
'lime and dollar savings. ,SIM3278 can be up
and running in minutes. The session manager,
feature is also a time-saver; every SIM3278
user can log onto12 concurrent sessions
quickly and easily in a multi- tasking
environment. It's simple to accommodate
new users and inexpensive to manage
network growth because the number of
SIM3278 users is limited only by the
capacity of the operating system.
In addition to saving you time and money,
Simware's software-only approach to
protocol conversion also offers

all the custom performance options and dependability
you'd expect from a leading supplier.
Customization. SIM3278's online help facility can
be tailored to provide the level of assistance that's
appropriate for your users. Any ASCII terminal with
cursor addressability can be added to the long list of
types supported. You can specify the keystroke
sequence to reproduce 3270 functions.

When you need 3270 emulation, choose the
software-only approach. Don't limit your evaluation to
hardware boxes or add-on boards. Call Simware
toll- free at: 1-800-267-9991
Ask us how SIM3278 can save you a bundle on
hardware. Or send for a free Connectivity
Kit today!
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20 Colonnade Rd.
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2E 7M6
(613) 727-1779 Telex: 053-4130

Simware products are distributed
in Europe by The European
Software Company Inc.

COMDEX.
YOUR GLOBAL ADVANTAGE.
The era of international marketing has swept
the globe. And COMDEX in JAPAN, COMDEX
INTERNATIONAL in Eur~pe, and COMDEX/Australia
hand you the distribution networks you need to zero
in on the most lucrative local markets.
The COMDEX reputation for success is a magnet
for volume buyers from business, government, and
other large organizations - the dealers, distributors,
VARs and volume purchasers you need to meet. And
no other series of international shows offers· such an
extensive conference on the business of selling computers - a conference, piggybacked on extensive,
focused promotion - that draws the qualified people
who represent a new era of business opportunity .
.Send in the coupon below to discover all the
advantages of exhibiting iIi an international COMDEX
event. Or for faster action, call (617) 449-6600, ext. 4021.

COMDEX in JAPAN SM
March 3-5, 1987· Tokyo, Japan

COMDEX INTERNATIONAL in Europe sM
June 16-18, 1987 • Nice, France

COMDEX/Australia SM
August 19-21, 1987· Sydney, Australia

Produced by

~THE

INTERFACE GROUP, Inc.~

World's Lellding Independent Producer of Conferences and Expositions
Offices In: Atlanta Chicago Los Angeles New York San Francisco Washington, D.C.
©1987. The Interface
Inc.
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meet your needs. For more information,
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Phone: (800) 367-2687
TELEX: 510-100-2155
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DB2: The smart way to get your data ...

o

•

o

o
0

o
IBM's Database 2 (DB2) is a data
base management system you can
relate to. Fast enough to handle
most production applications. Yet
friendly enough to give users easy
access to data.
In short, it'6 a smart way to manage business growth and change.

A Programmer's Delight
Because it's a relational system,
DB2 is as simple to use as it is
powerful.
Professional programmers can
easily write production applications
for DB2 environments.
With Structured Query Language
(SQL)-a powerful and easy-to-use
language-programmers can become

more productive because they can
concentrate on what they want to
process, rather than on how to get
the data. For example, one line of
SQL can do the work~ of many lines
of COBOL.
And programmers can also be
more efficient because of all the supporting software IBM has developed:
high level programming languages,
program generators and extensive
programming tools and aids.

A User's Dream
What's more, SQL is based on
English, which means that users can
easily access information in DB2
files, either directly or by means of
products like Query Management

•
•
•
000
•
o o o
•
o o o
.. .into shape.
Facility (QMF). So users can satisfy
their own information needs without
adding to the application development bacldog. To assist users at every
level, DB2 offers extensive online
help screens.

Relational Relations
DB2 data is available to TSO, IMS
and CICS users. DB2 was designed to
take advantage of IBM's MVS and
MVS/XA operating systems, and the
multiprocessor architecture and
large real storage on IBM systems.
This adds up to a lot of productivity for a lot of people.
Of course, DB2 comes with our
excellent service, in-depth support
and extensive educational offerings.

The next step is up to you. We
can recommend anyone of three
smart ways to get more information
on DB2. Contact your IBM marketing
representative. CallI ~OO IBM-2468,
==~
Ext. CC/82, for
·
0 ruse - - - - Ilterature.
the coupon below. =~
'!'

=---==
= = __ _
- - ---==

~M----------------2/~

DRM, Dept. CC/82
101 Paragon Drive
Montvale, NJ 07645

o Please send me information on IBM's DB2 software.
o Please have an IBM marketing representative call me.
Name,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title_ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_Zip,_ _
~hon~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~
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Coming Home Again
Since Romauld Slimak, ADAPSO's first chairman,
left his job 20 years ago, he has traveled the world
over, but finds you really can come home again.
BY EDITH D. MYERS
When the Computer Software and Services Industry Association (ADAPSO) was
trying to round up its past chairmen for a
25th anniversary celebration last October in Phoenix, the most elusive proved
to be its first chairman and founder, Romauld Slimak.
.
The conversation that led to Slimak's invitation-a mere three days before the event-took place in Seoul,
South Korea. It was there that Tom Farewell, ADAPSO's vice president, fmally discovered Slimak's whereabouts. "I had
about given up on him," says Farewell.
"Two weeks before the meeting, when I
was in Seoul at a World Congress meeting' I was having coffee with a guy named
Johnnie Moon who runs his own software company in Singapore. I told him
about the problem of locating our first
chairman and he asked me his name.
When I gave it to him, he whipped a card
out of his pocket containing phone numbers for Slimak in England and Portugal."
Moon had known Slimak when they
worked together in Singapore for Sperry
and they had kept in touch.
Slimak, 65, has been retired for
more than a year after some 30 years in
the data processing business. He now divides his time between Portugal, England, and the U.S.-England because
his wife is English; Portugal because "it's
a place where you can get the sun when
you want it and I have a very nice villa,
overlooking the sea, reasonably close to
a nice golf course"; and the U.S. because
two of his four children are there and
"because I love it."
Farewell says he made several
unsuccessful attempts to reach Slimak at
the number in England and finally found
him in Portugal. "He didn't hesitate to
agree to come even with only three days
notice."
"I was on the next available plane
to Phoenix," says Slimak.
Farewell had never met the first
ADAPSO chairman when Slimak's plane
arrived in Phoenix, but Farewell recognized him instantly. "I'd been looking at
his picture everyday [a picture in the
104 DATAMATION
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ADAPSO office, taken in 1962] and he
hadn't changed a bit."
Slimak found that ADAPSO had
changed more than a bit in some ways,
but in other ways it was the same as it had
been in his day. "The most dramatic
change was its sheer size. When I saw
that vast hall [the scene of the black-tie
dinner honoring past chairmen] and 1,000
people, I couldn't help comparing it to
the 12 people we had at the beginning.
"At the real first meeting, where
the idea was conceived, there were only
two people having lunch," Slimak recalls,
"myself and Bill Evans [ADAPSO's first
executive director; see "ADAPSO Milestones and a Bit of Nostalgia," Oct. 15, p.
72]. "Bill and I had known each other for
quite some time and we both felt the
need for an organization such as
ADAPSO."
The year was 1961, and Slimak
was chief executive officer of the services division of Univac. Evans was executive director of an organization involved
with office furniture. "He didn't know
the data processing services business,"
says Slimak, "and I didn't know the association business and each of us sought
the other's advice.
"I felt it was very important with

the impending entry of other people,
such as [those in] banks, into the service
bureau business, to lay down some reasonable, ethical rules. In those days people would come to a service bureau and
want things done. They didn't realize the
limitations, technical or financial, and
they didn't know what they were letting
themselves in for."
Slimak remembers that he and
Evans sent letters to 12 people, including
Frank Cary, then president of IBM's Service Bureau Corp., inviting them to the
first meeting. "Cary sent a sidekick, an
executive of SBC. SBC did participate."
A native of Poland, Slimak spent
the first 13 years of his life in that country. "Then came the war years. My parents were arrested by the Russians. As a
boy of 13, I had to go with them. We
spent two years on a collective farm in
Siberia. Then Russia and Germany went
to war and there was a repatriation treaty
that included the Polish government in
exile and we were sent to Britain."
Slimak had all his schooling in England, culminating in graduate work at
the London School of Economics. His
field was mathematics. While still doing
graduate work, he was working as a
mathematical statistician at a nonferrous
metals company. "They asked me to produce an efficient,· optimal pricing system
for their products," he says. "I worked
on it for about a year and came up with a
system that involved a very large matrix
that had to be inverted. I realized I had to
have a computer and at that time there
were only two, the ENIAC in the States

John Imlay, president, Management Science America (left) and Romauld Slimak share the podium
with a friend at ADAPSO's 25th anniversary celebration.

ReolJJanize
Reload
Rebuild

Speed your IMS data base reorganizations
and improve data base performance with a full
set of utilities from BMC Software.
UNLOAD PLUS-Unloads or scans IMS data
bases up to eight times faster.
LOADPLUS-Reloads IMS data bases up to
ten times faster.
SECONDARY INDEX UTILITY-Creates and
maintains secondary indexes up to eight times
faster.
PREFIX RESOLUTION PLUS-Resolves
logical relationships four to ten times faster.
Cuts prefix update time in half.
Use one BMC utility or use them all-each
is JCL-compatible with the IMS utility it replaces. Each will reduce the time you are now
spending to perform batch utility functions.
All of them used together will giv.e you
performance Improvements you didn't know were possible.
For more information, or to begin a 30-DayPlus Free Trial, clip and mail the coupon or call
your BMC Marketing Representative.
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SOFTWARE

BMC Software, Inc.
p.o. Box 2002· Sugar Land, TX 77487-2002
Contact me about a 30-Day-Plus Free Trial.
0 Contact me with more information.
UNLOAD PLUS 0 LOADPLUS
0 SECONDARY INDEX UTILITY ,
0 PREFIX RESOLUTION PLUS

o
o

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----:--_ _ __
Company_~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ State/Prov. _ _ _ _ Zip/P.C. _ _
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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NEC NEWSCOPE

antenna with an integral RFpackage
and compact indoor unit. takes less
than a workday to install. Site selecrivate Ku:-band satellite commu- ina "star" network topology. Our ex- tion and licensing are also simplified
nications networks using mini
elusive Adaptive Assignment TDMA with the Ku-band. The central hub
station with comprehensive monitorearth stations on customer prem- system automatically assigns the
best pathway for each data message ing. control and diagnostic capabiliises are poised to take off in the US.
Our advanced mini earth station
ties can be located adjacent to a
to minimize response time for short
data center or at a shared site.
networking system "NEXTAR" offers
interactive messages and increase
unprecedented flexibility for transthroughput during long batch transThe NEXTAR network can be
. action-oriented businesses typically mission. NEXTAR transparently
custom-tailored to a user's exacting
using POS, ECR and ATM systems.
interconnects existing remote terneeds-data rates from 75bps to
56Kbps plus voice and video capa~
The NEXTAR provides interactive
minals and the host's front-end
data communications between a
processor thanks to its intelligent
bility. It eliminates the wasted transcentral hub and many widely-dismission capacity and high cost of
network features.
persed remote mini earth stations
The mini earth station. a l.2 or l.8m traditional alternatives.

"NEXTAR" MINI EARTH STATION NETWORK.

P
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OEICsFOR
GIGA-BIT LINKS.

S

cientists at the NEC Optoelectronics Research Laboratory
have successfully tested
the world's fIrst optoelectronic ICs
to operate in the 1.3J.tm band at data
rates of 1.2Gbps.
'
The optical transmitter and
receiver chip pair set records of
a 12-km communication at 1.2Gbps
with a 7.7dB margin, and 22-km
transmission at 565Mbps with a 9.9dB
margin in the experiment using
a single-mode fiber.
The new light-emitting chip incorporates a 1.3J.tm DC-PBH(double-channel planar buried heterostructure)
laser diode and three InGaAsP/InP
hetero-junction bipolar transistors on
the same InP substrate. Modulation
up to 2Gbps is possible in NRZ mode.
A peak output of 20mW was marked
at 1Gbps.
The optical receiver integrates a
PIN photo diode and three low-noise
InGaAsP junction FETs on a single
chip for sensitivity of -14dBm at
1.2Gbps.
NEC's new OEIC pair will be
the ideal workhorse in medium- or
short-distance ultra-high speed links
including LANs, local subscriber
loops and interconnections of computers and peripherals because
it promises much lower cost and
smaller size than prevalent discrete
devices.
These OEIC devices will reach
the market within a few years.

NEAX61 NOW
IN SERVICE AT
1,002 EXCHANGES.

O

ur NEAX61 digital switching
system continues to playa
key role in the phenomenal

expansion of digital networks around
the world.
Since its implementation in 1979
the NEAX61 has captured the attention
of telecommunications administrators globewide for its sophisticated
modular hardware and software,
advanced service features, and full
operation and maintenance support.
Today there are NEAX61 switches
in service at 1,002 exchanges in
37 nations-more than 5 million
equivalent subscriber lines in
all. With recent orders from
New Zealand (400,000 lines),
Hong Kong (600,000 lines) and
Venezuela (330,000 lines) the
aggregate or., ders received
now exceeds
10 million
equivalent
subscriber
lines.

NEC OPTICAL REPEATERS GO
TRANSPACIFIC AND SUBMARINE.

T

he trend in transoceanic
submarine cable systems is undeniably ··optical". The use of
fiber optic transmission technology
increases capacity, extends repeater
span and ensures compatibility with'
lanct-based digital networks.
Under a contract awarded by
KDD, Japan's leading international
telecommunications network, NEC
is manufacturing optical submersible repeaters and optical terminal
equipment for the third Trans-PacifIc
Cable (TPC-3) which will link Hawaii
and Japan with a branch to Guam.

The TPC-3, to be completed in
1988 and owned by 22 telephone
operating companies in 10 countries,
will have two 280Mbps systems, offering a total capacity equivalent to7,560
telephone channels-a dramatic increase from 138 channels with TPC-1
and 845 channels with TPC-2.
Incorporating our 1.3J.tm DC-PBH
(double-channel planar buriedheterostructure) laser diodes and newlydeveloped high-speed monolithic ICs,
the optical repeaters are designed to
maintain high reliability on the ocean
floor at a depth up to 8,000 meters.
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and the EDSAC [Electronic Delay Storage
Automatic Calculator] being put together
in Cambridge. This was in the early' 50s
and I knew I couldn't get on those. They
were just for government work.
"I began to read about the situation in the States. The first Univac was
about to be delivered to the Bureau of
Census. I realized that the only way to
get in on the wave of the future was to go
to the U.S. I did, and selected three companies to apply to: IBM, RCA, and Remington Rand. All three offered me jobs. I
chose Remington Rand because they
said I could start tomorrow."
Slimak spent his entire computer
industry career with Remington and its
derivatives, first Univac and later Sperry
Corp. He started as a statistician. "Then
they trained me to be a programmer," he
recalls. He next became an executive,
which led to his involvement with
ADAPSO.

His first 12 years with the company that became Sperry were spent in the
U.S. "Then, because I knew languages,

Sperry asked me to move to Europe," he
says. He held a variety of positions with
the company's international division in
France, England, the Middle East, Eastern Europe, Russia, and finally as head of
the Southeast Asia operations with headquarters in Singapore, the position from
which he retired and in which he met
Johnnie Moon.
Slimak says he kept in very close
touch with the ADAPSO organization for
the first five years after he left the U~S.,
but then got involved in other things and
lost touch.
His return to the fold in Phoenix
last fall was, he recalls, "an unexpected
treasure. It had exceeded all my expectations. What had grown out of an insignificant idea was beyond my wildest
dreams."
What was it about ADAPSO he
found unchanged? "Why, the spirit of
real adventure and entrepreneurship. I
saw the same types of members ready to
charge away at the market, to get their
ideas going. I was very, very happy." .
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Francie Bolger,
Eastern Regional Sales Manager
Eastern District Managers:

John M. Gleason, Kathleen A. Murray
New York, NY 10022
875 Third Ave.
(212) 605-9400
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
Plymouth Plaza, Suite 201
(215) 825-4410

Robert J. Rielly

International Headquarters

los Angeles, CA 90035
1801 S. laCienega Blvd.
(213)559-5111

27 Paul St., london, EC2A 4JU England
Tel: 01-628-7030, Telex: 914911-TECPUB G,
Fax: 01-628-5984
Sal Massimino, Managing Director,
International Operations

William M. Wilshire
Irvine, CA 92715
2061 Business Center Dr., Suite 111
(714)476-2511
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Martin Sutcliffe

France:
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Ed Rappaport, Michael W. Andrea
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Hiroshi Sato
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Liz Martin
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(312) 381- 1840
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Western Regional Sales Manager
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Mountain View, CA 94043
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WHAT'S IN IT FOR ME?
Quite simply, NCC '87 is THE conference that provides you with the knowledge you
need to use technology to its fullest potential.

There is a need for one event to bring it all together
and give you the chance to sort it out-that event is
THE NATIONAL COMPUTER CONFERENCE.

Only at NCC will you DISCOVER:

NEW TRENDS AND TECHNOLOGIES
Participate in highly targeted technical
sessions led by industry experts on the newest
developments, applications and directions.

NEW SOLUTIONS
Discover the answers to your specific
computing needs at the most comprehensive
business computer conference.

NEW PRODUCTS
Explore the latest hardware, software
and communications innovations from
more than 300 of the leading companies in
the industry.

Make plans now to attend.

The National Computer Conference
June 15-18, 1987
McCormick Place, Chicago, Illinois
Call 1-800-NCC-1987
or
return the coupon below.

Sponsored by:
• AFIPS, ACM, DMPA, IEEE-CS, SCS

REDISCOVER NCC - DISCOVER THE POWER OF INFORMATION

I.,
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NCC 87
JUNE 15-18/CHICAGO

---------I

For additional NCC '87 information, caII1-800-NCC-1987 or return this coupon to:

NCC '87, 1899 Preston White Drive, Reston, VA 22091
Name ________________________________________________
Title ____________________________________________
Company ____________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________
City _________________________ State _ _ _ _ Zip _________
ON
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Campbell Soup, Smith
Barney, The Commonwealth
of Virginia and USAir
have 'all benefited from
Peat Marwick's unequalled
information systems
development experience.
Maybe you can, too.
In an area where experience really counts, you
can count on Peat Marwick. Our experienced
systems consultants bring you the highest level
of expertise, whether your project involves
systems planning, custom design and development, packaged software implementation or
software re-engineering services.
Peat Marwick's systems consultants average
more than ten years' experience. What this
means to you is an unequalled opportunity to
get more out of the system you are planning,
developing, implementing or maintaining. OiIr
consultants provide high quality, and reliable
consulting services that will help take the risk
out of your critical systems projects. And they
will follow through to insure that your systems
continue to perform at peak effectiveness.
You can benefit from the information systems skills that have helped some of the world's
finest corporations and governments. For
more information and a free copy of our systems
brochure, "Meeting the Technology Challenge:'
send in the coupon below or call 1-800-3443600. (In Illinois, call BOO-32B-4200.)
- - - - - - - - - - - i):UM-=2iT
Mail to: Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.,
345 Park Ave., Box ISS, New York, N.¥. 10154
Name
Title
Company
Address
City
State

Zip

r=lPEAT

I~MARWICK
Accounting and Auditing!
Tax Services/Management Consulting!
Information Systems Services
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Vector Matures

Security and Reality

Karen Gullo's article, "The Next Frontier" (Oct. 15, p. 28), was a good overview of the current work in vector compiler technology. It would have been
more complete, however, had it mentioned the work being done at Rice University by Ken Kennedy and his associates and the extension of autovectorization to languages other than FORTRAN
by Convex Computers.
As a consultant specializing in supercomputers, I really appreciate the
coverage that DATAMATION gives to the
whole supercomputing milieu.
VINCENT B. WAYLAND
Wayland Associates
Boulder, Colorado

I had been in a dp staff position when data
security was assigned to me on a parttime basis. I was eager but mystified
when my boss ordered me to go "do" security. I wondered, how does one effect
security? Flip on the security switch? Or
was it somewhat more complex? And
how did one know when he was finished?
Security as an abstract idea is enthusiastically supported by every selfrespecting employee in the organization.
Many managers believe they know
something about it because they are
managers and security is a management
issue. In reality, however, their ideas on
what 'constitutes security are widely disparate, much as are their notions of what
constitutes good management-with little reliance on research or education.
Varying definitions help make security
an easy concept to exploit, for indeed, almost anything can be said to have an impact· on security. A badly written program, the incorrect disposal of printouts,
a broken door, a decision to purchase one
hardware or software system over another, bad data, all can be said to affect
security.
Security administrators, too, are
grappling with the meaning of data security. At a security conference I recently
attended, the moderator of one session, a
thorough and well-known professional,
asked the class of experienced security
administrators to defme the components
of a security curriculum. An hour and 15
minutes later, the class was still on Roman numeral I. The episode suggests
that security administrators are far from
being in general agreement on a professional curriculum and farther still from
accreditation.
Nonetheless, I believe the perceptions discussed above are slowly
changing, and that the security administrator should be instrumental in effecting
these changes.'
One of the first changes that
should be effected is the security administrator's perception of his or her role. A
security practitioner should be not only a
technician, but also an educator and
(alas) a politician. As educators, security
administrators should target management as their primary audience. Through
articles, formal presentation, and even
over cups of coffee, the security officer
can attempt to present management with
a realistic view of security, as follows:
• Effective security has to be part of the
project design stage.

The Real J.R.
In "How to Get Rich" (Nov. 15, p. 38),
you cited the Forbes 400 listing for one
10hn Richard Simplot. Many have known
of an Idahoan with a sizable "tuberous
vegetable" fortune. More recently, a
smaller group have ogled a three-storyhigh illuminated American flag flying
over a hilltop estate in Boise.
None of these people know of a
. 10hn Richard Simplot, however. We do
know of a 1.R. Simplot (long before that
upstart Texan) and some of us know a
1ack Simplot.
We suggest that DATAMATION and
Forbes jointly hire an ACO (acronym control officer) to clarify not only corporate
and product acronyms, but also the
"real" names of the owners.
As an additional note of interest,
].R. is no longer involved in just spud
chips-he is also involved in the semiconductor variety, as the major shareholder of Micron Technology.
R. KENNETH STOLZ
Missoula, Montana

Computer Consultants
"Is Anyone Really Using Computer Consultants?" (Oct. 15, p. 99) contains a quotation purported to be from me. My position here at the County of Los Angeles
does not provide me the access to the
type of information that would be required in order to say anything for quotation in your publication. I request that
you retract any information that may be
attributed to me.
TED KOBAYASHI
Data Processing Specialist
Los Angeles County
Data Processing Department
Downey, California
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• Managers, not the security officer,
must determine the levels of access
needed by their employees.
• Security is overwhelmingly a human
problem, not a technical one.
Security administrators, too,
must realize that data exist to be used,
not to be protected. After all, data do not
accrue interest, and their value is based
almost exclusively on their timeliness.
A security policy from the dp /MIS
department alone cannot ensure the
safety, integrity, and accuracy ofthe corporation's informational assets. Without
a corporate policy (and it falls within the
security administrator's purview to educate management that one is needed) security becomes no more than a swinging
door to data, a minor inconvenience easily shoved aside. Moreover, if the users
are the delegated owners of the data
(with the organization being the ultimate
owners) and can therefore make the ultimate decisions as to who can see,
change, or delete the data, then the security policy of dp is largely irrelevant. If an
owner wants to open the floodgates of
access, then all data processing can really do is issue a warning that the owner's
data are at risk.
Perhaps, then, the reality of security rests with the questions my boss and
I grappled with in the first paragraph,
namely, how does one effect security?
The answer is that one doesn't; it is the
work of many. The applications and system programmers, management at all
levels, the users, consultants, clerks, and
even visitors, all, at one time or another,
are engaged in the security business. For
what is security if not the controlled exchange of information? Although many
people are involved, there should be no
"turf' problems here. The security administrator, working in his milieu of enlightened paranoia, can use all the help he
can get, and can be deemed successful if
he can get everyone in the organization
aware that they too are in the security
business.
ROBERT D. HARGROVE
Security and Contingency Planner
University of Texas
Health Science Center
Houston

Ifyou'd like to share your opinions,
gripes, or expen·ences with other readers,
send them to the Forum Editor, DATAMATION, 875 ThirdAve., New York, NY
10022. We welcome essays, poems, humorous pieces, or short ston·es.

INFORMIX~It'stheJastest RDBMS for UNIX~And
now it has a high-performance option that makes it
even faster.
Introducing INFOR:M1X-TURBO, the first falllt~
tolerant transaction processing database serVer for UNIX.
It lets INFOR:M1X~SQL andINFOR:M1X-4GL fly
through large databases. With features like optimized
datalayout. Adjustable-size shared memory. And
tunable performance parameters:
And to keep even the most demanding multi-user
databases flying, there's our fault-ctolerant feature.
Which makes for speedy recovery from system crashes.
Of course, its technology like· this that has made
INFORMIX:thebe~t-sellingRDBMS for UN"IX~~da
leading contender in MSTM-DOS, VMS™andnetworked
systems.
For our latest benchmarks, graphs and more
onINFOR:M1X~TURBO, write Informix Software,4100
Bbhannon Drlve, Menlo Park, CA94025.0r call
415/322-4100. And bring your database up to speed.

INFORMIX
The RDBMS for people who know better.™
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